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Debt Securities
Gross
Fak
Unrealized
Value
Losses

Equity Securities
Gross
Fair
Unrealized
Value
Losses
(In Millions)

Less than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total

%61.1
$61.1

$-

$63.0

$1.5

5.2
$5.2

$63.0

$1.5

-

-

The fair value of debt securitis, summarized by contractual maturities, as of December 3 1,20 t 1 and 20 10
are as fouows:

2011

2010

(In Millions)
Iess than I year
1 year - 5 years
5years-lOyears
10 years - 15 yms
15 y a r s - 20 years
20 years+
Total

$10.2

$1.8

94.6

79.8
52.3

57.9
2.6
2.9
18.0
$186.2

2.5
3.8

23.7
$163.9

During the years ended December 31, 2011, 2010, and 2009, proceeds fiom thc dispositions of securities
amounted to $203.4 million, $322.X &lion, and $393.0 million, respectively. During the years ended December 31,
201 1, 2010, and 2009, gross gains of $2.7 million, $4.4 million, and $4.4 million, respectiveIy, and gross losses of
5 1.2 million, S0.6 million, and $6.5 million, respectively, were recorded in d g s .
0thm-than-temporarv impairments and unrealized gains and losses

Entergy, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and System Energy evaluate
unrealized losses at the end of each period to determine whether an other-than-temporary impairment has occurred.
The assessment of whether an investment in a debt security has suffered an other-than-temporary impairment is based
on whether Entergy has the intent to seIl or more likely than not will be required to sell the debt security before
recovery of its amortized costs. Further, if Entergy does not expect to recover the entire amortized cost basis of the
debt security, an other-than-temporary impairment is considered to have occurred and it is measured by the present
vahc of cash flows expected to be collected Iess the amortized cost basis (credit loss). For debt securities held as of
January 1, 2009 for wbich an other-than-temporary impairment had previousIy been r e c o w e d but for which
assessment under the new guidance indicates this impairment is temporary, Entergy recorded an adjustment to its
opening balance of retained earnings of $11.3 million ($6.4 million net-of-tax). Entmgy did not have any material
other-than-temporary impairments relating to credit losses on debt securities for the years ended December 3 1,20 1 1
and 2010, The assessment of whether an investment in an equity sccurity has suffered an other-than-temporary
impairment continues to be based on a number of factors including, first, whether Entergy has the ability and intent to
hold the investment to recover its value, the duration and severity of any losses, and, then, whether it is expected that
the investment will recover its value within a reasonable period of time. Entergy’s trusts are managed by third
parties who operate in accordance with agreements that define invatment guidelines and place restrictions on the
purchases and sales of investments. Entergy recorded charges to other income of $0.I million in 20I 1, S 1 million in
2010, and $86 million in 2009, resulting from the recogition of the other-than-temporary impairment of certain
equity securities heId in its decommissioning trust finds.
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NOTEIS. VAIRIAIBLE INTEREST ENTITIES (Entergy Corporation, Enter0 Arkansas, Entergy Gulf
States, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entergy Texas, and System Energy)
Under appIicabIe authoritative accounting guidance, a variable interest entity (VIE) is an entity that conducts
a business or holds property that possesses any of the following characteristics: an insufficient amount of equity at
risk to finance its activities, equity owners who do not have the power to direct the si&cant activities of the entity
(or have voting rights that are disproportionate to their ownership interst), or where equity holders do not receive
expected losses or returns. An entity may have an interest in a VIE through ownership or other contractual rights or
obligations, and is required to consolidate a VIE if it is the VIE’S primary bendciazy.

The FASB issued authoritative accounting guidance that became effective in the first quarter 2010 that
revised the manner in which entities evaluate whether consolidation is required for VIES. Under the revised guidance,
the primary beneficiary of a WE is the entity that has the power to direct the activities of the VIE that most
signL5cantly affect the VIE’S economic performance, and has the obligation to absorb losses or has the right to
residual returns that would potentially be significant to the entity. In conjunction with the adoption of the new
guidance, Entergy updated reviews of its contracts and arrangements to determine whether Entergy is the primary
beneficiary of a VIE based on the revisions to the previous consolidationmodel and other provisions of this standard.
Based on this review Entergy determined that Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
and System Energy shouId consolidate the rapective companies fiom which they Iease nuclear fuel, usually in a sale
and leaseback transaction. This determination is because Entergy directs the nuclear fuel companies with respect to
nuclear fuel purchases, assists the nuclear fuel companies in obtaining fmancing, and, if financing cannot be
arranged, the lessee (Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entmgy Louisiana, or System Energy) is
responsible to repurchase nuclear fuel to allow the nuclear fuel company (the WE) to meet its obIigations. Under the
previous guidance, the determination of the primary beneficiary of a VIE was based on ownership interests and the
risks and rewards in the entity attributable to the variable interest holders. Therefore, the Entergy companies did not
previously consolidate the nuclear fuel companies. Because Entergy has historically accounted for the leases with the
nuclear fuel companies as capital lease obligations, the effect of consolidating the nudear fuel companies did not
materially affect Entmgy’s financial statements. During the term of the arrangements, none of the Entergy opcrating
companies have been required to provide &ancia1 support apart fiom their scheduled lease payments. See Note 4 to
the financial statements for details of the nuclear fuel companies’ credit faci1ity and commercial paper borrowings
and long-term debt that are reported by Entergy, Entergy kkansas, Entcrgy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy
Louisiana, and System Energy. These amounts also repraent Entergy’s and the respective Registrant Subsidiary’s
maximum exposure to losses associated with their respective interests in the nuclcar he1 companies.
Entergy Texas determined that Entergy Gulf States Reconstruction Funding I, LLC, and Entergy Texas
Restoration Funding, LLC, companies wholly-owned and consolidated by Entergy Texas, are variablc interest
e n t h and that Entergy Texas is the primary beneficiary- In June 2007, Entergy Gulf States Reconstruction
Funding issued senior secured transition bonds (securitization bonds) to fiance Enter# Texas’s Hurricane Rita
reconstruction costs. In November 2009, Entergy Texas Restoration Funding issued senior secured transition bonds
(securitization bonds) to finance Entergy Texas’s Hurricane &e and Hurricane Gustav restoration costs. With the
proceeds, the VariabIe interest entities purchased fiom Entergy Texas the transition property, which is the right to
recover fiom customers through a transition charge amounts sufficient to service the securitization bonds. Thc
transition property is reflected as a regulatory asset on the consolidated Entergy Texas balance sheet. The creditors
of Entergy Texas do not have recourse to the assets or revenues of the variable interest entities, including the
transition property, and the creditors of the variable interest entities do not have m o u s e to the assets or revenues of
Entergy Texas. Entergy Texas has no payment obligations to the variable interest entities except to remit transition
charge collections. See Note 5 to the hancial statements for additional details regarding the securitization bonds.

Entergy Arkansas Restoration Funding, LLC, a company wholly-owned and consolidated by Entera
Arkansas, is a variable interest entity and Entergy Arkansas is the primary beneficiary. In August 2010, Entergy
Arkansas Restoration Funding issued storm cost recovery bonds to finance Entergy Arkansas’s January 2009 ice
storm damage restoration costs, With the proceeds, Entergy Arkansas Restoration Funding purchased fiom Entergy
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Arkansas the storm recovery property, which is the right to recover from customers though a storm recovery charge
amounts sufficient to service the securitization bonds. The storm recovery property is reflected as a regulatory asset
on the consolidated Entersy Arkamas balance sheet. The creditors of Entergy Arkansas do not have recourse to the
assets or revenues of Entergy Arkansas Restoration Funding, including the stom recovery property, and the creditors
of Entergy Arkansas Restoration Funding do not have rwourse to the assets or revenues of Entergy Arkansas.
Entergy Arkansas has no payment obligations to Entergy Arkansas Rmoration Funding except to remit storm
recovery charge collections. See Note 5 to the financial statements for additional detaiIs regarding the storm cost
recovery bonds.
Entergy Louisiana Investment Recovery Funding I, L.L.C., a company wholly-owned and consolidated by
Entergy Louisiana, is a variable interest entity and Entergy Louisiana is the primary beneficiary. In September 20 1I,
Entergy Louisiana Investment Recovery Funding issued investment recovery bonds to recover Entergy Louisiana’s
investment recovery costs associated with the cancelled Little Gypsy repowering project. With the proceeds, Entergy
Louisiana hvcstment Recovery Funding purchased from Entergy Louisiana the investment recovery property, which
is the right to recover from customers through an investment recovery charge amounts sufficient to service the bonds.
The investment recovery property is reflected as a regulatory asset on the consolidated Entergy Louisiana balance
sheet. The creditors of Entergy Louisiana do not have recourse to the assets or revenus of Entergy Louisiana
Invmtment Recovery Funding, including the hvestment recovery property, and the creditors of Entcrgy Louisiana
Envcstment Recovery Funding do not have recourse to the assets or revenues of Entergy Louisiana. Entergy
Louisiana has no payment obligations to Entergy Louisiana Investment Recovery Funckg except to remit invdment
recovery charge collections. See Note 5 to the financia1 statements for additional details regarding the investment
recovery bonds,

Entergy Louisiana and System Energy are also considered to each hold a variable interest in the Imors from
which they lease undivided interests representing approximately 9.3% of the Waterford 3 and 1 1.5% of the Grand
Gulf nuclear plants, respectiveIy. Entergy Louisiana and System Energy are the lessees under these arrangements,
which are described in more detail in Note IO to the financial statements. Entergy Louisiana made payments on its
lease, including interest, of $50.4 million in 2011 $35.1 million in 2010, and 332.5 million in 2009. System Energy
made payments on its lease, including interest, of $49.4 million in 201 1, $48.6 d l i o n in 2010, and $47.8 million in
2009. The lessors are banks acting in the capacity of owner trustee for the benefit of equity investors in the
transactions pursuant to trust agreements entered soleIy for the purpose of hcilitating the Iease transactions. It is
possibk that Entergy Louisiana and System Energy may be considered as the primary beneficiary of the lessors, but
Entergy is unable to apply the revised authoritative accounting guidance with respect to these VIES because the
Iessors are not required to, and could not, provide the necessary hancial information to consolidate the lessors.
Because Entergy accounts for these leasing arrangements as capital financing, however, Entergy believes that
consolidating the lessors would not materially affect the financial statements. In the unliidy event of default under a
lease, remedies available to the lessor include payment by the lessee of the fair value of the undivided interest in the
plant, payment of the present value of the basic rent payments, or payment of a predetermined casualty value.
Entergy believes, however, that the obligations recorded on the balance sheets materiaIIy represent each company’s
potentia1 exposure to loss.
Entergy has also reviewed various lease arrangements,power purchase agreements, and other agreements in
which it hoIds a variable interest. In t h e cases, Entergy has determined that it is not the primary beneficiary of the
related VIE because it docs not have the power to direct the activities of the VlE that most simcantly affect the
VIE’S economic performance, or it d m not have the obIigation to absorb losses or the right to residual returns that
would potentiaIly be significant to the entity, or both.
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NOTE 19. TRANSACTIONS W T H AFFILIATES (Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana,
Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entergy Texas,and System Energy)
Each Registrant Subsidiary purchases electricity from or seUs electricity to the other Registrant Subsidiaries,
or both, under rate schedules fled 114thFERC. The Registrant Subsidiariasreceive management, technical, advisory,
operating, and administrative services from Entergy Services; receive management, technical, and operating s e w k
fiom Entergy Operations; and until the fist quarter 2011 purchased h e 1 fiom System Fuels. These trafisactions are
on an “at cost’ bask. In addition, Entergy Power seUs electricity to Enterm Mansas, Entergy Louisiana, and
Entergy New Orleans. RS Cogen sells electricity to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana.

As described in Note 1 to the financial statements, all of System Energy’s operating revenues consist of
billings to Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New OrIeans.

As described in Note 4 to the h c i a l statements, the Registrant Subsidiariesparticipate in Entergy’s money
pool and earn interest income from the money pool. Enterpy Arkansas, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New
Orleans also received interest income fiom System Fuels until the fist quarter 201 I, when System Fuels repaid each
company’s investment in System FueIs. As described in Note 2 to the hancial statements, Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana receive prefkrred membership distributions from Entergy Holdings Company.
The tables below contain the various a m a t e transactions of the Utility operating companies, System
Enera, and other Entergy affrliates.
Intercomanv Revenues

Entergy
Entergy Gulf States
Arkansas Louisiana

Entergy
Louisiana

Entergy
Mississippi

Entergy

Entergy
Texas

System
Energy

$264.1
$372.8
$295.0

$563.4
$558.6
$554.0

Entergy
Texas

System
Energy

(4)
$226.6

$486.6

$235.8
$213.5

$5 f 9.0
$417.6

$131.5
$122.7
$136.3

New Orleans

(InMillions)
2011
2010
2009

$293.3
$3 07.1
$354.5

$574.5
$462.9

$139.0

$475.5

$260.2

$96.9
$56.0
$87.6

$125.1
$59.4
$56.2

$228.0

Intercornpanv Operatine;Expenses

Entergy
Entergy Gulf States
Arkansas Louisiana

Entergy
Louisiana

Entergy
Entergy
Mississippi New Orleans
(In Millions)

201 1
2010

2009

(1)
$752.7

$545.6
$844.5

(2)

(3)
S574.0

$563.1
$602.7

$483.0

$337.2
$372.9

3547.6

$496.6

$353.1

Lncludes $1.2 million in 2011, $0.1 million in 2010,and $0.1 million in 2009 for power purchased from
Entergy Power.
(2) Includes power purchased from RS Cogen of $41.1 million in 2011, $50.8 million in 2010, and $49.3
million in 2009.
9) Includes power purchased from Entergy Power of $14.5 million in 201 1, $12.0 million in 2010, and
$11.6 million in 2009.
(4) hcludes power purchased fiom Entergy Power of S 14.2 million in 201 1, $I 1.8 million in 2010, and
$1 1.3 million in 2009.

(I)
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Intercompanv Interst and Investment Income

Entergy
Entergy Gulf States
Arkansas Louisiana

Entergy
Louisiana

2011
2010

$0.1

$32.5

$78.I

$0.6

2009

$0.9

$26.5
$19.5

867.6
$55.5

Entergy

Entergy
Mississippi New Orleans
(in Millions)

Entergy
Texas

System
Energy

$0.0

$0.1
S0.3

$0.1
$0.2

$0.1

$0.6
$0.7

$0.8

$0.7

$0.4

$1.9

NOTE 20. QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA WAUDITED) (J?,ntergy Corporation, Entcrgy Arkansas,
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Enter= Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entergy Texas,
and System Energy)
Operating results for the four quarters of 201 I and 2010 for Entergy Corporation and subsidiaries were:

Operating
Revenues

Operating
Income

ConsoIidated
Net Income
(InThousands)

Net Income
Attributable to
Entergy
Corporation

201 1:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$2,541,208
$2,803,279

$510,891
$558,738

$253,678
$320,598

$248,663

$3,395,553
$2,489,033

$600,909
$342,696

$633,069
$160,027

$628,054
$154, I39

$2,759,347
$2,862,950

$476,714
$626,241
$770,642
$393,780

$218,s 14

$213,799
$3 15,266

$3 15,583

2010:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$3,332,176
$2,533,104

$320,283
$497,90I
$233,307

$492,886
$228,29 1

Earnings per Average Common Share
2010

2011
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

Basic

Diluted

Basic

Diluted

$1.39

$1.38

$1.13

61.77
$3.55
$0.88

$1.76

$1.67
$2.65
$1.27

$1.12
$1.65

$3.53
$0.88
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The business of the Utility operating cornpanis is subject to seasonal fluctuations with the peak periods
occurring during the third quarter. Operating results for the Registrant Subsidiaries for the four quarters of2011 and
2010 were:
Operating Revenue
Entergy
Entergy
Arkansas

GulfStates

Louisiana

Enterg
Louisiana

Entern
Mississippi
(In Thousands)

Enterg
New Orleans

Entergy

System

Texas

Enerpy

$348,834

$128395
$129,120
$152,431
5153,465

2011:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

5443498
S5I6,833
3658356
S465,623

$495,898
$515,434
~ 5 2 2 , ~ $651,847
5596,948
$786,814
5519,001
$554,820

%288,983
s02,igd

$53 1,894
$540,535
S575,062
$434,956

$498,675
$509,225
S632,772
$456,349

$244,135
S309,261

$180,026

$336,206

$138,685

$408,692

$189,698
S15 1,040

$471,153
$514,786
$368,286

S365,569
5309,724

$158,256
$150,498
518Z,03 2

5444,423
$536,955

$139,399

%406+937

2010:

First Quarter
S m n d Quarter
Tbird Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$61 1,524
$619,473
$768,190
$539,579

$270,834

$128,584
$124,419
$1 5I ,78 1
$153,800

Operating Income (Lossl
Enterg
Arkansas

Entergy
GuIfStates
Louisiana

2011:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

360,905
$99,072
$164,822

$33555

083,O69
539,860
5100,276
$57,506

Entergy
Louisiana
$47,561
$96,648

Eniergy
Mississippi
(In Thousands)

Entergy
New OrIeans

Entergy

Texas

516,933

H15393

(361,706)

$37,2286
$50,280
$60,885

Sf5,7lO
$36,603

557,682
$86,810

$3,606

332,938

(56,118)

s24,935

$56,328
$90,115
5120,872
$29,359

$27,501

$21,473

$64,573

$10,077

S62,48 8
$26,7 14

$26,356
33,970

$42,083
$53,6 15
$72,496

System
Energy
$36,387
$33,996
$38,520
%41,699

2010:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

541,917
$108,793
$166,575
%S,73 1

$75,702
582,594
$127,825

$38,486

338,396

SI2292

$22380

$42,033
$42,426

New OrIeans

Entergy
Texas

Systc m
Enerpy

$15,726
S23,097
340,875
$1,147

%19J36

s 12,418

$20,613

$22,333

$20,442

$31,132

$22,299
519,270

Net Income lLossl
Entergy
Arkansas

Entergy
Gulf States
Louisiana

Entergy
Louisiana

Eniergy
Mississippi

Entergy

(InThousands)

2011:
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter
2010:
First Quarter

Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

SI7314

525,608
$50,298
$80,945

%45,670
$49310
351,946

$40,298
$75,103

523,a29

$337,722

533,169

38,040

%56,101

$20,800

534,417

$8,927
$8,207
%18,943
(5101)

$15,253
$55,40 1
$93,290
$8,674

$38,083

S36,833

532,154
$76,939

$61,259

$1 1,550
$34,744
534,499
$4,584

$11,517
35,529
$15,540
($1,472)

$43,562

$94,320
$39,023
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Earninm Applicable to Common Eauity
Entergy

Entergy
Arkmar

GulfStates

Louisiana

Fourth Quarter

Entergy
Mississippi

$23,880
$48,580
$79,227
36,321

s45,464
$49,104
$51,740
sss,a94

sa360
$73,365
$335,984
$19,064

516,607

137,877
$3 1,946

$35,095
$59,521
$42,582
$37,2 87

$10,843
$34,037
$33,792
$3,877

$23,122
%32,462
$33,710

20 10:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
ThirdQuarter
FourthQuarter

Entergy

New OrIearrs

ml-h-w

2011:

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter

Entergy
Louisiana

$13,535
$53,683
$9 1,572
$6,955

$76,733
$43,355

194

%8,=
$7,966
518,702

(3343)
$1 1,276

$5,288
$15,298
($ f ,713)
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ENTERGY’S BUSINESS

Entergy is an integrated energy company engaged primarily in eIectric power production and retail efectric
distribution operations. Entergy owns and operata power plants with approximately 30,000 MW of aggregate
electric generating capacity, inchding over 10,000 MW of nudear-fueled capacity. Entergy’s Utility business
delivers electricity to 2.8 million utility customers i
n Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. Entergy
generated annual revenua of $1 1.2 billion in 201 1 and had approximately 15,000 employees as of December 3 I ,
2011.

Entergy operates primarily through two businas segments: Utility and Entergy WholesaIe Commodities.
The Utility business segment includes the generation,transmrs
- sion, distribution, and sale of electric power h
portions of ATkansas, Mississippi, Texas, and Louisiana, including the City of New Orleans; and operates a
small natural gas distribution business. As discussed in more detail in “PIan to Spin Off the Utility’s
Transmission Businm” section of Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s Financial
Discussion and Analysis in December 201 1, Entergy entered into an agreement to spin off its trrlnsmission
business and merge it with a newly-formed subsidiary of ITC Holdings Corp.
The Entergy Wholesale Commodities business segment includes the ownership and operation of six nudear
power plants located in the northern United States and the sale of the electric power produced by those
plants to wholsale customers. This business also provides services to other nuclear power pIant owners.
Entergy Wholesale Commodities also owns interests in non-nuclearpower plants that sell the electric
power produced by those plants to wholesale customers.
See Note 13 to the financial statements for hancial information regardiogEntergy’s business segments.
Strategy

Entergy aspha to achieve industry-leading total shareholder returns in an environmentalIy responsible
fhshion by Icveraging the scale and expertise inherent in its core nuclear and utility operations. Entergy’s current
scope includes electricity generation, transmission and diskibution as we11 as natural gas transportation and
distribution. Entergy focusa on opcrational excellence with an emphasis on safety, reliability, customer service,
sustainability, cost efficiency, and risk management. Entergy also focuses on portfolio management to make
periodic buy, build, hold, or sell decisions based upon,its anaIyticalIy-derived points of view, which are updated as
market conditions evolve.

The Utility business segment indudes six whoIly-owned retail electric utility subsidiaries: Entergy
Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, and
Entergy Texas. These companies generate, transmit, distribute and sell electric power to retail and wholesale
customers in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy New
Orleans also provide n a m l gas utility services to customers in and around Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and New
Orleans, Louisiana, respectively. Also included in the Utility is System Energy, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Entergy Corporation that owns or leases 90 percent of Grand Gulf. System Energy sdIs its power and capacity
from Grand Gulf at wholesale to Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New
Orleans.
The six retail utility subsidiaries are each regulated by the FERC and by state utility commissions, or, in the
case of Entergy New Orleans, the City Council. System Energy is regulated by the FERC because all of its
transactions are at wholesale. The Utility continues to operate as a rate-regulated business as efforts toward
dereguhtion have been abandoned or have not been initiated in its service territorics. The overall generation
portfolio of the Utility, which relies havily on natural gas and nuclear generation, is consistent with Entergy’s
strong support for the environment.
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Customers
-

As of December 31, 2011, the Utility operating companies provided retail electric and gas service to
customers in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, as follows:
EIectric Customers
(In Thousands)
(%)

Area Sewed
Entergy Arkansas
Entergy GuIf Stats
Louisiana
Entergy Louisiana
Entergy Mississippi
Entergy New Orleans
Entergy Texas
Total customers

*

Portions of Arkansas

693

25%

Portions of Louisiana
Portions of Louisiana
Portions of Mississippi
City of New Orleans*
Portions of Texas

3 84
669

14%
24%
16%
6%

437
161
413
2,757

15%
100%
1 -

Gas Customers

(YO)

(InThousands)

>

92

48%

101

52%

193

100%
4

Excludes the Algiers area of the city, where Entergy L O U i S h M provides electric sentice.

Electric Energy Sales

The eIectric energy sales of the Utility operating companies are subject to seasonal fluctuations, with the
peak sales period normally occurring during the third quarter of each year. On August 3,2011, Entergy reached a
201 1 peak demand of 22,387 MWh, compared to the 2010 peak of 21,799 MWh recorded on August 2, 2010.
Selected eIectric energy sales data is shown in the table berow:
SeIected 201 1 Electric Enerw Sales Data

Entergy
Entergy
Entergy GuIf States Entergy
Entergy
Entergy
Arkansas Louisiana Louisiana Mssissippi New OrIeans Texas

System Entergy
Energy
(a)

(In GWh)
Sales to retail
customers
Sal= for resale:
hffliates
others

Total

2 1,584

19,885

31,744

13,574

5,120

16,863

-

6,893

2,145
185

43 1

1,167
19

4,158
1,258

9,293

1,304

8,595
1,013

-

4,111

29,781

29,493

34,074

14,337

6,306

22,279

9,293

112,799

14,119

16,376

16,022

15,948

*

15,528

332

108,688
I

Average use per
residential customer

IkWh)
(a)

Includes the effect of intercompany ehinations.
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The following table illustrates the Utility operating compania’ 2011 combined electric s a k volume as a
percentage of total electric sales volume, and 201 1 combined eIeceic revenue as a percentage of total 201 1 electric
revenue, each by customer class.

Customer Class

Yo of sales Volume

% ofRevenue

32.5

38.8
26.9

R e i dential
Commercial
Industrial (a)
Governmental
WholesaIdOther
(a)

25.5

36.2
2.2
3.6

26.6
2-4
5.3

Major industrial customers are in the chemical, petroleum refining, and pulp and paper industries.

See “Selected Financial Data” for each of the UtiIity operating cornpanis for the detair of their sales by
customer class for 2007-2011.

Selected 2011 Natural Gas SaIes Data

Entergy New OrIeans and Entergy Gulf States Louisiana provide both de&c power and natural gas to
retail customers. Entergy New Orleans and Entergy Gulf States Louisiana sold 10,074,754 and 7,005,074 Mcf,
respectively, of natural gas to retail customers in 20 11. In 201 1, 97% of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s operating
revenue was derived fiom the electric utility business, and only 3% fiom the natural gas distribution business. For
Entergy New Orleans, 84% of operating revenue was derived fiom the eleclric utility bwinss and 16% from the
natural gas distribution business in 2011. Following is data concerning Entergy New Orleans’s 2011 retail
operating revenue sources.
Customer Class

Raiden tia!
Commercial
Industria1
GovementaVMunicipaI

Electric Operating
Revenue

Natural Gas
Revenue

42%
37%
7%
14%

52%

24%
8%
16%

Retail Rate Regulation

General (Jintergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New
Orleans, and Entergy Texas)
Each Utility operating company regularly participates in retail rate proceedings. The status of material
retail rate proceedings is described in Note 2 to the financial statements. Certain aspects of the Utility operating
companies’ retail rate mechanisms are discussed below.
Enkrgy Arkansas

Fuel and Purchased Power Cost Recavwv
Entergy Arkansas’s rate schedulcs include an energy cost recovery rider to recover fuel and purchased
energy costs in monthly bills. The rider utilizes prior calendar year energy costs and projected energy sales for the
twelve-month period commencing on April 1 of each year to develop an energy cost rate, which is redetermined
annually and includes a true-up adjustment reflecting the over-recovery or under-recovery, including carrying
charges, of the energy cost for the prior caIendar year. The energy cost recovery rider W a l s o allows an interim
rate requmst depending upon the level of over- or under-recovery of fuel and purchased energy costs. In December
2007,the APSC issued an order stating that Entergy Arkansas’s energy cost recovery rider will remain in effect,
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and any future termination of the rider would be subject to eighteen months advance notice by the APSC, which
wouId occur following notice and hearing.
Storm Cost Recoverv
See Note 2 to the financial statements for a discussion of proceedings regarding recovey of Entergy
Arkansas’s storm restoration costs.

Entergy GuIfsIates Louisiana
FueI Recovery

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s electric mtes include a fuel adjustment clause designed to recover the cost
of fuel and purchased power costs. The fuel adjustment cIause contains a surcharge or credit for deferred fuel
expense and reIated carrying charges arising fiom the monthly reconciliationof actual fuel costs incurred with fuel
cost revenues billed to customers, including carrying charga.

To help stabilize electricity costs, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana received approval fiom the LFSC to hedge
its exposure to natural gas pfice volatility through the use of financial instruments. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
hedga approximately one-third of the projected exposure to natura1 gas price changes for the gas used to serve its
native electric load for all months of the year. The hedge quantity is reviewed on an annual basis.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s gas rates hc1ude a purchased gas adjustment cIause based on estimated gas
costs for the billing month adjusted by a surcharge or credit that arises &om an annual reconciliation of fuel costs
incurred with fuel cost revenues billed to customers, including carrying charges.
To help stabilize retail gas costs, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana received approval from the LPSC to hedge
its exposure to natura1 gas price volatility for its gas purchased for resale through the use of financial i n s m e n t s .
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana hedges approximately one-half of the projected natural gas volumts used to serve its
natural gas customers for November through March, The hedge quantity is reviewed on an annual basis.

Storm Cost Recovery
See Note 2 to the financial statements for a discussion of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s filings to recover
storm-related costs.

Entergy L oicisiana
Fuel Recovery

Entergy Louisiana’s rate schedules include a fuel adjustment clause daigaed to recover the cost of fuel and
purchased power costs. The h e 1 adjustment clause contains a surcharge or credit for defend fuel expense and
related carrying charges arising from the monthIy recondiation of actual he1 costs incurred with fuel cost revenues
bilIed to customers, including carrying charges.

In the Delaney vs. Entergy Louisiana proceeding, the LPSC ordered Entergy Louisiana, beginning with the
May 2000 fuel adjustment clause filing, to reprice costs flowed through its fuel adjustment clause related to the
EvangeIine gas contract so that the price included for fuel adjustment clause recovery shalI thereafter be at the rate
ofthe Henry Hub fmt of the month cash market price (as reported by the publication Imide FERC) plus $0.24 per
mm3tu for the month for which the fuel adjustment clause is calculated, irrespective of the actual cost for the
Evangeline contract quantity reflected in that month’s fie1 adjustment clause. The Evangeline gas contract expires
on January 1,2013.
To help stabilize electricity costs, Entergy Louisiana received approval from the LPSC in 2001 to hedge its
exposure to natural gas price voIatility through the use of financial instruments. Entergy Louisiana hedges
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approximately one-third of the projected exposure to natural gas price changes for the gas used to serve its native
efechic load for aU months ofthe year. The hedge quantity is reviewed on an annual basis.

In September 2002, Entergy Louisiana settled a proceeding that concerned a contract entered into by
Entergy Louisiana to purchase, through 2031, energy generated by a hydroelectric facility known as the Vidalia
project. In the settlement, the LPSC approved Entergy Louisiana's proposed treatment of the regulatory effect of
the benefit from a tax accounting election related to that project. In general, the settlement permitted Entergy
Louisiana to keep a portion of the tax benefit in exchange for bmring the risk associated with sustaining the trvc
treatment. See Note 8 to the financial statements for additional discussion of the obligations related to the Vidalia
project and the sbaring of tax benefits with customers.
Storm Cost Recoverv
See Note 2 to the financia1 statements for a discussion of Entergy Louisiana's filings to recover stormrelated costs.

Eniergy Mississippi
Fuel Recoverv

Entergy Mississippi's rate schedules include energy cost recovery riders to recover fuel and purchased
energy costs. The rider utilizes projected energy costs filed quarterly by Entergy Mississippi to develop an energy
cost rate. The energy cost rate is redetermined mch calendar quarter and includes a trueup adjustment reflecting
the over-recovery or under-recovery of the energy cost as of the second quarter preceding the redetermination.
Entergy Mississippi's fuel cost recoveries are subject to annual audits conducted pursuant to the authority of the

MPSC.
Power Management Rider

The MPSC approved the purchase of the Attala power plant in November 2005. In December 2005, the
MPSC issued an order approving the inqestrnent cost recovery through its power management rider and limited the

recovery to a period that begins with the closing date of the purchase and ends the earlier of the date costs are
incorporated into base rata or December 31, 2006. As a consequence of the events surrounding Entergy
Mississippi's ongoing efforts to recover storm restomtion costs associated with Hurricane Katrina, in October 2006,
the MPSC approved a revision to Entergy Mississippi's power management rider. The revision has the effect of
alfowing Entergy Mississippi to recover the annual ownership costs of the Attala plant until such time as a general
rate case is filed.

To help stabilize eIectricity costs, Entergy Mississippi received approval from the MPSC to hedge its
exposure to natural gas price volatility through the use of financial instruments. Entergy Mississippi hedges
approximately one-half of the projected exposure to natural gas price changE for the gas used to serve its native
electric load for a11 months of the year. The hedge quantity is reviewed on an annuaI basis.
Storm Cost Recoverv

Entergy Mississippi maintains a storm damage resfwe pursuant to orders of the MPSC and consistent with
the regulatory accounting requirements. Entergy Mississippi's storm damage reserve is funded through its storm
damage rider schedule. In August 201 1, Entergy Mississippi filed with the MPSC a notice of its intent to revise the
storm damage rider schedule to recover over a 36-month period approximately $30 milIion and to increase the level
of monthly accruals to the storm damage resave from the current leveI of $750,000 per month to S 1.75 million per
month, and to increase the current level ofthe storm reserve cap during which funds will accrue from $15 million to
$25 million. The cap is the level of the storm mewe baIance at which monthly accruals would temporarily case.
The amounts of the monthly accruals and the cap have not been revised since 2001 and the current amounts do not
reflect the costs of current storm ratoration activities. Consideration of Entergy Mississippi's notice is pending.
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Entergy New Orleans
FueI Recovery
Enter# New Orlms’s e I e c ~ crate schedules include a fuel adjustment tariff designed to reff ect no more
than targeted fuel and purchased power costs, adjusted by a surcharge or credit for deferred fuel expense arising
h m the monthly reconciliation of actual fuel and purchased power costs incurred with fuel cost revenues billed to
customers, including cmying charges.

Entergy New Orleans’s gas rate schedules include a purchased gas adjustment to reflect estimated gas costs
for the billing month, adjusted by a surcharge or credit similar to that included in the electric fitel adjustment clause,
inchding carrying charga. In October 2005, the City Council approved modication of the current gas cost
collection mechanism effective November 2005 in order to address concerns regarding its fluctuations, particdarly
durhg the winter heating season. The modifications are intended to minimize fluctuations in gas rates during the
winter months.
To help stabilize retail gas costs, Entergy N e w Orleans received approval fiom the City Council to hedge
its exposure to natural gas price volatility for its gas purchased for resale through the use of fmanciaI instruments.
Entergy New OrIeans hedges approximately one-half of the projected natura1 gas volumes used to sewe its natural
gas customers for November through March. The hedge quantity is reviewed on an annuaI basis.
Storm Cost Recoverv
See Note 2 to the financial statements for a discussion of Entergy New Orlleans’s efforts to reCover stormrelated costs.

FueI Recovery
Entergy Texas’s rate schedules include a fixed he1 factor to recover fuel and purchased power costs,
including carrying charges, that are not included in base rates. Semi-annual revisions of the fHed fuel factor are
made in March and September based on the market price of natural gas and changes in fie1 mix. The amounts
collected under Entergy Texas’s fixed fuel factor and any interim surcharge or refbnd are subject to fuel
reconciliation proceedings before the PUCT. The PUCT fuel cost reviews are discussed in Note 2 to the financial
statements.
Storm Cost Recoverv
See Note 2 to the

financial statements for a discussion of proceedings regarding recovery of Entergy

Texas’sstorm restoration costs.
Electric lndustrv Rwstnlcturhg

In June 2009, a law was enacted in Texas that requires Entergy Texas to cease all activities rekiting to
Entergy Texas’s transition to competition. The law allows Entergy Texas to remain a part of the SERC Region,
aIthough it does not prevent Entergy Texas from joining another power region. The law provides that proceedings
to certify a power region that Entergy Texas belongs to as a qualified power region can be initiated by the PUCT, or
on motion by another par!y, when the conditions supporting such a proceeding exist. Under the new law, the PUCT
may not approve a transition to competition plan for Entergy Texas u t i 1 the expiration of four years from the
PUCT’s certification of Entmgy Texas’s power region. In response to the new law, Entergy Texas in June 2009
gave notice to the PUCT of the withdrawal of its previously filed transition to competition plan, and requested that
its transition to competition proceeding be dismissed. In July 2009 the ALJ dismissed the proceeding.
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The new law also contains provisions that allow Entergy Texas take advantage of a cost recovery
mechanism that permits-annual filiigs for the recovery of reasonable and necessary expenditures for transmission
inhstructure improvement and changes in wholesale transmission charga. This mechanism was previously
available to other non-ERCOT Texas utility companies, but not to Entergy Texas.
In September 201 1, the PUCT adopted a proposed mIe implementing a Distribution Cost Recovery Factor
to recover capital and capital-related costs related to distribution infrastructure. The Distribution Cost Recovery
Factor permits utiIities once per year to implement an increase in rates above amounts reflected in base r a t s to
reflect deprwiation expense, federal income tax and other taxes, and return on investment. The Distribution Cost
Recovery Factor rider may be changed a maximum of four times between base rate cases, and expires in January
20 17, unless otherwise extended by the Texas LegisIature.

The new law further amends already existing law that had required Entergy Texas to propose for PUCT
approval a tariff to allow eligible customers the ability to contract for competitive generation. The amending
language in the new law provides, among other things, that: I ) the tariffshall not be implemented in a manner that
harms the sustainability or competitiveness of manufacturers who choose not to participate in the tariff; 2) Entergy
Texas shall “purchase competitive generation service, seIected by the customer, and provide the generation at retail
to the customer”; and 3) Entergy Texas shall provide and price transmission service and ancillary services under
that tariffat a rate that is unbundled fkom its cost of sewice. The new law dirmts that the PUCT may not issue an
order on the tariff that is contrary to an applicable decision, rule, or policy statement of a federal regulatory agency
having jurisdiction.

Entergy Texas and the other parti= to the PUCT proceeding to determine the design of the competitive
generation tariff were involved in negotiations throughout 2011 with the objective of resolving as many disputed
issue as possible regarding the tariff. While these negotiations remain pending, the PUCT has directed the parties
to fiIe testimony allowing it to consider and resolve certain thr&oId ism= related to the design of the program,
including: 1) the definition and calculation of any cost unrecovered by Entergy Texas as a result of the tariff; 2)
who should be eligible to take service under the brig and 3) what ratepayers should be responsible for paying any
unrecovered costs experienced by Entergy Texas. Testimony addressing these issues has been submitted and a
hearing is scheduled for April 20 12.
Franchises_
Entergy Arkansas holds exclusive hnchises to provide electric service in approximately 307 incorporated
cities and towns in Arkansas. These franchim are unlimited in duration and continue unless the municipalities
purchase the utility property. In Arkansas, hnchises are considered to be contracts and, therefore, are terminable
pursuant to the terms of the franchise agreement and applicable statutes.

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana holds non-exclusive franchises to provide electric service in approximately
56 incorporated municipalitis and the unincorporated areas of approximately 18 parishes, and to provide gas
service in the City of Baton Rouge and the unincorporated areas of two parishss. Most of Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana’s bnchises have a term of 60 years. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s current electric franchises expire
during 20152046.
Entergy Louisiana holds non-exclusive franchises to provide electric service in approximately I16
incorporated Louisiana municipalities. Most of these franchises have 25-year terms. Entergy Louisiana also
supplies electric service in approximately 45 Louisiana parishes in which it holds non-exclusive franchises.
Entergy Louisiana’s electric fi-anchises expire during 2015-2036.
Entergy Mississippi has received fkom the MPSC certificates of public convenience and necessity to
provide electric service to areas within 45 counties, including a number of municipalities, in wcstern Mississippi.
Under Mississippi statutory law, such certificates are exclusive. Entergy Mississippi m y continue to serve in such
municipalities upon payment of a statutory hnchise fee, regardless of whether an original municipal franchise is
still in existence.
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Entergy New O r h m provides electric and gas service in the City of New OrIeans pursuant to
indeterminate permits set forth in city ordinances (except electric service in AIgiers, which is provided by Entergy
Louisiana). These ordinances contain a continuing option for the City of New OrIeans to purchase Entergy New
Orlmns’s electric and gas utility properties.

Entergy Texas holds a certificate of convenience and necessity from the PUCT to provide electric service
to areas within approximately 27 counties in eastern Texas, and hoIds non-exclusive franchises to provide electric
service in approximately 6s incorporated municipalities. Entergy Texas was typically granted 50-year franchises,
but recently has been receiving 25-year franchises, Entergy Texas’s electric franchises expire during 2013-205s.

The business of System Energy is limited to wholesale power d e s . It has no distribution franchises.
Property and Other Generation Resources
Generating Stations

The total capabifity of the generating stations owned and leased by the Utility operating companies and
System Energy as of December 3 I, 201 1, is indicated below:

Company

Entergy Arkansas
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
Entergy Louisiana
Entergy Mississippi
Entergy New Orleans
Entergy Texas
System Energy
TotaI
(1)

TotaI

Owned and Leased Capability MW(1)
GaslOil
Nuclear
Coal

4,774
3,317

5,424

1,668
1,980
4,265

3,229
764

2,809
764

2,538
I ,071
21,I 17

2,269
*

13,755

1,823

974
1,159

1,071
5,027

1,209
3 63

-

Hydro

74

-

420
*

269

-

I

2,26 1

74

“Owned and Leased Capability” is the dependable load carrying capability as demonstrated
under actual operating conditions based on the primary fuel (assuming no curtailments) that
each station was designed to utilize.

The Entergy System’s load and capacity projections are reviewed periodically to asss~ssthe need and timing
for additional generating capacity and interconnections. These reviews consider existing and projected demand, the
availability and price of power, the location of new load, and the economy. Summer peak load in the Entergy
System service territory has averaged 21,246 MW from 2002-201 1. In the 2002 time period, the Entergy System‘s
long-term capacity resources, allowing for an adequate reserve margin, were approximately 3,000 MW less than the
total capacity required for peak period demands. In this time period the Entergy System met its capacity shortages
aImost entirely through short-term power purchases in the whohale spot market. Zn the fall of 2002, the Entergy
System began a program to add new resources to its existing generation portfolio and began a process of issuing
requests for proposals ( R R ) to procure supply-sidc resourca from sourca other than the spot market to meet the
unique regional needs of the Utility operating companies. The Entergy System has adopted a long-term raource
strategy that calls for the bulk of capacity needs to be met through long-term resources, whether owned or
contracted Entergy refers to this strategy as the “Portfolio Transformation Strategy“. Over the past nine years,
Portfolio Transformation has resulted in the addition of about 4,500 MW of new Iong-term rcsourc%es. These
figures do not indude transactions currently pending as a result of the Summer 2009 RFF. When the Summer 2009
RFP transactions are included in the Entergy System portfolio of long-term resources and adjusting for unit
deactivations of older generation, the Entergy System is approximately 500 MW short of its projected 2012 pwk
load plus reserve margin. This remaining need is expected to be met through a nuclear uprate at Grand Gulf and
limited-term resources. The Entergy System will continue to access the spot power market to economically
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purchase energy in order to minimize customer cost. In addition, Entergy considers in its planning processes the
n o t k from Entergy Arkansas and Entergy Mississippi regarding their future withdrawal fiom the System
Agreement. Furthermore, as with other transmission systems, there are certain times during which congation
occurs on the Utility operating companies' transmission system that limits the ability of the Utility operating
cornpark as well as other parties to fully utilize the generating resources that have been granted transmission
service.

EWP Procurements

The WPs issued by the Enter= System since the fall of 2002 have sought resow= needed to meet n m as longer-term resources though a broad range of wholesaIe power
products, including limited-term (i to 3 years) and long-term conbactual products and asset acquisitions. Detailed
evduation procases have been developed to analyze submitted proposals, and, with the exception of the January
2008 RFP and the 2008 Western Region RFP, each RFP has been overseen by an independent monitor. The
folowhg table illustrates the results of the RFP process for resources acquired since the Fall 2002 RFP. The
contracts below were primarily with non-affiliated suppliers, with the exception of contracts with EWO Marketing
for the saIe of 185 MW to 206 MW from the RS Cogen plant and conh-acts with Entergy Power for the sale of
approximately 100 MW h m the Independence plant.
term summer reliabiIity requirements as well

Shortterm 3n'

RFP
Fall 2002
January 2003 supplemental
Spring 2003
Fall 2003
Fall 2004

party

222 M

Limited-term
affiIiate
185-206 MW (a)

Limitedterm 3a
231 MW

-

w
I

381 MW
390 MW

1,250 Mw

2006 Long-Tcrm

Fat1 2006
January 2003 (g)
2008 Westem Region
Summer 2008 (h)
January 2009 Western Region
July 2009 Baseload
Summer2009 Long-Tern 0)
(a)

@)
(c)

Long-term
affdiate

party

"

780 MW

-

300 MW
200 Mw

Long-term
3rd party

TotaI

718MW(d) I,235-1,276MW
222 Mw
381 MW
390 MW
1,250 MW
1,327 MW
750 M W

-

150-300 MW

1555 MW

300 MW
200 Mw
150-300 MW
336 M W
2106 M W

Includes a conditional option to increase the capacity up to the upper bound of the range.
The contracted capacity hcrased from 101 MW to 121 MW in 2010.
This table does not reflect (i) the River Bend 30% life-of-unit purchased power agreements totaling
approximately 300 MW between Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana (200 MW),
and between Entergy Gulf Statas Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans (100 MW) related to Entergy
GuIf States Louisiana's unregulated portion of the River Bend nuclear station, which podon was
formedy owned by Cajun Electtic Power Cooperative, Inc. or (ii) tbe Entergy Arkansas wholesale
base load capacity life-of-miit purchased power agreements executed in 2003 totaling approximately
220 M W between Entergy Arkansas and Entergy Louisiana (1 10 MW) and between Entergy
Arkansas and Entergy New Orleans (110 Mw) related to the sale of a portion of Entergy Arkansas's
coa1 and nuclear base load resources (which were not included in retail rates); or (5)1Zmonth
agreements originally executed in 2005 and which are renewed annualIy between Entergy Arkansas
and Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Texas, and between Entergy Arkansas and Entergy
Mississippi, relating to the sale of a portion of Entergy Arkansas's coal and nucIear base load
raourca (which were not included in retail rates) to those companies. These r e o m = were
identified outside of the formal WP process but were submitted as formal proposals in response to
the Spring 2003 RFP, which confkmed the economic merits of these resources.
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Entergy Louisiana’s June 2005 purchase of the 718 MW, gas-ked Perryville plant, of which a total
of 75% of the output is sold to Entergy GuIf States Louisiana and Entergy Texas.
(e) In 2011 the LPSC approvedEntergy Louisiana’s cancellation of the LittIe Gypsy Unit 3 re-powerins
project selected fiom the 2006 Long-Term RFP.
(0 Entergy Arkansas’s September2008 purchase of the 789 MW, combined-cycle, gas-fired Ouachita
Generating Facility, of which one-third of the output was sold to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana prior to
the purchase of one-thiid of the facility by Entergy Gulf States Louisiana in November 2009.
(9) At the direction of the LPSC,but with fuU reservation of all legal rights, Entergy Servica issued the
January 2008 RFP for Supply-Side Resourcw seeking fixed price unit contingent products. Although
the LFSC request was directed to Entergy GulfStates Louisiana and Enterw Louisiana, Entergy
Servicm issued the RFP on behalf of aII of the Utility operating companies. No proposals were selected
from this RFP.
(h) In October 2008, in response to the U.S. financial crisis, Entergy Sewices on behalf of the Utility
operating companies terminated all long-term procurement efforts, including the long-term portion of
the Summer 2008 W P .
(i) Represents the seIf-suppIy alternative considered in the W, consisting of a cost-based purchase by
Entergy Texas, Entergy Louisiana, and Entergy Mississippi of wholesaIe baseload capacity from
Entergy Arkansas.
Includes
the Ninemile self-build option, acquisitions from KGen of its Hinds and Hot Spring facilities
(i)
and 8 long-term PPA with Calpine CarviIIe. Contracts fiom the Summer 2009 Long-Term RFP have
been executed but are still pending regulatory approvals.
{d)

Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans currently purchase, pursuant to ten-year purchased power
agreements that expire in 2013, 121 MW of capacity and energy fiom Entergy Power sourced from Independence
Steam Electric Station Unit 2. The transaction, which originated fiom the Fa11 2002 RFP, included an option for
Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans to acquire an ownership interest in the unit for a total price of $80
million, subject to various adjustments. In March 2008, Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New OrIans provided
notice of their intent to exercise the option. Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans continue to evaluate the
economics of proceeding with this option. Based upon changes in the long-term economics of the resource relative
to current options, in August 201 I, Entergy Louisiana made a filing with the LPSC seeking relief from the pior
directive to exercise the. option to purchase an ownership interest in the Independence unit. The LPSC staff filed
testimony suggesting that the option should be exercised but noting that this is IargeIy a policy decision for the
LPSC.
In June 201 1, Entergy Louisiana filed with the LPSC an application seeking certification that the public
necessity and convenience wouId be sewed by Entergy Louisiana’s constnrction of a nominally-sized 550 MW
combined-cycle gas turbine generating facility (Ninemile 6) at its existing NinemiIe Point e1ech-k generating
station that was selected in the Summer 2009 Long-Term RFP. For additional discussion of the Ninemile 6 project
see Capital Expenditure Plans and Other uses of Capital in Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries
Management’s Discussion and AnaIysis.

In December 2010, on behalf of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Services
issued the 2010 RFP for Long-Term Renewable Energy Resources seeking up to 233 MW of renewabIe generation
resourca to meet the requirements of an LPSC general order issued in December 2010. In November 2011,
Entergy & m i c a selected five r a o u r c s for a total of 143 MW for the primary seIection list and hvo additional
proposals, representing 103 MW for the secondary selection list. The seven proposals collectively reprcsent a
mixture of as-available and baseload products, tcchnologies, and geographic locations.
In June 201 1, on behalf of Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Services issued the 201 1 RFP for Transition PIan
Resources. The RFP sought up to 750 MW of flexible generation resources through one or more purchased power
agreements to address Entergy Arkansas’s requirements for its 2014-2016 time fiame. Entergy Arkansas concluded
its review and evaluation of the proposals submitted in response to the RFP in November 201 1 and selected !AVO
proposals totahg approximately 795 MW for negotiation of definitive agreements.
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h December 201 1, on behalf of Entergy Texas,Entergy Servics issued the 201 1 Western Region RFP for
Long-Term Supply Side Resourc~.This RFP is seeking approximately 300 MW of baseload or flexible capacity,
energy, and other eleckic products to meet the long-term reliability needs of the Western Region beginning in 2017.

This RFP includes a self-build option at Entergy Texas's Lewis Creek site.
Other Procurements From Third Parties
The above table does not include resource acquisitions made outside of the RFP process, inchding Entergy
Mississippi's January 2006 acquisition of the 480 MW, combined-cycle, gas-fired AttaIa power plant; Entergy Gulf
States Louisiana's March 2008 acquisition of the 322 M W , simple-cycle, gas-fired Calcasieu Generating Facility;
and Entergy Louisiana's April 201 1 acquisition of the 580 MW, combined-cycle, gas-fired Acadia Energy Center
Unit 2. The above table aIso does not reflect various limited- and long-term contracts that have been entered into in
recent year5 by the Utility operating cornpanis as a result of bilateral negotiations.

Interconnections

The Entergy System's generating units are interconnected by a transmission system operating at various
voltages up to 500 kV. These generating units consist primarily of steam-electric production facilities and are
centrally dispatched and operated. Entergy's Utility operating companies are interconnected with many
neighboring utilities. In addition, the Utility operating companies are members of the SERC Reliability
Corporation. The primary purpose of SERC is to ensure the reliability and adequacy of the electric bulk power
supply in the southeast region of the United States. SERC is a member of the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation.
Gas Proper&

As of December 32, 201 1, Entergy New Orleans distributed and transported natural gas for distribution
within Algiers and New Orleans,Louisiana, through 2,500 miles of gas pipeline. As of December 3 1,201I, the gas
properties of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, which are Iocated in and around Baton Rouge, Louisiana, were not
material to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana's financial position.

The Entergy System's generating stations are generally Iocated on properties owned in fee simple. Most of
the substations and transmission and distribution lines are constructed on private property or public rights-of-way
pursuant to msements, servitudes, or appropriate franchises. Some substation properties are owned in fee simple.
The Utility operating companies generally have the fight of eminent domain, whereby they may perfect title to, or
secure easements or servitudes on,private property for their utility operations.

Substantially all of the physicaI properties and assets owned by Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entergy Texas, and System Energy are
subject to the liens of mortgages securing bonds issued by those companies. The Lewis Creek generating station is
owned by GSG&T, Inc., a subsidiary of Entergy Texas, and is not subject to its mortgage lien. Lewis Creek is
leased to and operated by Entergy Texas.
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Fuel Supply

The sourca of generation and average fuel cost per kwh for the Utility operating companies and System
Energy for the years 2009-20 11 were:

Year

Natural Gas
YO
Cents
Of
Per
Gen
kwh

Nuclear
YO Cents
of
Per
Gen kwh

201 1
2010

25
22

4.85

34

5.39

36

.8 1
.78

2009

19

5.64

34

.66

Cod
YO Cents

of
Per
Gen
kWh
-I3
I3
12

2.31
2.00
2.04

Purchased
Power
Yo
Cents
of
Per
Gen
kWh
-28
29
35

4.59
5.28
5.29

Actual 201 1 and projected 2012 sources of gcneration for the Utility operating companies and System
Energy, including certain power purchases from affiliates under Iife of unit power purchase agreements, including
the Unit Power Sal= Agreement, are:
Purchased
Natura1 Gas
2011
2012

Entergy Arkansas (a)
Entergy Gulf Stat= Louisiana
Entergy Louisiana
Entergy Mississippi
Entergy New Orleans
Entergy Texas
System Energy (b)
Utility (a)
(a)

(b)

3%
29%
29%
39%
37%

11%
31%

57%
27%

27%
40%
3&'0

36%
23%

37%

19%

25%

23%

-

Coal
2011
2012

Power
2011
2012

52%
19%
40%
23%
45%

24%

23%

10%
2%

11%

14%
39%
31%

19%
9%

2%
20%
9%

16%
34%
33%
19%

9%

IG%

9%

12%
54yo

Nuclear
2011
2012

45%
12%
100%

100%

-

11%

34%

34%

13%

13%

-

42%

-

28%

17%
I

30%

HydroeIectric power provided less than 1% of Entergy Arkansas's generation in 201 1 and is expected to
provide IESS than 1% of its generation in 2012.
Capacity and energy fiom System Energy's interest in Grand Gulf is allocated as folIows unda the Unit
Power SaIes Agreement: Entergy Arkansas - 36%; Entergy Louisiana - 14%Entergy Mississippi - 33%;
and Entergy New Orleans - 17%. Pursuant to purchased power agreements, Entergy Arkansas is selIing a
portion of its owned capacity and energy fiom Grand Gulf to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy
Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans.

Some of the Utility's gas-fred plants are capable of also using fuel oil, if necessary. Although based on current
economics the Utility does not expect k e I oil use in 2012, it is possible that various opmtionaI events including
weather or pipeline maintenance may require the use of he1 oil.
Natural Gas

The Utility operating companies have Iong-term firm and short-term interruptible gas contracts for both
supply and transportation. Long-term firm contracts for power plants comprise less than 25% of the Utility
operating companies' total requirements. Short-term contracts and spot-market purchases satisfy additional gas
requirements. Entergy Texas owns a gas storage facility that provides reliable and flexible natural gas service to
certain generating stations.

Entergy Louisiana has a long-term natural gas supply contract, which expires January 1, 2013, in which
Entergy Louisiana agreed to purchase natural gas in annual amounts equal to approximately one-third of its
projected annual fuel requirements for cerhin generating units. Annual demand charges associated with this
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contract are estimated to be $6.6 million. Entergy Louisiana conductedan RFP to obtain a replacement supplier for
this contract and is in negotiations with the prevailing bidder.

Many kctors, including wellhead defiverability, storage and pipeline capacity, and demand requirements of
end users, influence the availability and price of natural gas supplies for power plants. Demand is tied to wmther
conditions as well -as to the prices and availabiGty of other energy sources. Pursuant to federal and state
regulations, gas supplies to power plants may be interrupted during periods of shortage. To the extent natural gas
supplies are disrupted or natural gas prices significantly increase, the Utility operating companies will use alternate
fuels, such as oil, or rely to a larger extent on coal, nuclear generation, and purchased power.
Coal

__.

Entergy Arkansas has committed to four one- to threeyear contracts that will supply approximately 90% of
the total coaI supply needs in 2012. Thae contracts are staggered in term so that not all contracts have to be
renewed the same year. The remaining 10% of total coal requirements wil1 be satisfied by contracts with a term of
less than one year. Based on greater Powder River Basin (PRB) coal deliveries and the high cost of foreign coal, no
aItemative coal consumption is expected at Entergy Arkansas during 2012. Entergy Arkansas has an existing long
tern railroad transportation contract that wiIl provide up to approximateIy 85% of Entergy Arkansas's coal
transportation requirements for 2012. An RFP for Entergy Arkansas' open rail transportation position was issued in
201 1 and a definitive agreement is expected by mid-2012.

Entergy GuK Stat& Louisiana has executed three one- to three-year contracts that will supply
approximately 90% of Nelson Unit 6 coal needs in 2012. Additional PRB coal will be purchased through contracts
with a term of less than one year to provide the remaining supply needs. For the same reasons as for Entergy
Arkansas's plants, no alternative coal consumption is expected at Nelson Unit G during 2012. Coal will be
transported to Nelson via a new transportation agreement beginning January 1, 2012 that will provide
approximately 90% to 100% of rail transportation requirementsfor 20 12.

For the year 2011, coal transportation delivery to Entergy Arkansas operated coaI-fired units met coal
demand at the plants and it is expected that delivery times cxperienced in 2010 and 2011 will continue through
2012. In the fourth quarter 2011, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana experienced significant delivery shortfalls as the
result of flood-related dismptions on the BNSF Railway. Inventory levels recovered by year end and improved
transportation times are expected under the new transportation agreement beginning in 2012. Both Entergy
Arkansas and Entergy Gulf States Louisiana control a sufficient number of railcars to satisfy the mi1 transportation
requiremenb
The operator of Big Cajun 2 - Unit 3, Louisiana Generating, LLC, has advised Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana and Entergy Texas that it has adequate rail car and barge capacity to meet the volumes of low-sulfur PRB
coa1 requested for 2012. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana's and Entergy Texas's coal nomination requests to Big
Cajun 2 - Unit 3 are made on an annual basis.

Nuclear Fuef
The nuclear fuel cycle consists of the following:

mining and milling of uranium ore to produce a concentrate;
conversion ofthe concentrate to uranium hexafluoridegas;
enrichment of the uranium hexafluoride gas;
fabrication of nuclear fuel assemblis for use in fbeling nuclar reactors; and
disposal of spent fuel.

The Registrant Subsidiaries that own nuciear plants (Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana,
Entergy Louisiana, and System Energy), are responsible through a shared regulated uranium pool for contracts to
acquire nuclear material to be used in fueling Entergy's Utility nuclear units. These companies own the materials
and services in this shared regulated uranium pool on a pro rata fractional basis determined by the nuclear
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generation capability of each company. Any liabilities for ObIigations of the pooled contracts are on a several but
not joint basis. The shared regulated uranium pool maintains inventories of nuclear materials during the various
stages of processing. The Registrant Subsidark purchase enriched uranium hexafluoride for their nuclear plant
reload requirements at the average inventory cost fiom the shared regulated uranium pool. Entergy Operations Inc.
contracts separately for the fhbrication of nuclear fuel as agent on behalf of each of the Registrant Subsidiaries that
owns a nuclear plant. All contracts for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel are between the Department of Energy
(DOE) and the owner of a nuchar power p h t .
Based upon currently pIanned fuel cycles, the nuchar units in both the Utiiity and Entergy Wholesale
Commodities segments have a diversified portfolio of conkacts and inventory that pmvids substantiaIly adequate
nuclear he1 materiaIs and conversion and enrichment services at what Entergy believes are reasonably predictabIe
or fixed prices through most of 2012. Entergy's ability to purchase nudear fuel at reasonably predictable prices,
however, depends upon the performance reliability of uranium miners. There are a number of possible alternate
suppliers that may be accessed to mitigate any supplier performance failure, including potentiaIIy drawing upon
Entergy's inventory intended for later generation periods depending upon its risk management strategy at that time,
although the pricing of any alternate uranium suppIy fiorn the market will be dependent upon the market for
uranium suppry at that time. In addition, some nuclear fuel contracts are on a non-ked price basis subject to
prevailing prices at the time of delivery.

The effects of market price changa may be reduced and deferred by risk management strategies, such as
negotiation of floor and ceiling amounts for long-term contracts, buying for inventory or entering into forward
physical contracts at fured prices when Entergy beIieves it is appropriate and useful. Entergy buys uranium from a
diversified mix of seUm located in a diversified mix of countries, and from time to time purchases from marly all
qudified reliable major market participants woddwide that sell into the U.S.
Entergy Arkansas, Entergy GuIf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and System Energy each have made
arrangements to lease nuclear fuel and reIated equipment and S E ~ C C S . The Iessors, which are consolidated in the
financia1 statements of Entergy and the applicable Registrant Subsidiary, finance the acquisition and ownership of
nuclear fuel through credit agreements and the issuance of notes. Thme arrangements are subject to periodic
renewal.
Natural Gas Purchased for Resale
Entergy New Orleans has several suppliers of natura1 gas. Its system is interconnected with three interstate
and three intrastate pipelines. Entergy New Orleans has a "no-notice" service gas purchase contract with Atmos
Energy which guarantees Entergy New Orleans gas delivery at specific delivery points and at any voIume within
thc minimum and maximum set forth in the contract amounts. The Amos Energy gas supply is transported to
Entergy New Orleans pursuant to a transportation service agreement with Gulf South Pipeline Co. This service is
subject to FERC-approved rat=. Entergy New Orleans aIso makes interruptible spot market purchases. In recent
years, natural gas deliveris to Entergy New Orleans have been subject primarily to weather-dated curtailments.

As a rcsuIt of the implementation of FERC-mandated interstate pipeline restructuring in 1993, curtailments
of interstate gas supply couId occur if Entergy New Orleans's suppliers failed to perform their obligations to deliver
gas under their supply agreements. Gulf South Pipeline Co. could curtaiI transportation capacity only in the event
of pipeline system constraints.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana purchases natural gas for resale under a ~ r contract
n
fiom Enbridge
Marketing (US.)
Inc. The gas is delivered through a combination of intrastate and interstate pipelines.
Federa1 ReguIation of the Utility
State or local regulatory authorities, as described above, regulate the retai1 rates of the Uti& operating
companies. The FERC regdates whoIBale rata (including intrasystem sales pursuant to the System Agreement)
and interstate transmission of electricity, as well as rates for System Energy's saIes of capacity and energy fiom
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Grand Gulfto Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entntergy New Orleans pursuant to the
Unit Power Sales Agreement.
System Aweement (Entergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas)

The Utility operating companies historically have engaged in the coordinated planning, construction, and
opention of generating and bulk transmission facilities under the terms of the System Agreement, which is a rate
schedule that has been approved by the FERC. Under the terms of the System Agreement, generating capacity and
other power resources are jointly operated by the Utility operating companies. The System Agreement provides,
among other things, that parties having generating reserves greater than their allocated share of ram&(long
companies) shall receive payments from those partis having generating reserves that are Iess than their allocated
share of r a m s (short companies). Such payments are at amounts sufficient to cover certain of tbe long
companies’ costs for intermediate and p&ng oillgas-fired generation, including operating expenses, fixed charges
on debt, dividend requirements on preferred equity, and a fair rate of return on common equity investment. Under
the System Agreement, the rate used to compensate Iong companies are based on costs associated with the Iong
companies’ steam electric generating units fueled by oil or gas and having an annual average hwt rate above I0,OOO
BtdkWh. In addition, for all energy exchanged among the Utility operating companies under the System
Agreement, the companies purchasing exchange energy are required to pay the cost of fuel consumed in generating
such enera pIus a charge to cover other associated costs.
Citing its concern that the benefits of its continued participation in the current form of the System
Agreement have been seriously eroded, in December 2005, Enterg Arkansas submitted its notice that it will
terminate its participation in the current System Agreement effective ninety-six (96)months from the date of the
notice or such earlier date as authorized by the FERC. In November 2007, pursuant to the provisions of the System
Agreement, Entergy Mississippi provided its written notice to terminate its participation in the System Agreement
effective ninety& (96) months from the date of the notice or such earlier date as authorized by the FERC. In light
of the notices of Entergy Arkansas and Entergy Mississippi to terminate participation in the current System
Agreement, in January 2008 the LPSC unanimously voted to direct the LPSC Staff to begin evaluating the potential
for a new agreement. Likewise, the New Orleans City Council opened a docket to gather information on progress
towards a successor agreement.

In November 2009 the FERC accepted thc notices of cancellation and determined that Entergy Arkansas
and Entergy Mississippi are permitted to withdraw from the System Agrcement following the 96 month notice
period without payment of a fee or being required to othenvise compcnsate the remaining Utility operating
companies as a result of withdrawal. In February 2012 the FERC denied the LPSC’s and the City Council’s
rehearing requests. The LPSC has appealed the FERC’s decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, and oral argument was held in the case in January 2012.
See “Svstem Ameement’*in Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s Financial Discussion and
Analysis for discussion of the proceedings at the FERC involving the System Agreement and other related
proceedings.

Transmission
the “Plan to Spin Off the Utility’s Transmission Business” section of Entergy Corporation and
Subsidiaries Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis.
See

See “Independent Coordinator of Transmission” in the “Rate, Cost-recoven, and Other Regulation”
section of Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis.

Svstem Enerw and Related Azreernents
System Energy recovers costs related to its interest in Grand Gulf through rates charged to Entergy
Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans for capacity and energy under the
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Unit Power Sales Agreement (dcscribed below). In December 1995, System Energy commenced a rate proceeding
at the FERC. In July 2001, the rate proceeding became final, with the FERC approving a prospective 10.94%
return on equity. The FERC’s decision aIso affected other aspects of System Energy’s charges to the Utility
operating companies that it supplies with power. In 1998, the FERC approved requests by Entergy Arkamas and
Entergy Mississippi to accelerate a portion of their Grand Gulf purchased power obligations. Entergy Arkamas’s
and Entergy Mississippi’s acceIemtion of Grand GuIf purchased power obIigations ceased effective Jury 200 I and
July 2003, respectively, as approved by the FERC.
Unit Power Sales Agreement

The Unit Power Sales Agreement alIocates capacity, energy, and the related costs fiom System Energy’s
ownership and leasehold interests in Grand Gulf to Entergy Arkansas (36%), Entergy Louisiana (14%), Entergy
Mississippi (33%), and Entergy New Orleans (17%). Each of t h e companies is obligated to make payments to
System Energy for its entitlement of capacity and energy on a ful1 cost-of-service basis regardless of the quantity of
energy delivered Payments under the Unit Power Sales Agreement are System Enerw’s only source of operating
revenue. The financial condition of System Energy depends upon the continued commercial operation of Grand
GuIf and the receipt of such payments. Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entcrgy
New Orleans generally recover payments made under the Unit Power SaIa Agreement through rates charged to
their customers.
In the case of Entergy Arkansas and Entergy Louisiana, payments are also recovered through sal= of
electricity from their mpective retained sham of Grand Gulf. Under a settlement agreement entered into With the
APSC in 1985 and amended in 1988,Entergy Arkansas retains 22% of its 36% share of Grand Gulf-related costs
and recovers the remaining 78% of its share in rates. In the event that Entergy Arkansas is not abIe to sell its
retained share to third parties, it may sell such energy to its retail customers at a price equal to its avoided cost,
which is currently less than Entergy Arkansas’s cost fiom its retained share. Entergy Arkansas has life-of-resources
purchased power agreements with Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans that sel1 a portion of the output of
Entergy Arkansas’s retained share of Grand GuIf to those companies. In a series of LPSC orders, court decisions,
and agreements fiom late 1985 to mid-1988,Entergy Louisiana was granted rate relief with respect to costs
associated with Entergy Louisiana’s share of capacity and energy &om Grand Gulf, subject to certain terms and
conditions. Entergy Louisiana retains and does not recover from retail ratepayers 18% of its 14% share of the costs
of Grand Gulf capacity and energy and movers the remaining 82% of its share in rates. Entergy Louisiana is
allowed to recover through the h e 1 adjustment clause at 4.6 cents per k i n for the energy d a t e d to its retained
portion of these costs. AIternativeIy, Entergy Louisiana may sell such energy to aon-affiliated parties at prices
above the fuel adjustment clause recovery amount, subject to the LPSC’s approval.
Availability Agreement

The Availability Agreement among System Energy and Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy
Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans was entered into in 1974 in connection with the financing by System Energy
of Grand Gulf. The Availability Agreement provides that System Energy make available to Entergy Arkansas,
Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans all capacity and energy availabIe from System
Energy’s share of Grand GttK

Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Enterw Mississippi, and Entergy New OrIeans also agreed severally
to pay System Energy monthly for the right to receive capacity and energy from Grand GuK in amounts that (when
added to any amounts received by System Energy under the Unit Power Sales Agreement} would at least equaI
System Energy’s total operating expenses for Grand Gulf (including depreciation at a specified rate and expenses
incurred in a permanent shutdown of Grand Gulf) and interest charges, The September 1989 write-off of System
Energy’s investment in Grand Gulf2, amounting to approximateIy 5900 million, is being amortized for Availability
Agreement purposes over 27 years.
The alIocation percentages under the Availability Agreement are fixed as foUows: Entergy Arkansas 17.1%; Entergy Louisiana - 26.9%; Entagy Mississippi - 3 1.3%; and Entergy New Orleans - 24.7%. The allocation
percentages under the Availability Agreement would remain in effect and would govern payments made under such
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agreement in the event of a shortfhll of funds availabIe to System Energy &om other sources, including payments
under the Unit Power Sales Agreement.
System Energy has assigned its rights to payments and advances from Entergy Arkansas, Entergy
Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans under the Availability Agreement as security for its first
mortgage bonds and reimbursement obligations to certain banks providing h e r s of credit in connection with the
equity finding of the sale and leaseback transactions dacribed in Note 10 to the financial statements under
and Leaseback Transactions Grand Gulf Lease Obligations.” In these assignments, Entergy Arkansas,
Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans further agreed that, in the event they were
prohibited by govementa1 action from making payments under the Availability Agreement (for example, if the
FERC reduced or disdlowed such payments as constituting excessive rats), they would then make subordinated
advanca to System Energy in the same amounts and at the same times as the prohibited payments. System Energy
would not be allowed to r e p q these subordinated advances so long as it remained in default under the related
indebtedness or in other simiIar circumstances.

“a

-

Each of the assignment agreements reIating to the Avahbility Agreement provides that Entergy Arkansas,
Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans will make payments directly to System Energy.
However, ifthere is an event of default, those payments must be made directly to the holders of indebtedness that
are the beneficiaries of such assignment agreements. The payments must be made pro rata according to the amount
of the respective obrigations secured.

The obligations of Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New Orleans to
make payments under the Availability Agreement are subject to the receipt and continued effectiveness of all
necessary regulatory approvals. SaIes of capacity and energy under the Availability Agreement would require that
the Availability Agreement be submitted to the FERC for approval with respect to the terms of such sale. No such
f i b g with the FERC has been made because sales of capacity and energy from Grand Gulf are being made
pursuant to the Unit Power Salts Agreement. If,for any reason., saIes of capacity and energy are made in the future
pursuant to the AvaiIability Agreement, the jurisdictiona1 portions of the Availability Agreement wouId be
submittedto the FERC for approval.

Since commercial operation of Gmnd Gulf began, payments under the Unit Power Sales Agreement to
System Energy have exceeded the amounts payabIe under the Availability Ageement. Therefore, no payments
under the Availability Agreement have ever been required. If Entergy Arkamas or Entergy Mississippi &ils to
make its Unit Power Sale Agreement payments, and System Energy is unable to obtain funds fiom other sources,
Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans could become subject to claims or demands by System Energy or its
creditors for payments or advances under the AvailabiIity Agreement (or the assignments thereof) equal to the
difference between their required Unit Power SaIes Agreement payments and their required Availability Agreement
payments because their AvailabilityAgreement obligations exceed their Unit Power Sales Agreement obligations.
The Availability Agreement may be terminated, amended, or modified by mutual agreement of the parties
thereto, without further consent of any assignees or other creditors.
Capitai Funds Agreement

System Energy and Entergy Corporation have entered into the Capital Funds Agreement, whereby Entergy
Corporation has agreed to suppIy System Energy with suficient capita1 to (i) maintain System Energy’s equity
capital at an amount equal to a minimum of 35% of its total capitalization (excluding short-term debt) and (ii)
permit the continued commercial operation of Grand Gulf and pay in full all indebtedness for borrowed money of
System Energy when due.

Entergy Corporation has entered into various supplements to the Capital Funds Agreement. System Energy
has assigned its rights under such supplements as security for its first mortgage bonds and for reimbursement
obligations to certain banks providing letters of credit in connection with the equity funding of the sale and
Ieaeback transactions described in Note 10 to the iinancial statements under “Sale and Leaseback Transactions Grand Gulf Lease Obligations.” Each such supplement provides that permitted indebtedness for borrowed money
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hmed by System Energy in connection with the financing of Grand Gulf may be secured by System Energy’s
rights under the Capita1 Funds Agreement on a pro rata basis (except for the Specific Payments,as defined below).
In addition, in the supplements to the Capital Funds Agreement dating to the specific indebtedness being secured,

Entergy Corporation has agreed to make cash capital contributions directly to System Energy sufficient to enable
System Energy to make payments when due on such indebtedness (Specific Payments). However, if there is an
event of default, Entergy Corporation must make those payments directly to the hoIders of indebtedness benefiting
from the supptementaI agreements. The payments (other than the Specific Payments) must be made pro rata
according to the amount of the respective obligations benefiting fiom the supplementa1ageements.
The Capital Funds Agreement may be terminated, amended, or modified by mutual agreement of the
parties thereto, upon obtaining the consen4 if required, of those holders of System Energy’s indebtedness then
outstanding who have received the assignments of the Capital Funds Agreement.
Service Companies

Entergy Services, a corporation wholly-owned by Entergy Corporation, provides management,
administrative, accounting, Iegal, engineering, and other services primarily to the Utility operating compank
Entergy Operations is also wholly-owned by Entergy Corporation and provides nuclear management, operations
and maintenance services under conbct for ANO,River Bend, Waterford 3, and Grand Gulf,subject to the owner
oversight of Enterg Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and System Energy,
respectively. Entergy Services and Enterm Operations provide their services to the Utility operatins companies
and System Energy on an “at cost” basis, pursuant to cost allocation methodologies for these service agreements
that were approved by the FERC.
Jurisdictional Separation of Entergy Gulf States, Inc. into Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Texas
Effective December 31, 2007, Entergy Gulf States, Inc. completed a jurisdictional separation into two
vertically integrated utility companies, one operating under the sole retail jurisdiction of the PUCT, Entergy Texas,
and the other operating under the soIe retail jurisdiction of the LPSC,Entergy Gulf States Louisiana. Management
believes that the jurisdictional separation better aIigns Entergy Gulf States, Im’s Louisiana and Texas operations to
sewe customers in those states and to operate consistent with state-specific regulatory requirements as the utiIity
reguIatory environments in those jurisdictions evolve. The jurisdictional separation provides for regulation of each
separated company by a singIe retail regulator, which should reduce regulatory complexity.

Entergy Texas now owns all Entergy Gulf States, Inc. distribution and transmission assets located in Texas,
gas-fired generating plants located in Texas, undivided 42.5% ownership shares of Entergy Gulf States, Inc.’s
70% ownership interest in Nelson 6 and 42% ownership interest in Big Cajun 2, Unit 3, which are coal-fired
generating plants located in Louisiana,and other assets and contract rights to the extent related to utility operations
in Texas. Entergy Gulf Stat& Louisiana now owns all of the remaining assets that were owned by Entergy Gulf
States, Inc. On a book value basis, approximateIy 58.1% of the Entergy Gulf’ States, Inc. assets were aIIocated to
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and approximately41.9% were allocated to Entergy Texas.
the

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana remained primarily liable for all of the long-term debt issued by Entergy

Gulf States, Inc. that was outstanding on December 3I, 2007. Under a debt assumption agreement with Entergy
Gulf Stam Louisiana, Entergy Texas assumed its pro rata share of this long-term debt, which was $1.079 billion, or
approximately 46%, which had been entirely paid-off as of December 3 I, 2010. The pro rata share of the long-term
debt assumed by Entergy Texas was determined by first determining the net assets for each company on a book
vaIuc basis, and then calcdating a debt assumption ratio that resulted in the common equity ratios for Mach
company being approximately the same as the Entergy Gulf States, Inc. common equity ratio immediately prior to
the jurisdictional separation.
Entergy Texas purchases from Entergy GuIf States Louisiana pursuant to a life-of-unit purchased power
agreement (PPA) a 42.5% share of capacity and energy fiom the 70% of River Bend subject to retail regulation.
Entergy Texas was allocated a share of River Bend‘s nuclcar and environmental liabilities that is identical to the
share of the plant’s output purchased by Entergy Texas under the PPA Entergy Gulf States Louisiana purcham a
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57.5% share of capacity and energy from the gas-fired generating plants owned by Entergy Texas,and Entergy
Texas purchases a 42.5% s h e of capacity and energy from the gas-fmd generating plants owned by Entergy Gulf
States Louisiana. The PPAs associatedwith the gas-ked generatingplants wiII terminate when the unit(s) islare no
longer dispatched by the Entergy System. The dispatch and operation of the generating plants will not change as a
result of the jurisdictional separation.

The jurisdictional separation occurred through completion of the following steps:
Through a Texas statutory merger-by-division, Entergy Gulf States, Inc. was renamed as Entergy Gulf
States Louisiana, Inc., a Texas corporation, and the new Texas business corporation Entergy Texas, Inc.
was famed,
Entergy Gulf Stat=, Inc. allocated the assets described above to Entergy Texas, and all ofthe capital stock
of Entergy Texas was issued directly to Entergy Gulf States, hc.3 parent company, Entergy Corporation.
Entergy Corporation formed EGS Holdings, Inc., a Texas corporation, and contributed all of the common
stock of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Znc. to EGS Holdings, hc.
EGS Holdings, lac. formed the Louisiana limited liability company Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, L.L.C.
and then owned all of the issued and outstanding membership interests of Enter= GulfStats Louisiana,

L.L.C.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Inc. then merged into Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, L.L.C., with Entergy
GulfStates Louisiana, L.L.C.being the surviving entity.
Entergy Corporationnow owns EGS Holdings, Inc. and Entergy Texas in their entirety, and EGS Holdins,
Inc. now owns Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s common membership interests in their entirety.

Earnings Ratios of Registrant Subsidiaries

The Registrant Subsidiaries’ ratios of earnings to fured charges and ratios of earnings to combined fxed
charges and preferred dividends or distributions pursuant to Item 503 of SEC Regulation S-K are as foIIows:
Ratios ofEarnings to Fixed Charges
Years Ended December 31,
Entergy Arkansas
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
Entergy Louisiana
Entergy Mississippi
Entergy New Orleans
Entergy Texas
System E n e r a

2011

2010

2009

4.31

3.91
3.58
3.35
4.43

2.39
2.99
3.52
3.3 I
3.61

2.10
3.64

4.36

3.41

1.86
3.55

5.37
2.34
3.85

2008

2007
3.19
2.84

1.92

2.33
2.44
3.14
2.92
3.71
2.04

3.73

3.29

.

3.44
3.22
2.74
2.07
3.95

Ratios of Earnings to Combined Fixed
Charges
- and Preferred Dividends or Distributions
Years Ended December 31,
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Entergy Arkansas
Entergy Gulf Starcs Louisiana
Entergy Louisiana
Entergy Mississippi
Entergy New Orleans

3.83
4.30

3.60
3.54

2.09

1.95

2.95

1.70

3.19
3.16

3.27
3.06

4.08

3.33

2.42
2.87
2.67
3.45

3.27
4.74

2.88
2.73

3.08
2.97
2.54

The Registrant Subsidiaries accme interest expense related to unrecognized tax benefits in income tax expense and
do not include it in fixed charges.
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Enterw Wholesale Commodities
During 2010 Entergy integrated its non-utility nuclear and its non-nuclear wholesale assets businesses into
a new organization called Entergy Wholesale Commodities.

Entergy Wholesale Commodities includes the ownership and operation of six nuclear power plants, five of
which are located in the Northeast United States, with the sixth located in Michigan, and is primarily focused on
selling electric power produced by those plants to wholesale customers. Entergy WhoIsale Commoditics’
revenus are primariIy derived from sales of energy and generation capacity from these plants. Entergy Wholesale
Commodities also provides operations and management servvica, inchding decommissioning services, to nuclear
power plants owned by other uti1itk in thc United States.
Entergy WhoIesaIe Commodities also includes the ownership of, or participation in joint ventures that own,
non-nuclear power plants and the sale to wholesale customers of the electric power produced by these plants.
Property
NucIear Generatinn Stations

Entergy Wholesale Commodities incIudes the ownership of the following nucIear power pIants:
In
Service

Powcr Plant

Market

PiIgrim
FitzPatrick
Indian Point 3
Indian Point 2
Vermont Yankee

rso-m
mso
NYISO
Nnso

Palisades

MIS0

ISO-NE

Year

1972

1975

I976
I974
1972
1971

CapacityReactor Type

Acquired

Location

July I999
Nov. 2000
Nov. 2000
Sept. 200 1
July 2002
Apt. 2007

PIymouth, MA

6SS MW -Boiling Water
838 MW -Boiling Watcr

Buchanan, NY

1,011 MW -Pressurized Wntcr
1,028 MW Pressurized Wakr
605 MW -Boiling Water
8 1 1 MW Presfllrized Water

Oswego, NY

Buchanan, NY
Vernon, VT
South Haven, MI

-

-

License
Expiration
Date
2012
2034
2015

2013
2032
2031

Entergy Wholesale Commodities also includes the ownership of two non-operating nuclear facilities, Big Rock
Point in Michigan and Indian Point 1 in New York that were acquired when Entergy purchased the Palisades and
Indian Point 2 nucIar plants, respectively. These facilities are in various stages of the decommissioning process.
The NRC operating license for Vermont Yankee was to expire in March 2012. In March 201 I the NRC
renewed Vermont Yankee’s operating license for an additional 20 years, as a result of which the license now
expires in 2032. For additional discussion regarding the continued operation of the Vermont Yankee plant, see
“Impairment of Long-Lived Assets” in Note 1 to the financial statements.

The operating licenses for Pilgrim, Indian Point 2, and Indian Point 3 expire between 2012 and 2015.
Under federal law, nuclear power plants may continue to operate beyond their license expiration dates while their
renewaI applications are pending NRC approval. Various parties have expressed opposition to renewa1 of the
licenses. With respect to the Pilgrim license renewal, the Atomic Safety and Licensing 3oard (ASLB) of the NRC,
after issuing an order denying a new hearing request, terminated its proceeding on Pilgrim’s license renewaI
application. With the ASLB p r o c ~ sconcluded the proceeding, inchding appeaIs of certain ASLB decisions, is
now before the NRC.

In ApriI 2007, Entergy submitted an application to the NRC to renew the operating licenses for Indian
Point 2 and 3 for an additional 20 years. The ASLB has admitted 21 contentions raised by the State of New York
or other parties, which were combined into 16 discrete issuss. Two of the issues have been resohed, lmving 14
issues that are currentIy subject to ASLB hearings. In July 2011, the ASL3 granted the State of New York’s
motion for summary disposition of an admitted contention challenging the adequacy of a section of Indian Point’s
environmenta1 analysis as incorporated in the FSEIS (discussed below). That section provided cost estimate for
Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives (SAMAs), which are hardware and procedural changes that could be
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implemented to mitigate estimated impacts of off-site radiological r e l a s s in case of a hypothesized severe
accident. In additionto finding that the S A M A cost analysis was insufficient, the ASLB directed the NRC staff to
explain why cost-beneficial SAMAS shouId not be required to be implemented Entergy appealed the ASLB’s
decision to the NRC and the NRC staff supported Entergy’s appeal, while the State of New York opposed it. In
December 2011 the NRC denied Entergy’s appeal as premature, stating that the appeal could be renewed at the
conclusionof the ASLB proceedings.

h November 2011 the ASL3 issued an order establishing deadlimes for the submission of several rounds
of testimony on most of the contentions pending before the ASLB and for the filing of motions to limit or exclude
testimony. Initid hearings before the ASLB on the contentions for which testimony is submitted are expected to
begin by the end of 2012. Filins deadlines for testimony on certain admitted contentions remain to be set by the

ASLB.
The NRC s t a f f c u r d y is also performing its technical and environmental reviews ofthe application. The
NRC staff issued a Final Safety Evaluation Report (FSER)in August 2009, a supplement to the FSER in August
201 I, and a F h I Supplemental EnvironmentaI Impact Statement (FSEIS) in December 2010. The NRC staff has
stated its intent to file a suppIementa1 FSEIS in May 2012. The New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation has taken the position that Indian Point must obtain a new state-issued CIean Water Act Section 401
water quality certification as part of the license renewaI process. In addition, the consistency of Indian Point’s
operations with New York State’s coastal management policies must be resolved as required by the Coastal Zone
Management Act. Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ eEo& to obtain these certifications and determinations
continue in 2012.

The hearing process is an integral component of the NRC’s regulatory hmework, and evidentiary hearings
on Iicense renewal applications are not uncommon. Entergy intends to participate furry in the hearing process as
permitted by the NRC’s hearing rules. As noted in Entagy’s responses to the various intervenor filings, Entergy
believes the contentions proposed by the intervenors are unsupported and without merit. Entergy wiIl continue to
work with the NRC staff as it completes its technical and environmental reviews of the license renewal application.
Non-nuclear Generating Stations

Entergy Wholesale Commodities includes the ownership, or interests in joint ventures that own, the
fdlowing non-nuclear power plants:
Plant

Rhode Island State Energy Center; 583 MW
liitchie Unit 2; 544 MW
Independence Unit 2; 842 MW (2)
Top of Iowa; 80 MW (4)
White Deer; 80 M W (4)
RS Cogen; 425 MW (4)
Nelson6; 550MW

Location

Ownership

Johnston, RI
Helena, AR
Newark, AR
worth County, IA
Amarillo, TX
Lake CharIes, LA
Westlake, LA

100%

100%
14%
50%
50%
50%
11%

Net Owned
Capacityll)

533MW
544MW
121 M w ( 3 )

40 MW
40 MW
213 MW
60MWI3)

Type
Gas

GaslOil
Coal
Wind
Wind
GaslStcam
Gas

(1) ‘Wet Owned Capacity” refers to the nameplate rating on the generatingunit,

(2) Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans currently purchase 101 M W of capacity and energy fiom
Independence Unit 2. The transaction included an option for Entergy Louisiana and Enter= New Orleans to
acquire an ownership inter& in the unit for a total price of $80 million, subject to various adjustments. In
March 2008, Entersy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans provided notice of their intent to exercise the
option. Entergy Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans continue to evaluate the economics of proceeding with
this option. Based upon changes in the long-term economics of the rsource relative to current options, in
August 2011, Entergy Louisiana made a filing with the LPSC seeking relief from the prior directive to
exercise the option to purchase an ownership interest in tbe Independence unit. The LFSC staff filed
testimony suggesting that the option should be exercised but noting that this is largely a policy decision for
the LPSC.
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(3) The owned MW capacity is the portion of the plant capacity owned by Enterm Wholesale Commodities.
For a compIete listing of Entergy’s jointly-owned generating stations, refer to “Jointlv-Owned Generating
Stations” in Note 1 to the financial statements.
(4) LndiectIy owned through interests in unconsolidated joint ventures.

In the fourth quarter 2010, Entergy sold its 61 percent share of the Harrison County 550 M W combined
cycle gas-fred power plant.
Independent Svstem Operators

The Pilgrim and Vermont Yankee and Mode IsIand plants fa11 under the authority of the Independent
System Operator (SO)New England and the FitzPatrick and Indian Point plants fall under the authority of the New
York Independent System Operator (NYISO). The Palisads plant falls under the authority of the MISO. The
primary purpose of IS0 New England, NYISO, and MIS0 is to direct the operations of the major generation and
transmission facilities in their respective regions; ensure grid reliabiIity; administer and monitor whoresale
electricity markets; and plan for their respective region’s energy needs.

Energy and Capacity Safes

As a wholesale generator, Entergy Wholesare Commodities core business is selling energy, measured in
MWh, to its customers. Entergy Wholesale Commodities enters into forward contracts with its customers and sells
energy in the day ahead or spot markets. In addition to selling the energy produced by its plants, Entergy
Wholesale Commodities sells unforced capacity, which allows load-serving entities to meet specitied m e w e and
related requirements placed on them by the ISOs in their respective areas. Entergy Wholesale Commodities’
forward fNcd price power contracts consist of contracts to sell energy ody, contracts to seI1 capacity only, and
bundled contracts in which it seIls both capacity and energy. WbiIe the terminology and payment mechanics vary
in these contracts, each of these types of contracts requires Entergy WhoIesale Commodities to deliver MWh of
energy, make capacity avaihble, or both. See “Commoditv Price Risk - Power Generation” in Entergy Corporation
and Subsidiaries Management’s Financia1 Discussion and Analysis €or additional information regarding these
contracts.

In addition to the contracts discussed in “Commoditv Price Risk - Power Generation,” Entergy’s purchase
of the Vermont Yankee plant included a value sharing agreement providing for payments to the seller in the event
that the pIant operates beyond March 20 12 pursuant to a renewed NRC operating license. Under the value sharing
agreement, to the extent that the average annual price of the energy sales from the plant exceeds the specified strike
price, initially $G IlMWh and then adjusted annually based on thee indica, Vermont Yankee will pay 50% of the
amount exceeding the strike prices to the seller. These payments, if required, will be recorded as adjustments to the
purchase price of the plants. The value sharing wouId begin in 2012 and extend into 2022.
As part of the purchase of the Palisades pIant, Entergy executed a 15-year PPA with the seIler, Consumers
Energy, for 100% of the plant’s output, exchding any future upmtes. Under the purchased power agreement,
Consumers Energy wiif receive the vdue of any new environmental credits for the first ten years of the agreement.
Palisades and Consumers Energy will share on a 50150 basis the vahe of any new environmental credits for years
I 1 through 15 of the agreement. The environmenta1credits are d e k e d as benefits from a change in law that causes
capability of the plant as of the purchase date to become a tradabIe attribute (e.g., emission credit, renewable energy
credit, environmental credit, “green” credit, etc.) or othenvise to have a market value.
Customers

Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ customers for the sale of both energy and capacity from its nudear plants
include retai1 power providers, utilities, electric power co-operatives, power trading organizations and other power
generation companies. These customers include Consolidated Edison, NYPA, and Consumers Energy, companies
from which Entergy purchased plants, and IS0 New England and NYISO. Substantially all of the counterparties or
their guarantors for the planned energy output under contract for Entergy Wholesale Commodities nucIear plants
have public investment grade credit ratings or are load-serving entities without public credit ratings.
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Competition

The IS0 New England and NYISO markets are highIy competitive. Entergy Wholesale Commodities has
numerous competitors in New England and New York,including generation companies affiliated with regulated
utilities, other independent power producers, municipal and co-operativegenerators, owners of co-generation plants
and wholaale power marketers. Entera Wholesale Commoditia is an independent power producer, which means
it generates power for sale to third parties at day ahead or spot market prices to the extent that the power is not sold
under a &ed price contract. MunicipaI and co-operative generators also generate power but use most of it to
deliver power to their municipal or co-operative power customers. Owners of co-generation plants produce power
primady for their own consumption. WhoIesale power marketers do not own generation; rather they buy power
from generators or other market participants and resell it to retail providers or other market participants.
Competition in the New England and New York power markets is affected by, among other factors, the amount of
generation and transmission capacity in these markets. MISO do& not have a formal, centralized fonvard capacity
market, but load serving entities do transact capacity through biIateral contracts. Palisades’s current output is
contracted to Consumers Energy through 2022 and, therefore, Entergy Wholesale Commodities does not expect to
be materially affected by competition in the MIS0 market in the near term.

Seasonality

Entergy WholesaIe Commodities’ revenues and operating income are subject to fluctuations during the ywr
due to seasonal factors, weather conditions, and contract pricing. Reheling outages are generafly scheduled for the
spring and the f’all, and cause volumetric decreasm during those swons. When outdoor and coohg water
temperatures are lower, generally during colder months, Entergy WhoIesale Commodities’ nuclear power plants
operate more efficiently, and consequently, generate more electricity. Many of Entergy Wholesale Commodities’
contracts provide for shaped pricing over the c o m e of the year. As a result of these kctors, Entergy Wholesale
Commodities’ revenues are typically higher in the first and third quarters than in the second and fourth quarters.

Fuel Supply
Nuclear Fuel
See “Fuel Supply, Nuclear Fuel” in the Utility portion of Part I, Item 1 for a discussion of the nudear fuel
cycle and markets. Entergy NucIear Fuels Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary, is responsible for conmcts to
acquire nuclear materials, except for fuel fabrication, for Entergy WholesaIe Commodities’ nuclear power plants,
while Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. acts as the agent for the purchase of nuclear fuel assembly fabrication
services. All contracts for the disposaI of spent nuclcar fuel are between the DOE and each of the nuclear power
plants.

Other Business Activities

Entergy Nuclear Power Marketing, LLC @WM)was formed in 2005 to centralize the power marketing
function for Entergy WholesaIe Commodities nuclear plants. Upon its formation, ENPM entered into long-term
power purchase agreements with the Entergy Wholesale Commodities subsidiaries that oivn nuclear power plants
(generating subsidiaries). As part of a series of agreements, ENPM agreed to assume andor otherwise service the
existhg power purchase agreements that were in effect between the generating subsidiaries and their customers.
ENPM functions include origination of new energy and capacity transactions, generation scheduling, contract
management (including billing and settlements), and market and credit risk mitigation.
Entergy Nuclear, hc.pursues service agreements with other nuclear power plant owners who seek the
advantages of Entergy’s scale and expertise but do not necessarily want to sell their assets. Services provided by
either Entergy Nuclear, Inc. or other Entergy Wholesale Commoditia subsidiaries include engineering, operations
and maintenance, fuel procurement, management and supervision, technical support and training, administrative
support, and other managerial or technical services required to operate, maintain, and decommission nuclear
eIectric power facilities. Entergy Nuclear, Inc. provided decommissioning services for the Maine Yankee nuclear
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power plant and continu= to pursue opportunities for Entergy Whohale Commodities with other nuclear plant
owners through operating agreements or innovative arrangements such as structured Ieasm.

Entergy NucIear, Inc. also offers operating license renewal and life extension services to nuclear power
plant owners. TLG Services, a subsidiary of Entergy Nudear Inc., offers decommissioning, engineering, and
related services to nuclear power plant owners. In April 2009, Entergy announced that it wil1 t a m with energy
firm ENERCON to offer nudear development services ranging fiom plant relicensing to full-service, new plant
deployment. ENERCON has experience in engineering, environmental, technical and management services.

In September 2003, Entergy agreed to provide plant operation support services for the 800 M W Cooper
Nuclear Station located near Brownville, Nebraska. The original contract was to expire in 2014 corrapondmg to
the originaI operating license life of the plant In 2006, an Entergy subsidiary signed an agreement to
provide license renewal services for the Cooper Nuclear Station. The Cooper Nuclear Station received its Iicense
renewal from the NRC on November 29, 2010. Entergy continues to provide implementation services for the
renewed license. In 2010 an Entergy subsidiary signed an agreement to extend the management support services to
Cooper Nuclear Station by 15 years, through January 2029.
EnterW-Ko ch
Entergy-Koch is a joint venture owned 50% each by subsidiaries of Entergy and Koch Industries, Inc, and is
no longer an operating entity. Entergy-Koch began operations on February 1,2001. Entergy contributed most of the
assets and trading contracts of its power marketing and trading business and $414 million cash to the venture and
Koch contributed its approximately 8,000-mileKoch Gateway Pipeline (renamed Gulf South Pipeline), gas storage
facilities, and Koch Energy Trading, which marketed and traded electricity, gas, weather derivatives, and other
energy-related commodities and semiccs. In the fourth quarter 2004, Entergy-Koch sold its energy trading and
pipeline businesses to third parties. Entergy received $862 milIion of cash distributions in 2004 from Entergy-Koch
after the business sales. Due to the November 2006 expiration of contingencies on the sale of Entergy-Koch’s
trading businm, and the correspondingrdease to Entergy-Koch of sales proceeds held in escrow, Entergy received
additional cash distributions of approximately %I63 milhon during the fourth quarter of 2006 and recorded a gain of
approximately $55 million (net-of-tax). In December 2009, Entergy reorganized its investment in Entcrgy-Koch,
received a $25.6 million cash distribution, and received a distribution of certain soRware owned by the joint
venture.
Regulation of Enterm’s Business

Federal Power Act

The Federal Power Act provides the FERC the authority to regulate:
0

the transmission and wholesaIe sale of electric energy in interstate commerce;
saIes or acquisition of certain assets;
s e c u r i t h issuances;

the licensing of certain hydroeIectric projects;

certain other activith, including accounting policies and practices of electric and gas utilitia; and
changes in control of FERC jurisdictional entities or rate schedula.

The FederaI Power Act gives the FERC jurisdiction over the rates charged by System Energy for Grand
Guff capacity and enerjy providcd to Entergy Arbmas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, and Entergy New
Orleans and over some of the rates charged by Entergy Arkansas and Entergy Gulf States Louisiana. The FERC
also regdata the provisions of the System Agreement, including the rates, and the provision of transmission
savice to wholcsaIe market participants.
Entergy Arkansas hoIds a FERC license that expires in 2053 for two hydroelectric projects totaling 70 Mw
of capacity.
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State Regulation

utility

Entergy Arkansas is subject to regulation by the APSC,which includes the authority to:

0

oversee utility service;
set retail rates;
determine reasonable and adequate service;
control leasing;
control the acquisition or sale of any public utility plant or property constituting an operating unit or
system;
set rates of depreciation;
issue certificates of convenience and necessity and cerMxatH of environmental compatibility and public
need; and
regulate the issuance and sale of certain securities.

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s electric and gas bushes and Entergy Louisiana are subject to regulation
by the LPSC as to:
utility service;
retail rates and chargB;
certification of generating facilities;
certification of power or capacity purchase contracts;
audit of the fuel adjustment charge, environmental adjustment charge, and avoided cost payment to
Quarifying Facilities;
integratedresource pIanning;
issuance and sale of certain securities;
utility mergers and acquisitions and other changcs of control;
depreciation and other matters.
Entergy Louisiana is also subject to the jurisdiction of the City Council with respect to such matters within
Algiers in Orleans Parish, although the precise scope of that jurisdiction differs fiom that of the LPSC.

Entergy Mississippi is subject to regulationby the MFSC as to the following:

utility service;
serviceareas;
hcilities;
certification of certain transmissionprojects; and
retailrates.
Entergy Mississippi is aIso subject to regulation by the AFSC as to the certificate of environmental
compatibility and public need for the Independence Station, which is located in Arkansas.

Entergy New Orleans is subject to regulation by the City Council as to the following:
utility service;
retail ram and charges;
standards of service;
depreciation,
issuance and sale of certain securities;and
other matters.
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To the extent authorized by governing legislation, Entergy Texas is subject to the original jurisdiction of
the municipal authorities of a number of incorporated cities in Texas with appellate jurisdiction over such matters
residing in the PUCT. Entergy Texas is also subject to regulation by the PUCT as to:
retail rates and service in unincorporated arcas of its service territory, and in municipalities that have ceded
jurisdiction to the PUCT;
customer service standards,
certification of certain transmission projects; and
extensions of service into new areas.

Regulation of the NucIear Power Industry

Atomic Encrm Act of I954 and Enerw Reorganization Act of I974
Under the Atomic Energy Act of I954 and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the operation of nuclear
plants is heavily regulated by the NRC,which has broad power to impose licensing and safety-related requirements.
The NRC has broad authority to impose fines or shut down a unit, or both, depending upon its assessment of the
severity of the situation, until compliance is achieved Entergy khnsas,Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy
Louisiana, and System Energy, as ownm of all or portions of ANO, River Bend, Waterford 3, and Grand Gulf,
respectively, and Entergy Operations, as the licensee and operator of these units, are subject to the jurisdiction of
the NRC. Entergy subsidiaries in the Entergy WhoIasale Commodities segment are subject to the NRC’s
jurisdiction as the owners and operator of Pilgrim, Indian Point Energy Center, Fieatrick, Vermont Yankee, and
Palisadw. Substantial capital expenditura at Entergy’s nuclear plants because of revised safety requirementsof the
NRC could be required in the fiture.

NucIear Waste Policv Act of 1982
Spent Nuclar Fuel
Under the Nuclear Waste PoIicy Act of 1982, the DOE is required, for a specified fee, to construct storage
facilities for, and to dispose of, a11 spent nucIm fuel and other high-lever radioactive waste generated by domestic
nuclear power reactors. Entergy’s nuclcar ownerllicensee subsidiarim provide for the estimated future disposal
costs of spent nuclear he1 in accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. The affected Entergy
companies entered into contracts with the DOE,whereby the DOE is to fbrnish disposal services at a cost of one
mill per net kwh generated and soId after April 7, 1983, plus a one-time fee for generation prior to that date.
Entergy Arkansas is the only one of the Utility opmating companies that generated electric power with nuclear fuel
prior to that date and has a recorded liability as of December 31, 201 1 of $181.0 million for the one-time fee.
Entergy accepted assignment of the Pilgim, FitzPatrick and Indian Point 3, Indian Point 1 and 2, Vermont Yankee,
Palisades, and Big Rock Point spent he1 disposal contracts with the DOE held by their previous owners. The
previous owners have paid or retained liability for the f m for all generation prior to the purchase dates of those
plants. The fees payable to the DOE may be adjusted in the future to assure full recovery. Entergy considers all
costs incurred for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel, except accrued interest, to be proper components of nuclear
h e 1 expense. Provisions to recover such costs have been or will be made in appIications to reguIatory authorities
for the Utility plants. Entergy’s total spent fuel fees to date, including the one-time fee Iiability of Entergy
Arkansas, have almost rcachcd $1.5 billion.

The permanent spent fie1 repository in the U.S. has been legislated to be Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The
DOE is required by faw to proceed with the Iicensing (the DOE filed the license apprication in June 2008) and, after
the license is granted by the NRC,proceed with the repository construction and commencement of receipt of spent
fuel. Because the DOE has not begun accepting spent fueI, it is in non-compliance with the NucIar Waste Policy
Act of I982 and has breached its spent fitel disposal contracts. The DOE continues to delay meeting its obligation.
Moreover, the Obama administration has expressed its intention and taken specific steps to discontinue the Yucca
Mountain project and study a new spent fuel strategy. Such actions include a motion to the NRC to withdraw the
license application with prejudice and the establishment of a commission to develop recommendations for
alternative spent fuel storage solutions. On June 29, 2010, however, a pane1 of the NRC’s Atomic Safety and
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Licensing Board denied the administration's motion to withdraw the appIication. In November 2011 the NRC
Commissioners issued an order effectively affrrmiag the ASL3's denial of the withdrawal, but the order also shut
down the continued adjudication of the license application. Accordingly, large uncertainty remains regarding the
time h m e under which the DOE will begin to accept spent fuel from Entergfs facilities for storage or disposal.
As a result, continuing future expenditures will be required to increase spent fuel storage capacity at Entergy's
nuclear sites.

As a result of the DOE's failure to begin disposal of spent nuclear fuel in 1998 pursuant to the N u d m
Waste Policy Act of 1982 and the spent fuel disposal contracts, Entergy's nuclear ownerllicensee subsidiaries have
incurred and wiIl continue to incur damages. In November 2003 these subsidiaries, except for the owner of
Palisades, began litigation to recover the damages caused by the DOE's delay in performance. In October 2007,the
U.S. Court of Federal Claims awarded $48.7 million jointly to System Fuels and Entergy Arkansas in damages
related to the DOE'S breach of its obligations. In a revised decision issued in March 20 10, the court awarded $9.7
milhon jointly to System Fueb, System Energy, and S M E P k Also in March 2010,in two separate decisions, the
court awarded $106.1 million to Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, and $4.2 million to Entergy Nuclear Generation
Company (the owner of Pilgrim). In September 2010 the court awarded$46.6 million to Entergy Nuclear Vermont
Yankee. AI1 of t h a e decisions were a p p d e d by the DOE to the U.S.Court of Appds for the Federal Circuit. In
September 2011, the appeals court affirmed most of the Enterm Nuclear Generation Company award, but
remanded to the trial court for recaIcuIation of certain damages. In January 2012 the appeals court affirmed the
System Fuels and Entergy Arkansas award in large part, and reversed the trial court's denial of certain damages
sought, but remanded to the trial court for recalculation of certain damages. Also in January 2012, the appeals
court affirmed the System Fuels, System Energy and S m P A award, and reversed the trial court's denial of certain
damages, raising the find award to $10.2 million. Management cannot predict the timing or amount of any
potential recoverim on other claims filed by Entergy subsidiaries, and cannot predict the timing of any eventual
receipt fiom the DOE of the U.S. Court of Federal Claims damage awards.
Pending DOE acceptance and disposal of spent nudear fuel, the owners of nuclar plants are providing
their own spent fuel storage. Storage capability additions using dry casks began operations at Palisades in 1993,at
A N 0 in 1996, at FitzPatrick in 2002, at River Bend in 2005, at Grand Gulf in 2006, at Indian Point and Vermont
Yankee in 2008, and at Waterford 3 in 201 1. These facilities will be expanded as needed Current on-site spent
fuel storage capacity at Pilgrim is estimated to be sufficient untiI approximately 2014, by which time dry cask
storage facilities are planned to be placed into service at that unit.

Nuclear Plant Decommissioning
Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Texas,and System Energy
are entitIed to recover from customers through electric r a t a the estimated decommissioning costs for ANO, the
portion of River Bend subject to retai1 rate regulation, Waterford 3, and Grand Gulf., respectively. These amounts
are deposited in trust funds that can only be used for future decommissioning costs. Entergy periodically reviews
and updates the estimated decommissioning costs to reflect inflation and changes in reguIatory requirements and
technology, and then makes appIications to the regulatory authorities to reflect, in rates, the changes in projected
decommissioning costs,

In 2008, Entergy experienced declim in the market value of assets held in the trust funds for meeting the
decommissioning funding assurance obligations for the nuclear plants. This decline adversely affected certain
Entergy subsidiaries' abilities to demonstrate compliance with the NRC's requirements for providing financial
assurance for dccommissioning funding for some of its plants. Following a review in 2009, Entergy conchded that
there was a funding shortfall for Vermont Yankee of approximately $40 million, which it satisfied with a $40
million guarantee &om Entergy Corporation that was effective as of December 31, 2009. For Waterford 3 and
River Bend, Entergy subsidiaries made appropriate filings by December 31,2009 with thcir retail regulators that
requested decommissioning funding from customers to addras the shortfalls identified by the NRC. On July 28,
2010, the LPSC approved increased decommissioning colkctions for Waterford 3 and the Louisiana regulated share
of Rivcr Bend. On December 13,2010, the PUCT approved increased decommissioning cokctions for the Texas
share of River Bend. Entergy currently beIieves its decommissioning finding will be sufficient to address the
identified shortfalls, although decommissioning cost inflation and trust fund performance will ultimately determine
the adequacy of the funding amounts.
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For the Indian Point 3 and FibPatrick plants purchased in 2000, “ P A retained the decommissioning
trusts and the decommissioning 1iabiIity. ?WPA and Entergy subsidiaries executed decommissioning agreements,
which specify their decommissioning obligations. NYPA has the right to require the Entergy subsidiaries to

assume the decommissioning Iiability provided that it assigns the corresponding decommissioning trust, up to a
specified level, to the Entergy subsidiaries. If the decommissioning liability is retained by WA, the responsible
Entergy subsidiary wiII perform the decommissioning of the plants at a price equal to the lesser of a pre-specified
Ievel or the amount in the decommissioning trtlsts.
Additional information with respect to Entergy’s decommissioning costs and decommissioning trust funds
is found in Note 9 and Note 17 to the financial statements.
Price-Anderson Act

The Price-Anderson Act requires that reactor licensees purchase insurance and participate in a secondary
insurance p001 that provides insurance covmage for the public in the event of a nuclear power plant accident. The
costs of this insurance are borne by the nuclear power industry. Congras amended and renewed the PriceAnderson Act in 2005 for a term through 2025. The PriceAnderson Act limits contingent liability for a single
nuclear incident to approximately $117.5 d l i o n per reactor (with 104 nuclear industry reactors currently
participating). Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, System Energy, and Entergy
Wholesale Commodities have protection with respect to tbis IiabiIity through a combination of private insurance
and an industry assessment progam, as well as insurance for property damage, costs of replacement power, and
other risks relating to nuclear generating units. The PriceAnderson Act and insurance appIicabIe to the nuclear
programs of Entergy are discussed in more detail in Note 8 to the financial statements.
Environmental Regulation

Entergy ’s facilities and operations are subject to regulation by various governmental authorities having
jurisdiction over air quality, water quality, control of toxic substances and hazardous and solid wastes, and other
environmental matters. Management believes that Entergy’s busintxses are in substantial compliance with
environmental regulations currently applicabIe to its facilities and operations. Because environmental regulations
are subject to change, future compliance requirements and costs cannot be precisely estimated. Except to the extent
discussed below, at this time compliance with federal, state, and local provisions regulating the discharge of
materials into the environment, or otherwise protectin2 the environment, is incorporated into the routine cost
structure of Entergy’s businesses and is not expected to have a material effect on their competitive position, results
of operations, cash flows or financial positioa
Clean Air Act and Subseauent Amendments
The Clean Air Act and its amendments establish several programs that currently or in the future may affect
Entergy’s fossil-fueled generation facilities and, to a much lesser extent, certain operations at nuclear and other
facilities. lndividuaI states also operate similar independent state programs or delegated federal programs that may
include requirements more stringent than federal regulatory requirements. These programs include:

New source review and preconstructionpermits for new sources of criteria air polIutants and significant
modifications to existing facilities;
Acid rain program for contro1 of sulfur dioxide (SOZ) and nitrogen oxides (Nod;
Nonattainment area programs for control of criteria air pollutants;
Hazardous air polIutant emissions reduction programs;
InterstateAir Transport;
Operating permits program for administration and enforcement of these and other CIean Air Act programs;
and
Regional Haze and Best Available Retrofit Tmhnology programs.
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New Source Review (NSR)
Preconstruction permits are required for new facilities and for existing facilities that undergo a modification
that results in a significant net emissions increase and is not cIass3ed as routine repair, maintenance, or
replacement. Units that undergo a non-routine modification must obtain a permit modification and may be required
to install additionaI air pollution control technologies. Entergy bas an stablished process for identifying
modifications requiring additional permitting approval and has foUowed the regulations and associated guidance
provided by the stat= and the federal government with regard to the determination of routine repair, maintenance,
and replacement. In recent years, however, the BPA has begun an enforcement initiative, aimed primarily at coal
plants, to identie modifications that it does not consider routine for which the unit did not obtain a modified
permit. Various courts and the EPA have been inconsistent in their judgments regarding modifications that are
considered routine.

In September 2010 the owner of a minority interest in Entergy's

White Bluff and Independence facilities,

both located in Arkansas, received a request from the EPA for several categoriE of information concerning capital
and maintenance projects at the facilities in order to determine compliance with the CIean Air Act. The EPA
request for information does not allege that either facility VioIated the law. In February 2011, Entergy received a
similar request from the EPA and has responded to it. In August 2011, Entergy's Nelson facility, located in
Louisiana, received a similar request for information from the EPA Entergy responded to this request.

Acid Rain Program
The Clean Air Act provides SOzallowances to most of the affected Entergy generating units for emissions
based upon past emission lev& and operating characteristics. Each allowance is an entitlement to emit one ton of
SO?per year. Plant owners are required to possess allowances for SO2 emissions from affected generating units.
VirtuaIly all Entergy fossil-fueled generating units are subject to SO2 allowance requirements. Entergy could be
required to purchase additional allowances when it generates power using fuel oiI. Fuel oil usage is determined by
economic dispatch and influenced by the price of natura1 gas, incrementa1 emission allowance costs, and the
availability and cost of purchased power.

Ozone Nonattainment
Entergy Texas operates one fossil-fueled generating unit (L,ewis Creek) in a geographic area that is not in
attainment of the currently-enforced national ambient air quality standards for ozone. The nonattainment area that
affects Entergy Texas is the Houston-GaIvcston-Brazoria area. Areas in nonattainment are classified as "marginal,"
"moderate,"''serious," or "severe." When an area fails to meet the ambient air standard, the EPA requircs state
regulatory authorities to prepare state implementation plans meant to cause p r o m s toward bringing the area into
attainment with applicable standards.

The Houston-Galveston-Brazoria area was originally classified as "moderate"nonattainment under the 8hour standard with an attainment date of June 15,2010, On June 15,2007, the Texas governor petitioned the EPA
to reclassify Houston-Gaheston-Brazoria from "moderate"to "severe." On October 1, 2008,the EPA granted the
request by the Texas governor to voluntarily reclassify the ~O~ton-GaIveston-Brazoria
area from a "moderate" 8hour ozone nonattainment a m to a "severe" 8-hour ozone nonattainment area. The EPA also set April 15,2010, as
the date for the State of Texas to submit a revised state implementation plan (SIP)addrasing the "severe"ozone
nonattainment area requirements of the Clean Air Act. In March 2010 the Texas commission adopted the HoustonGalvaton-Brazw'a Attainment Demonstration SIP Revision and the Houston-Galveston-Brazoria Reasonable
Further Progress SIP Revision for the 1997 eight-hour ozone standard and associated rules. EPA approval is
pending. The arm's new attainment date for the 8-hour ozone standard is as expeditiousIy as practicable, but no
l a t a than June 15,2019.
Entergy GuIf States Louisiana operam two fossil-fueled generating facilities in the Baton Rouge
metropolitan area which was previously cIassified as a non-attainment area for the 1997 eight-hour ozone standard.
However, in November 201I, the EPA finalized approval of Louisiana's request to rcdEsignate the Baton Rouge
area to attainment for this standard. Louisiana has demonstrated that the five parish a
r
e
a (East Baton Rouge,
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Ascension, Iberville, Livingston and W=t Baton Rouge parishes) will be able to maintain compliance with the
ozone standard for the next ten y w s .

In December 2006, the EPA’s revocation of the 1-hour ozone standard was rejected in a judicial
proceeding. As a result, numerous requirements can return for areas that had been designated as nonattainment for
this standard. These requirements include the potentia1 to increase emission fees significantly for plants operating
in these a r m pursuant to Section IS5 of the Clean Air Act. In addition, it is possible that new emission controls
may be required Specific costs of compliance cannot be estimated at this time, but Entergy is monitoring
development of the respective state imprementation plans and wil1 develop specific compliance strategies as the
plans move though the adoption process. (The Houston-Galveston-8ro~~
area was classified as “severe”
nonattainment for I -hour ozone.)
In March 2008, the EPA revised the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone, creating the
potential for additional counties and parishes in which Entergy operates to be placed in nonattainment status. The
LDEQ recommended that eIeven parish= be designated as nonattainment for the 75 park per billion ozone
standard. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana owns and operates two fossil plants and Entergy Louisiana o m s and
operat6 one fossil plant affected by this recommendatioa In Arkansas, the governor recommended that Fulaski
County be designated in nonattainment with the new ozone standard, where two of Entergy Arkansas’s smakr
facilities are located. T h e initial recommendations were not approved by the EPA, however, due to various
procedural delays. In September 201 1, the EPA announced that it will begin implementing the 2008 ozone
standards by requiring that states resubmit recommendations for nonattainment status. In Entergy’s utiIity service
arm, EPA predicts that the Houston-Ga~veston-Brazoria,Texas; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; and Memphis,
TennmedArkansas areas will be in non-attainment. Nonattainmcnt designations are expected to be final in mid2012.

Following nonattainment designation, stats will be required to develop state implementation plans that
outline control requirements that will enable the affected counties and parish= to reach attainment status. Entergy
facilities in these a r m may be subject to installation of NO, controls, but the degree of control will remain
unknown until the state implementation plans arc developed. Entmgy will continue to monitor and engage in the
state implementation plan development process in Entergy states.
Potential SO1Nonattainment
The EPA issued a final rule in June 2010 adopting an SO2 1-hour national ambient air quality standard of
75 ppb. The EPA designations for counties in attainment and nonattainment are expected in June 2012. Analysis
will be required to determine whether emissions from Entergy faciIities contribute significantly to any violation of
this new standard. If violations exist, additionaI capita1 projects or operational changes may be required.

Hazardous Air Pollutants
The EPA has been in the process of developing a Maximum Achievable Control Tmchnology (MACT)
retrofit standard for new and existing coal and oil-fired units. The EPA released thc final Mercury and Air Toxics
Standard (MATS) rule in December 201 1. Entergy currently is reviewing the rule and developing compliance
plans to meet requirements of the rule, which could result in significant capital expenditures for Entergy’s coalfrcd units. Compliance with MATS is required by the CIean Air Act within three years, or by 2015, although
certain extensions ofthis deadline are avaiIable from state permit authorities and the EPA.

Interstate Air Transport
In March 2005, the EPA finaIized the Clean Air Interstate Rule ( C A R ) , which was intended to reduce SO1
and NO, emissions b m electric generation plants in order to improve air quaIity in twenty-nine mastern states. The
rule required a combination of investment of capital to install pollution control equipment and increased operating
costs through the purchase of emission allowances. Entergy began implementation in 2007, including instalIation
of controls at several facilities and the development of an emission allowance procurement strategy.
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Based on several court challenges, the CAIR was vacated and remanded to the EPA by the D.C. Circuit in
2008. The COWallowed the C A E to become effective in January 2009, while the EPA revised the rule. On July
7,201 1, the EPA released its final Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR, which previously was referred to as the
Transport Rule). The rule is directed at limiting the interstate transport of emissions of NO, and SO, as precursors
to ozone and h e particulate matter. The final rule providE a significantly lower number of allowanca to
Entergy’s Utility states than did the draft nile. Entergy’s capital investment and annual aIlowance purchase costs
under the CSAPR will depend on the economic assessment of NO, and SO2 allowance markets, the cost of contro1
technologies, generation unit utilization, and the availability and cost of purchasedpower.

Entergy filed a petition for review with the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit and a
petition with the EPA for reconsideration of the rule and stay of its effectiveness. SeveraI other parties filed similar
petitions. On December 30, 2011, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals stayed CSAPR and instructed EPA to
continue administering CAIR, pending further judicial review. Oral argument in the case is scheduled for April
2012. The court of appeals may revme or remand the rule in whole or in part, or may affirm the rule. This
uncertainty makes it impossible to predict costs of compliance. In the interim, Entergy is taking measures to
prepare for compliance with either CAIR as it continues to be implemented or CSAPR, if it is a b e d in whole or
in part or eventually reissued

In October 2011 the EPA released a proposed rule increasing the emission allocation budgets for some
shks and moving the I i t e d trading period back to 2014. This proposal also i n c m e d the Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Texas NOx aIIocation budgets. The EPA has not finalized this proposal.
Regional Haze

In June 2005, the EPA issued final B a t Available Retrofit Control TechnoIogy (BART)regulations that
could potentially result in a requirement to install SO1 and NO, pollution control technology on certain of Entergy’s
coal and oil generation units. The rule leaves certain BART determinations to the statas. The Arkansas
Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ prepared a State Implcmentation PIan (SIP)€or Arkansas facilities
to implement its obligations under the Clean Air Visibility Rule. The ADEQ determined that Entergy Arkansas’s
Whitc Bluff power plant affects a Class I Area’s visibility and wiI1 be subject to the EPA’s presumptive BART
limits, which likely would require the installation of scrubbers and low NO, burners. Under thewcurrent state
regulations, the scrubbers would have had to be operational by October 2013. Entergy Arkansas filed a petition in
December 2009 with the Arkansas PolIution Control and Ecology Commission requesting a variance from this
deadline, however, because the EPA has expressed concerns about Arkmas’s Regional Haze SIP and questioned
the appropriateness of issuing an air permit prior to that approva1. EAI’s petition requested that, consistent with
federal law, the compliance dmdline be changed to as expeditiously as practicable, but in no event Mer than five
years after EPA approval of the Arkansas RegionaI Haze SIP. The Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology
Commission approved the variance in March 2010. In October 201 I the EPA released a proposed rule addressing
the Arkansas Regional Haze SIP. In the proposal the EPA disapproves a large portion of the Arkansas Regional
Haze SIP, including the emission limits for NO, and SO2 at WEte Bluff. The EPA did not issue a Federal
Implementation Plan for regiond haze requirements because Arkansas has indicated it wishes to correct its SIP and
resubmit it. Due to an extension in the comment period for the proposed ruk, EPA has yet to issue a final rule. It
is expected that afkr the EPA’s proposed rule becomes final, there will be a two-yar timeframe in which the EPA
must either approve a SIP issued by Arkansas or issue a Federal Implementation Plan.
Potential Legislative, Regulatory, and Judicia1 Developmeqts (Air)

In addition to the specific instances described above, there are a number of legislative and regulatory
initiatives reIating to the reduction of emissions that are under consideration at the federal, state, and local level.
Because of the nature of Entergy’s business, the imposition of any of thcsc initiatives could affect Entergy’s
operations. Entergy continues to monitor these hitiatha and activities in order to analyze their potential
operationd and cost implimtions. These initiatives include:
designation by the EPA and state environmental agencies of areas that are not in attainment with national
ambient air quality standards;
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introduction of bills in Congress and development of regulations by the EPA proposing further limits on
NO,, SOz, mercury, and carbon dioxide and other gas emissions. New legislation or regulations applicable
to stationary sources could take the form of market-based cap-and-trade programs, direct requirements €or
the installation of air emission controIs onto air emission sources, or other or combined regulatory
program. Entergy cannot estimate the effect of any future legislation at this time due to the uncertainty of
the regulatory format;
efforts to implement a voluntary program intended to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and efforts in
Congress lo establish a mandatory federal carbon dioxide emission control structure;
passage and impIementation of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative by several stat= in the northeastern
United States and similar actions in other regions of the United States;
efforts on the state and federal level to codify renewable portfolio standards requiring utilities to produce or
purchase a certain percentage of their power from defined renewabIe energy sourc~s;
efforts to develop more stringent state water quality standards, effluent limitations for Enter& industry
sector, stomwater runoff control regulations, and cooling water intake structure requirements; and
efforts by certain external groups to encourage reporting and disclosure of carbon dioxide emissions and
risk. Entergy has prepared responses for the Carbon Disclosure Project’s (CDP)annual questionnaire for
the past several years and has given permission for those responses to be posted to CDP’s website.

In addition to these initiatives, certain states and environmental advocacy groups sought judicial action to
require the EPA to promulgate regufations under existing provisions of the CIean Air Act to control carbon dioxide
emissions from power plants. In April 2007 the U.S. Supreme Court held that the EPA is authorized by the current
provisions of the Clean Air Act to regulate emissions of carbon dioxide and other “gcenhouse gases” as
“poIlutants” (MassachusetfsY. EPA) and that the EPA is required to regulate these emissions fiom motor vehick if
the emissions are anticipated to endanger pubIic health or welfare. The Supreme Court directed the EPA to make
further findings in this regard. Entergy participated as a end of the court in Massachusetts v. EPA. Entergy will
continue to advocate in support of reasonable market-based regulation of carbon dioxide. Entergy has also
supported the comments of various industry groups advocating national Iegislation to address carbon dioxide
emissions instead of attempting to regulate undcr the provisions of the Clean Air Act. Entergy continues to monitor
these and similar actions in order to ana1ye their potential operational and cost irnpIications and benefits.
In 2009 the EPA published an “endangerment finding” stating that the emission of “greenhouse” gases
“may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare” and that the emission of these pollutants fiom
mobile sources (such as cars and trucks) contributes to this endangerment. The EPA issued final mobiIe source
emission regulations on April 1, 2010. On ApriI 2, 2010, the EPA issued a policy stating that the regulation of
greenhouse gas emissions from mobile sources would, as of January 2,201 1 (the date that the mobile sourcc mIe
“takes effect”), trigger the reguIation of greenhouse gascs from stationary sources under the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) and Title V progarns of the C l a n Air Act.
In June 20 10 the EPA published the final Tailoring RuIe outlining the applicability criteria that determine
which stationary sources and modification projects become subject to permitting requirements for greenhouse gas
emissions under the Clean Air Act. The Tailoring Rule mtablshes a two-step process for implementing regulation
of greenhouse gas emissions under the PSD and Title V programs. The fmt step, which began on January 2,20 1I,
limits the applicability of the PSD and TitIe V requirements for greenhouse gas emissions to sources that are
already subject to PSD and Title V based on the emission of non-greenhouse gas polhtants. SpecificaIly, projects
undertaken at stationary sources will trigger PSD permitting requirements if the project increases net greenhouse
gas emissions by at least 75,000 tons per year carbon dioxide equivarent and significantIy increases emissions of at
Ieast one non-greenhouse gas pollutant. During step one, only sources subject to Title V based on their emission of
non-grecnhouse gas pollutants were required to address greenhouse gas emissions in their Title V permit.

The second step of the Tailoring Rule, which began on July 1, 201 1, subjects to Title V requirements any
new or existing source not already subject to Title V that emits, or has the potential to emit, at least 100,000 tons
per year carbon dioxide equivalent. In addition, new sources that have the potential to emit at Ieast 100,000 tons
per year carbon dioxide equivalent and significantly modified existing sources that emit or have the potential to
emit at least 75,000 tons per ymr carbon dioxide equivalent arc subject to PSD requirements.
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Both the Endangerment Finding and the Tailoring Rule are subject to pending judicia1 review. The rules
have not been stayed by the court and are in effect pending review.

Entergy continues to support national IegisIation that would incrase planning certainty for electric utilities
whiIe addressing carbon dioxide emissions in a responsible and flexible manner. By virtue of its proportionally
large investment in low- or non-emitting gas-fired and nuclear generation technologies, Entergy has a low overalI
carbon dioxide emission “intensity,” or rate of carbon dioxide emitted per kilowatt-hour of electricity generated. In
anticipation of the potential imposition of carbon dioxide emission limits on the electric industry in the future,
Entergy initiated actions designed to reduce its exposure to potential new governmental requirements related to
carbon dioxide emissions. These voluntary actions included establishment of a formal program to stabilize power
pIant carbon dioxide emissions at 2000 levels through 2005, and Entergy succeeded in actuaUy reducing emissions
below 2000 levels. Total carbon dioxide emissions representing Entergy’s ownership share of power plants in the
United States were approximately 53.2 million tons in 2000 and 35.6 million tons in 2005. In 2006, Entergy
changed its method of calculating emissions and now includes emissionsfrom controllable power purchases as well
as its ownership share of generation. Entergy StabEshed a second forma1 voluntary program to stabilize power
plant carbon dioxide emissions and emissions h m controllablepower purchases at 20% below 2000 levels through
2010. Entergy has extended this commitment through 2020. Total carbon dioxide emissions representing
Entergy’s ownership share of power plants and controllable power purchases in the United States were
approximately44.9 million tons in 2010 and approximately46.3 million tons in 20 11.
Greenhouse Gas Reporting

In September 2009, the EPA finalized a rule to require repo~ingof several pecnhouse gases. This rule
will require Entergy to report annually greenhouse gas emissions from operating power plants and natural gas
distribution operations. Entergy developed compliance plans, collected the necessary data, and reported as required
in2011.
New Source Performance Standards for Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The EPA announced a schedule for establishing new source performance standards (NSPS) for greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from power plants and refineries. Under the schedule, the EPA would have issued proposed
regulations for power plants by July 26,201 1 and f i d regulations no later than May 26,2012. However, the EPA
has not yet issued the proposed regulations. These regulations would stablish GHG NSPS for new and
significantly modified sources, and possibly emission guidelines for existing sources. Entergy will continue to

monitor and be engaged in the rulemaking process.

NeIson Unit 6 (Entergy Gulf States Louisiana)
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana self-reported to the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
(LDEQ) potential exceedances of annual carbon monoxide emission limits at the Nelson Unit 6 coal-fired facility
for the yars 2006-2010 and the faifure to report these potential exceedances in semi-annual reporting and in annual
Title V compliance certifications. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana is not required to monitor carbon monoxide
emissions from Nelson Unit 6 on a regular or continuous schedule. Stack tats performed in 2010 appear to
indicate carbon monoxide emissions in excess of the maximum hourly limit for three I-hour test runs and the
annual limit. Comparison of the 2010 stack tests with the most recent previous tests h r n 2006,however, appear to
indicate that the permit limits were calculated incorrectly and should have been higher. The 2010 test emission
levels did not cause a violation of National Ambient Air QuaIity Standards. Additionally, the 2010 stack tasting,
which was performed in compliance with an EPA data request connected to the EPA’s development of a new air
emissions rule, was not takcn during a period of normal and representative operations for Nelson Unit 6. Entergy
Gulf States Louisiana continues to develop data regarding this matter in coordination with the LDEQ. In December
201 I, the LDEQ issued a compliance order setting limits for the unit until and ifthe permit is modified and issued a
notice of potential penalty requiring the submission of additional information.
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Clean Water Act

The 1972 amendments to the FederaI Water Pollution Control Act (known as the CIean Water Act) provide
the statutory basis for the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program and the basic
structure for regulating the discharge of pollutants from point sources to waters of the United States. The Clean
Water Act requires virtually a11 discharges of polIutants to waters of the United States to be permitted. Section
316(b) of the Clean Water Act regulates cooling water intake structures, section 401 of the Clean Water Act
requires a water quality certification from the state in support of certain federa1 actions and approvals, and section
404 regulates the dredge and fill of waters of the United Stat=, includingjurisdictional wetlands.

NPDES Permits and Section 401 Water Quality Certifications

NPDES permits are subject to renewal every five years. ConsequentIy, Entergy is currently in various
stag= of the data evaluation and discharge permitting process for its power plants. Additionally, the State of New
York (and more recently, Vermont) has taken the position that a new state-issued water quality certification is
required as part of the NRC license renewal process. Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ Indian Point nuclm
faciIity in New York is seeking a new section 401 certification prior to license renewal under €dl reservation of
rights.

Indian Point
Eaterg is involved in an administrative permitting process with the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) for renewal of the Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 discharge pmmits. In
November 2003, the NYSDEC issued a draft permit indicating that closed cycle cooIing would be considered the
“best technolog available” for minimizing alleged adverse environmental effects attributable to the intake of
cooling water at Indian Point, subject to a feasibility determination and alternatives analysis for that technology, if
Entergy applied for and received NRC license renewal for Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3. Upon becoming
effective, the draft permit also would have required payment of approximately $24 milIion annually, and an annual
42 unit-day outage pcriod, until closed cycle cooling is implemented. Entergy is participating in the administrative
process to requat that the draft permit be modified prior to final issuance, and oppose any requirement to install
cooIing towers at Indian Point.
An August 2008 ruling by the NYSDEC’s Assistant Commissioner bas restructured the permitting and
administrative process, including the application of a new economic test designed to irnpIement the U.S.Second
Circuit Court of Appeals standard in that court’s review of EPA’s cooling water intake structure rules, which is
discussed in the 316@) Cooling Water Intake Structures section below. The NYSDEC bas directed Entergy to
develop detailed feasibility informationregarding the conslruction and operation of coofing towers, and alternatives
to closed cycle cooling, prior to the issuance of a new draft permit by the NYSDEC staff and commencement of the
adjudicatoryproceeding. The reports include a visual impact and aesthetics report filed in June 2009, a plume and
emissions report filed in September 2009, a technical feasibility report and alternatives analysis filed in February
2010, and an economic report to establish whether the technology, if feasibk, satisfies the economic test that is part
of the New York standard. Entergy has also requested that the Assistant Commissioner reconsider the New York
standard in light of the U.S. Supreme Court decision reversing the Second Circuit’s alternative economic t a t
adopted in the August 2008 ruling.

In February 2010, Entergy provided to the NYSDEC an updated estimate of the capital cost to retrofit
Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 with cooling towers. Construction costs for retrofitting with cooling towers are
estimated to be at least $1.19 billion, in addition to lost generation of approximately 14.5 terawatt-hours (TWh)
during the forced outage of both units that is estimated to take at least 42 weeks. Entergy also proposed an
alternative to the cooling towers, the use of cylindrical wedgewire screens, the capital costs of which are currently
expected to be approximately $200 million to $250 milIion to instaI1. Because a cooling tower retrofitting of this
size and complexity has never been undertaken at an operating nucIear f’adity, significant uncertainties exist in the
capital cost astimates and, therefore, the actual capita1 costs could bc materially higher than estimated. Moreover,
construction outage-related costs to Entcrgy have not been calculated because of the significant variability in power
pricing at any given time, but they are expected to be significant and may exceed the capital costs. The capital cost
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~stimatefor the wedgewire screen construction is also subject to uncertainty. Hearings on certain issues began in
201 1 in consolidation with certain issues in the water quality certification matter that is discussed further below.
The NYSDEC is expected to consider the information submitted arid issue another draft permit with a new b a t
technology available determination, which couId still be cooling towers. A new comment period and furher
contested proceedings likely would folIow.

Entergy submitted its application for a water quality certification to the NYSDEC in April 2009, with a
reservation of n&ts regarding the applicability of Section 401 in this case. M e r Entergy submitted certain
additional information in response to NYSDEC requests for additional information, in February 2010 the NYSDEC
staff determined that Entergy’s water quality certitication application was complete. In April 2010 the NYSDEC
staff issued a proposed notice of denial of Entergy’s water quality certification application (the Notice). NYSDEC
staffs Notice triggered an administrative adjudicatory hearing before NYSDEC Aws on the proposed Notice. The
NYSDEC staff decision does not resb-ict Indian Point operations, but the issuance of a certification is potentiaIly
required prior to NRC issuance of renewed unit licenses.

In June 201 1, Entergy filed notice with the NRC that the NYSDEC, the agency that wouId issue or deny a
water quality certification for the Indian Point license renew1 process, has taken longer than one year to take final
action on Entergy’s application for a water quality certification and, therefore, bas waived its opportunity to require
a certification under the provisions of Section 401 of the Clean Water Act The NYSDEC has notified the NRC
that it disagrees with Entergy’s position and does not beIieve that it has waived the right to require a certification.
The NYSDEC ALJs overseeing the agency’s certification adjudicatory process stated in a muling issued in
July 201 1 that whde the waiver issue is pending before the NRC, the NYSDEC hearing process will continue on
seIected ksues. The judge held a Legislative Hearing (agency public comment smsion) and an Issues Conference
@re-tn’af conference) in July 2010 and set certain issues for trial in October 2011, which is continuing into 2012.
After the full hearing on the merits, the A L J s will issue a recommended decision to the Commissioner who will
then issue the find agency decision. A party to the proceeding can appeal the decision of the Commissioner to state
court.
3 16(b) Cooling Water Intake Structures

EPA finalized regulations in July 2004 governing the intake of water at Iarge existing power plants
employing cooling water intake structures. The rule sought to reduce perceived impacts on aquatic resources by
requiring covered facilities to implement technology or other m w u m to meet EPA-targeted reductions in water
use and corrmponding perceived aquatic impacts. Entergy, other industry membcrs and industry groups,
environmental groups, and a coalition of northeastern and mid-Atlantic states challenged various aspects of the d e .
In January 2007,the U.S.Second Circuit Court of Appeals remanded the rule to the EFA for reconsidemtion .The
court instructed the EPA to reconsider several aspects of the rule that were beneficial to businesses affected by the
rule after finding that these provisions of the ruIe were contrary to the language of the Clean Water Act or w m not
sufficiently explained in the rule. In April 2008, the US. Supreme Court agreed to review the Second Circuit
decision on the question of whether the EPA may take into consideration a cost-benefit anaIysis in developing these
regulations, a consideration of potential benefit to businesses affected by the rule that the Second Circuit
disallowed. In March 2009, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the petitioners that cost-benefit analysis may be
taken into consideration. The EPA reissued the proposed ruIe in ApriI 201 1, with finalization anticipated by July
27,2012. Entergy filed comments with the EPA on the proposed d e .
At the request of the EPA Region 1 (Boston), Entergy submitted extensive data to the agency in July 2008
concerning cooling water intake impacts at the Pilgrim nuclear power plant. The Engineering Study, included as
part of the July 2008 submittal, conchded that cooiing towers are not feasible due to res~ctionsin the plant‘s

condenser design and capacity. Other technologies, such as variable speed pumps and the relocation of the cooling
water intake, were also analyzed as part of that submittal. EPA has not yet rsponded to the July ZOOS submittal.

Entergy will continue to review the revised proposed rule and monitor the activities of the EPA and the
stat= toward the implementation of section 316@) of the Clean Water Act. UntiI analysis of this revised proposed
rule is compIete, deadlines for determining compliance with Section 316(b) and for any required capital or
operatiom1 expenditures are unknown at this time. As a result, management cannot predict the amounts Entergy
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will ultimateIy be required to spend to comply with Section 3 16@) and any related state regulations, although such
amounts could be significant.

Coastal Zone Management Act
The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)requires federally-permitted activitk within a coastaI zone to
be consistent with the state’s federally-approved coasta1 zone management program. Accordingly, Entergy must
ensure that the requirements of the CZMA, which is administered in New York primarily by the New York
Department of State, are satisfied before the NRC may issue renewed Iicensa for Indian Point 2 and 3. Indian
Point expects to file its consistency determination application with the New York Deparhnent of State in 2012.
When the application is deemed complete, the New York Department of State has six months fiom the date of the
application to issue or deny the consistency certification.
Groundwater at Certain Nuclear Sites

The MZC requires nudear power plants to regularly monitor and report the presence of radioactivematerial
in the environment. Entergy joined other nuclar utilities and the N u c k Energy Institute in 2006 to develop a
voIuntary groundwater monitoring and protection program. This initiative began after detection of very low levels
of radioactive material, primarily tritium, in groundwater at several plants in the United States. Tritium is a
radioactive form of hydrogen that occurs naturally and is also a byproduct of nuclear plant operations. In addition
to tritium, other radionuclida have been found in on site ground water at nudear plants.

As part of the groundwater monitoring and protection program, Entergy bas: (1) performed reviews of plant
groundwater characteristics (hydrology) and historicaI records of past events on site that may have potentiaIIy
impacted groundwater; (2) implemented fleet procedures on how to handle events that could impact groundwater;
and (3) installed groundwater monitoring wells and began periodic sampling. The program also indud= protocols
for notifying local oficjals if contamination is found. To date, radionuclides such as tritium have been detected at
Entergy’s FitzPatricb Indian Point, Palisades, Pilgrim, Grand Gulf, Vermont Yankee, and River Bend plants.
Based on current information, the concentrations and locations of tritium detected at these plants pose no threat to
public health or safety.
At FitzPatrick, twenty-one (21) monitoring wells are installed and being routinely monitored for tritium and
other radioisotopes. Tritium and Strontium-90 have been detected in several of thme wells at trace concentrations
well beIow the EPA drinking water standard. A more significant concentration of tritium was identified in the
reactor building perimeter drain piping and associated colIection sump. The site identified the sources as a piping
leak that subsequently migrated to the environment via a failed concrete expansion joint. Repairs to the piping
system were completed in September 2010. There are no drinking water wells on-site.

Entergy identified and addressed two sources of the contamination at Indian Point: the Unit 1 and 2 spent
fuel pools. In October 2007, the EPA announced that it was consulting with the NRC and the NYSDEC regarding
Indian Point. The EPA stated that after reviewing data it confiled with New York State that there have been no
violations of federal drinking water standards for radionuclides in drinking water supplies. Indian Point has
impIemented an extensive groundwater monitoring and protection progmm, including installing approxhtdy 35
monitoring wells. Entergy has been working cooperatively with the NRC and the NYSDEC in a split sample
program to independently analyze t& samples.
At Palisades, Entergy identiiied tritium in two groundwater monitoring weIls in December 2007 caused by
leakage from the buried piping for a recirculation line. Following investigation and repair work on this line, the
decision was made to abandon the line and install new, replacement buried pipe for this system. This effork was
completed in December 2009. Groundwater from three site monitoring wells continued to show positive detections
of tritium resulting in renewed investigation and subsequent piping repair during May 20I 1. Monitoring wells are
being sampled and analyzed on a bi-weekly basis and remaining site monitoring wells are being sampled and

analyzed quarterly.
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At Pilgrim, 18 monitoring welIs are being sampled and analyzed on a routine basis. Results continue to
show low levels of tritium. A hydrogeological analysis was performed in 2009 to pinpoint Iocations for additional
evaluation wells, and these wells were instalIed in 2010. Tritium was discovered in two onsite wells.
Investigations are underway to determine the source of the tritium, and split sampling is being performed routinely
with the State of Massachusetts. In order to further its tritium investigations, Pilgrim added two more groundwater
monitoring wells in December 20 11, bringing the total number of monitoring wells to 20. The Pilgrim tritium
technicaI tarn meets twice per week to discuss investigative options and weekly update calls are held with the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health
At Grand Gulf,groundwater samples collected in June 2010 and thereafter have r e v d e d the presence of
low-level tritium These groundwater detections are believed to be fiom a leak of a temporary chiller unit that
occurred in 1997. The leak was detected and halted in 1997, but approximately 1,200 gallons of water spilled from
the temporary chiller unit. In addition to these groundwater samples, certain surface water samples at Grand Gulf
also have detected the presence of low-level tritium. These surface water detections are believed to be &om tritium
recapture from atmospheric deposition; however, further analysis and investigation are taking place to determine
the cause of all the tritium detections.

In January 2010, Vermont Yankee was notified by its off-site analytica1 laboratory that a sample collected
froma groundwater monitoring well in mid-November 2009 showed elevated levels of tritium In March 2010,
Vermont Yankee announced that it had identified the source of the tritium leakage at the plant, and that it had
stopped the leakage. Remediation of the soil is complete and groundwater remediation is ongoing. In September
2011 the NRC concluded that Vermont Yankee had complied with aI1 applicable regulatory requirements and
standards pertaining to radiological effluent monitoring, dose and asscssment and radiologica1 evaluation. It also
found that there has been no impact on public health and safety due to the groundwater contaminationevent that led
to the detection of tritium in groundwater samples in January 2010.
h February 2010 the Vermont Public Service Board (VPSB) began a proceeding to conduct an
investigation into whether Vermont Yankee should be required to cease operations, or take other ameliorative
actions, pending completion of repairs to stop releases of tritium or other radionudides into the environment. This
investigation will afso consider whether good cause exists to modify or revoke the Vermont Yankee certificate of
public good that the VPSB issued in 2002 and whether any penaltics should be imposed on Vermont Yankee for
any identified vioIations of Vermont statutes or VPSB orders related to those releases. The proceeding and VPSB
investigation were opened prior to Vermont Yankee locating the source and beginning the remediation of the
tritium leaking into groundwater at the site. The VPSB conceded in its order that its jurisdiction to impose some or
all of the relief requssted may be preempted by federal law or regulation, and the partics were asked to brief
preemption issucs during the initial phase of the proceeding. Initial and reply briefs on the issue of the VPSB's
jurisdiction were fiIed by the parties, including Vermont Yankee, in August and September 2010. The VPSB held
evidentiary hearings in January 2011 on the facts of the tritium Ieakage and reradiation and on various parties'
requests for relief. There is no schedule for decision by the VPSB on jurisdiction or other issues.

In December 2011, River Bend sampIed a groundwater well previously installed for the purpose of
collecting groundwater elevation measurements. The sample revealed the presence of tritium above the drinking
water threshold set by the EPA. No groundwater wells are used for drinkbg on-site and tritium was not detccted in
any wells downgradient or surrounding this well. Notification was made to the NRC, as well as to state and local
agencies. Entmgy is performing an evaluation and review of this condition.
Indian Point Units 1 and 2 Hazardous Waste Remediation

As part of the effort to terminate the current Indian Point 2 mixed waste storage permit, Entergy was
required to perform groundwater and soil samphg for metals, PCBs and other non-radiological contaminants on
plant property, regardless of whether these contaminants stem from onsite activities or were related to the waste
stored on-site pursuant to the permit, Entergy believes this permit is no longer necessary for the facility due to an
exemption for mixed wastes (hazardous waste that is also radioactive) promulgated as part of the EPA's hamdous
waste regulations. This exemption allows mixed waste to be regulated through the NRC Iicense instead of through
a separate EPA or state hazardous waste permit. In February 2008, Entergy submitted its report on this sampIing
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effort to the NYSDEC. The report indicated the presence of various metaIs in soils and groundwater at levels
NYSDEC clanup objectives. It does not appear that thsse metals are connected to operation of the
nuclear facihy. At the requst of the NYSDEC, Entergy submitted a plan in August 2008 for a study that
identified the sources of the metals. The NYSDEC approved the work plan with some conditions reIated to the
need to study whether the soil impact observed may have originated fiom plant construction materials. Entergy has
conducted additionaI sampling and currently is evaluating the results in order to provide additiona1 information to
the NYSDEC. Entergy is unabk to determine what the extent or cost of required remediation, if any, will be at this
time.
above the

Prior to Entergy’s purchase of Indian Point Unit I, the previous owner completed the cleanup and
desludging of the Unit 1 water storage pool, generating mixed waste. The waste currently is stored in the Unit I
containment building in accordance with NRC regulations controlling low level radioactive waste. The waste is
also regulated by the NYSDEC. The NYSDEC requim a quarterly survey of the availability of any commercial
facility capabIe of treating, processing, and disposing of this waste in a commercidly reasonable manner. Entergy
continues to review this matter and to conduct its quarterly searches for a commercially reasonable vendor that is
acceptable both to the NRC and the NYSDEC. The cost of this disposal cannot be estimated at this time due to the
many variables existing in the type and manner of disposal.
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980

The Comprehensive Environmental R ~ p o n s e ,Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended
collect reimbursement of clean-up costs fiom,
owners or operators of sites at which h a d o u s substances may be or have been released. Certain private parties
also may use CERCLA to recover response costs. Parties that transported hazardous substances to these sites or
arranged for the disposa1 of the substances are also deemed liabIe by CERCLA. CERCLA has been interpreted to
impose strict, joint and several liability on responsibIe parties. Entergy subsidiark in the Utility and Entergy
Wholesale Commodities businesses have sent waste materiak to various disposal sites over the years, and reIwses
have occurred at Entergy facilities. In addition, environmenta1 laws now regulate certain of Entergy’s operating
procedures and maintenance practica that historically were not subject to regulation. Some disposal sites used by
Entergy subsidiaries have been the subject of governmental action under CERCLA, resulting in site clean-up
activities. Entergy subsidiaries have participated to various degrees in accordance with their respective potential
liabilities in such site dean-ups and have deveIoped experience with clean-up costs. The affected Entergy
subsidiaries have established provisions for the liabilities for such environmenta1 clean-up and restoration activities.
Details of CERCLA liabilities that are not de minimis arc discussed in the “Other Environmental Matters” section
below.

(CERCLA),authorizes the EPA to mandate clean-up by, or to

Coal Combustion ResiduaIs

In June 2010 the EPA issued a proposed rule on coal combustion residuals (CCRs) that contains two
primary regulatory options: (1) regdating CCRs destined for disposal in IandfiIls or received (including stored) in
surface impoundments as so-calkd “special wastes” under the hazardous waste program of RCRA Subtitle C;or (2)
regulating CCRs destined for disposal in landfills or surface impoundments as non-hazardous wastes under Subtitle
D of RCRA. Under both options, CCRs that are beneficiaIly used in certain processes would remain excluded from
hazardous waste regulation.
The proposed regulations would m a t e new compliance requirements including modified storage, new
notification and reporting practices, new financial assurance requirements, and product disposaI considerations.
According to EPA estimates, the annualized cost of on-site disposal under the two proposaIs would be $3.6 miIlion
to $9 miIlion for the White Bluff and Independence fiicilities and $1.7 million to $3.3 million for the Nelson Unit 6
facility. If Entergy utilized off-sitc disposal, which it would not plan to do, the EPA’s total cost estimates for
disposal of CCRs under Subtitle C regulation rang= from $250 to $350 million per year.
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Other Environmental Matters
Entergy GulfStat= Louisiana and Entergy Texas
Several class action and other suits have been fiIed in state and federal courts seeking relief from Entergy
GuIf States, Inc. and others for damages cawed by the disposal of hazardous waste and for asbestos-related disease
allegedly resulting fiom exposure on Entergy Gulf Stat=, Inc.’s premises (see “Litination” below).
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana is currently involved in the second phase of the remedial investigation of the
Lake C h l e Service Center site, Iocated in Lake Charles, Louisiana. A manufactured gas plant (MGP) is believed
to have operated at this site from approximately 1916 to 1931. Coal tar, a by-product of the distiIlation process
employed at MGFs, was apparently routed to a portion of the property for disposal. The same a r a has aIso been
used as a Iandfill. In 1999, Entergy Gulf States, hc.signed a second administrative consent order with the EPA to
perform removal action at the site. In 2002, approximately 7,400 tons of contaminated soil and debris were
excavated and disposed of fiom an area within the service center. In 2003, a cap was constructed over the remedial
area to prevent the migration of contamination to the surface. In August 2005, an administrative order was issued
by the EPA requiring that a IO-year groundwater study be conducted at this site. The groundwater monitoring
study commenced in January 2006 and is continuing. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Texas each
believe that its remaining reponsibility for this site wil1 not materially exceed the existing clean-up provisions of
$0.5 million for Entergy Gulf Stam Louisiana and $0.4 milIion for Entergy Texas.

In 1994,Entergy Gulf Statas, Inc. performed a site assassment in conjunction with a construction project at
the Louisiana Station Generating Plant (Louisiana Station). In 1995, a further assessment confirmed subsurfacc soil
and groundwater impact to thee areas on the plant site. After validation, a notification was made to the LDEQ and
a phased process was executed to remediate each area of concern The h a 1 phase of groundwater clean-up and
monitoring at Louisiana Station is expected to continue for several more years. Future costs are not expected to
exceed Entergy GulfStates Louisiana’s existing provision of $0.7 million.
Entergy Louisiana and Entergy N e w Orleans
Several class action and other suits have been fired in state and federal courts seeking relief from Entergy
Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans and others for damages caused by the disposal of hazardous waste and for
asbestos-related disease allegedly resuIting from exposure on Entergy Louisiana’s and Entergy New Orleans’s
premises (see “Litimtion” below).

During 1993, the LDEQ issued new rules for soIid waste regulation, inchding regulation of wastewater
impoundments. Entergy Louisiana has determined that some of its power plant wastewater impoundments were
affected by these regulations and may require remediation, repair, or closure. Completion of this work is dependent
on pendiag LDEQ approval of submitted solid waste permit applications. As a result, a recorded liability in the
amount of $1.9 million for Entergy Louisiana existed at December 31, 2011 €or ongoing wastewater remediation
and repairs and closures. Management believes this r a m e to be adequate based on current estimates.

Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf Statu Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy New OrIcans, and Entergy Texas

The Texas Commission on Environmental QuaIity (TCEQ) notified Entergy Arkansas, Entergy GuIf Stam
Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas that the TCEQ beIieves those entities are
PRPs concerning contamination existing at the San Angdo Electric Service Company (SESCO) facility in San
Angelo, Texas. The facility operated as a transformer repair and scrapping facility from the 1930s until 2003. Both
soil and groundwater contamination exists at the site. Entergy Gulf States, Inc. and Entergy Louisiana sent
transformers to this facility during the 1980s. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Texas, Entergy Louisiana,
and Entergy Arkansas responded to an information request fiom the TCEQ and continue to cooperate in this
investigation. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Texas,and Entergy Louisiana joined a group of PWs
respmding to site conditions in cooperation with the State of Texas, creating cost allocation modeIs based on
review of SESCO documents and employee interviews, and invstigating contribution actions against other PRPs.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and Entergy Texas have agreed to contribute to the remediation
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of contaminated soil and groundwater at the site in a measure proportionate to those companies’hvoIvement at the
site, while Entergy Arkansas and Entergy New Orleans likely will pay de minimis amounts. Current estimates,
although preliminary and variable depending on the IeveI of third-party cost contributions, indicate that Enter@
total share of remediation costs l&dy will be less than $1 miIIian. The TCEQ approved an agreed administrative
order in September 2006 that allows the implementation of a Remedial hvatigatiofieasibility Study at the
SESCO site; with the ultimate disposition being a remedial action to remove contaminants of concern. The TCEQ
approved the Remedial Investigation Work Plan in May 2007 and field sampling began in July 2007. Off-site
removal of certain PCB-impacted soil and debris were completed at the site in December 2010. The Remedial
Investigation report was submitted in February 201 1 to the TCEQ and was approved on April 15-201 I - The PRP
working group prepared a Feasibility Study and description of proposed site remediation and management actions
for TCEQ’s review. This information was submitted to the TCEQ in June 201 1.

Entergy Mississippi, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entagy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas
The EPA notified Entergy Mississippi, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entagy Texas, and Entergy New
Orleans that the EPA believes those entities are PRPs concerning contamination of an area h o r n as “Devil’s
Swamp Lake” near the Port of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The area alIegedly was contaminated by the operations of

Rollins Environmental (LA), Inc, which operated a disposal facility to which many compank contributed waste.
Documents provided by the EPA indicate that Entergy Louisiana may ako be a PRP. Entergy continues to monitor
this developing situation.
Entergy

In November 2010 a transformer at the Indian Point hcility failed, reulting in a fie and the release of nonPCB oil to the ground surface. The fire was extinguished by the facility’s fire deluge system. No injuiis occurred
due to the transformer failure or company response. Non-PCB oil and dcluge water were released into the facility’s
discharge cam1 and the environment surrounding the transformer and discharge canal, including the Hudson River,
as a result of the failure, fm,and fie suppression. Once the fire was extingished, Indian Point personnel and
contractors began recovering the oil from the damaged transformer, the transformer containment moat, and the a m
surrounding the transformer. The State of New York has indicated its intention to assess a penalty due to the
release of oil to waters of the state and the faiIure of the transformercontainment moat to prevent this reImase of oil.
Discussions with the state continue.
LitiEation

Entergy uses legal and appropriate means to contest litigation threatened or filed against it, but certain
in which Entcrgy operates have proven to be unusually litigious environments. Judges and juries in
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas have demonstrated a willingness to gant large verdicts, including punitive
damages, to plaintiffs En personal injury, property damage, and business tort cases. The litigation environment in
thae statcs poses a significant business risk to Entergy.
states

Ratwaver and FueI Cost Recovcrv Lawsuits (Entergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy
Mississippi, Entcrgy New OrIeans, and Entergy Texas)

Texas Power Price Lawsuit

In August 2003, a lawsuit was filed in the district court of Chambers County, Texas by Texas residents on
behalf of a purported class apparently of the Texas retail customers of Entergy Gulf States, Inc. who were billed
and paid for electric power from January 1, 1994 to the present. The named defendants include Entergy
Corporation, Entergy Services, Entergy Power,Entergy Power Marketing Corp., and Enter= Arkansas. Entergy
Gulf States, Inc. was not a named defendant, but is alleged to be a co-conspirator. The court granted the request of
Entersy Gulf States, Inc. to intervene in the lawsuit to protect its interests.
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PIaintiffs allege that the defendants implemented a “price gouging accounting scheme” to sell to p1aintB
and similarly situated utirity customers higher priced power generated by the defendants while rejecting andlor
reselhg to off-system utilities less expensive power offered andor purchased from off-system suppliers andlor
generated by the Entergy system In particular, plaintiffs allege that the defendants manipulated and continue to
manipulate the dispatch of generation so that power is purchased fiom amiated expensive resources instead of
bying cheaper off-systempower.

PlakttiE stated in their pleadings that customers in Texas were charged at least $57 million above
prevailing market prices for power. Plaint= seek actual, consequential and exemplary damages, casts and
attorneys’ fees, and disgorgement of profits. The plaintfi’ experts have tendered a report calculating damages in a
large range, fiom $153 million to $972 million in present value, under various scenarios. The Entergy defendants
have tendered expert reports challenging the assumptions,methodoIogies,and conclusions of the plaintiffs’ expert
reports.
The case is pending in state district court, and a class certificationhearhg was held in August 201 1. The
decision of the court on cIass certification is pending.
Mississippi Attorney General Complaint

The Mississippi attorney general filed a complaint in state court in December 2008 against Entergy
Corporation, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy Scrvices, and Entergy Power alleging, among other things, violations of
Mississippi statutes, hud, and breach of good faith and fair dealing, and requesting an accounting and restitution.
The litigation is wide ranging and relates to tariffs and procedures under which Enterjg Mississippi purchases
power not generated in Mississippi to meet electricity demand Entergy believes the cornplaint is unfounded. On
December 29,2008, the defendant Entergy companies filed to remove the attorney general’s suit to U.S. District
Court (the forum that Entergy believs is appropriate to resolve the types of federal issues raised in the suit), where
it is currently pending, and additiondly answered the complaint and 5Ied a counter-claim for relief based upon the
Mississippi Public Utilities Act and the Federal Power Act. The Mississippi attorney general has fired a pleading
seeking to remand the matter to state court. In May 2009, the defendant Entergy companies filed a motion for
judgment on the pleadings asserting grounds of federal preemption, the exclusive jurisdiction of the MPSC, and
factuaI errors in the attorney gcneraI’s complaint.

In July 201 I, the attorney general requested a status conference regarding its motion to remand. The court
granted the attorney general’s request for a status conference, which was held in September 201 I, Consistent with
the court’s instructions, both parties submitted letters to the court in September 201I providing updatm on the facts
of the case and the law, and the court has now taken the parties’ arguments under advisement.
Fiber Optic Cable Litigation (Entergy Corporationand Entergy Louisiana)

Several property owners have filed a cIass action suit against Entergy Louisiana, Enterw Services, ETHC,
and Entergy Technology Company in state court in St. James Parish, Louisiana purportedly on behalf of all property
owners h Louisiana who have conveyed easements to the defendants. The lawsuit aIleges that Entergy installed
fiber optic cable across the plaintiffs’ property without obtaining appropriate easements. The plaintiffs seek
damages equal to the fair market value of the surplus fiber optic cable capacity, includmg a share of the profits
made through use of the fiber optic cables, and punitive damages. Entmgy removed the case to federal court in
New Orleans; however, the district court remanded the case back to state court. In February 2004, the state court
entered an order certifying this matter as a class action. Entergy’s appeals of this ruling were denied. The parties
have entered into a term sheet establishingbasic terms for a settlement that must be approved by the court.
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Asbestos Litimtion (Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi,
Entergy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas)

Numerous lawsuits have been filed in federal and state cowls primarily in Texas and Louisiana, primarily
by contractor empIoyea who worked in the 1940-19SOs timeframe, against Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and
Entergy Texas, and to a lesser extent the other Utility operating companies, as premises owners of power plants, for
d a m p caused by alleged exposure to asbestos. Many other defendants are named in these lawsuits as well.
Currently, there are approximately 500 Iawsuits involving approximately 5,000 claimants. Management believes
that adequate provisions have been established to cover any exposure. AdditionalIy, negotiations continue with
insurers to recover reimbursements. Management believes that loss exposure has been and will continue to be
handIed so that the ultimate resolution of these matters wirl not be material, in the aggregate, to the financial
position or results of opemtion of the Utility operating companies.
Emdovment and Labor-related Proceedings (Entergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entergy Texas,and System Energy)

The Registrant Subsidiariesand other Entergy subsidiaries are responding to various lawsuits in both state and
federal courts and to other labor-related proceedings filed by current and former employees. GeneraIIy, the amount of
damages being sought is not specified in these proceedings. These actions include, but are not limited to, allegations
of wrongful employment actions; wage disputes and other claims under the Fair Labor Standards Act or its state
counterparts; claims of race, gender and disability discrimination; disputes arising under collective b a r e n g
agreements; unfair labor practice proceedings and other administrative proceedings before the National Labor
Relations Board; claims of retaliation; and claims for or regarding benefits under various Entergy Corporation
sponsored plans. Entergy and the Registtant Subsidiaries are responding to these suits and proceedings and deny
liability to the claimants.
Emplovecs

Employees are an integral part of Entergy's commitment to serving customers. As of December 3 1,201 1,
Entergy subsidiaries employed 14,682 people.

Utility:
Entergy Arkansas
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
Entergy Louisiana
Entergy Mississippi
Entergy New Orleans
Entergy Texas
System Energy
Entergy Operations
Entergy Servicm
Entergy Nuclear Operations
Other subsidiark
Total Entergy

1,357
805

937
736
342
674
"

2,867
3,138
3,709
1 I7
14,682

Approximately 5,300 employees are represented by the lnternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
the Utility Workers Union of America, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the United Government
Security Officers of America, and the International Union, Security,Police, Fire Professionals of America.
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Availabilie of SEC fiIIings and other information on Enterds website

Entergy electronically files reports with the SEC,including annual reports on Form 10-K,quarterly reports
on Form IO-Q,current reports on Form 8-K, proxies, and amendments to such reports. The public m y read and
copy any materials that Entergy f k with the SEC at the SEC's Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, NE,
Washington, D.C. 20549. The public may obtain information on the operation of the Public Reference Room by
calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330.The SEC aIso maintains an internet site that contabs reports, proxy and
information statements, and other information regarding registrants that file electronically with the SEC at
httpd/www.sec.gov.
Entergy uses its website, http://wv.entergy.com, as a routine channel for distribution of important
information, including news relmes, analyst presentations and fmanciaf information. Filings made with the SEC
are posted and available without charge on Entagy's website as soon as reasonably practicable after they are
electronicaliy filed with, or fiunished to, the SEC. These firing include our annual and quarterly reports on Forms
10-Kand 10-Q(including reIated filings in XBRL format) and current reports on F o m 8-K; our proxy statements;
and any amendments to those reports or statements. All such posthgs and filings are available on Entergy's
Invator Relations website fiee of charge. Entergy is providing the addras to its Internet site sohly for the
information of investors and do= not intend the address to be an active link or to othenvise incorporate the contents
of the website into this report.
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RISK FACTORS
Investors should review carefully the folIowing risk factors and the other information in this Form IO-K.
The risks that Entergy faces are not Iimited to those in this section. There may be additional risks and uncertainties
(either currentIy unknown or not currently believed to be material) that could adverseIy affect Entergy’s financial
condition, results of operations and liquidity. See ”FORWARD-LOOmG INFORMATION.”

Utili& ReguIatorv Risks

(Entergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entera Texas and System Energy)
The terms and conditions of senice, including electric and gas rates, of the Uti@ operding coinpanics
and System Energy are determined through regulatory approval proceedings that are lengthy and subject io
appeal that could resuit in delays in effecting rate changes and uncerfainfyas to ultimate resulfs.

The rates that the Utility operating companies and System Energy charge reflect their capital expenditures,
operations and maintenance charges, allowed rates of return, financing costs, and related costs of service. These
rates significantly influence the financial condition, resuIts of operations, and liquidity of Entergy and each of the
Utility operating companies and System Energy. These rates are determined in regulatory proceedings and are
subject to periodic regulatory rcview and adjustment.

In addition, regulators can initiatc proceedings to investigate the prudence of costs in the Utility operating
companies’ base rat= and examine, among other thing, the reasonableness or prudence of the companies’ operation
and maintenance practices, Ievel of expenditures (including storm costs), allowed rates of return and rate base,
proposed resource acquisitions and previously incurred capital expenditures. The regulators can disallow costs
found not to have been prudently incurred or found not to have been incurred in compIiance with applicable tariffs,
creating some risk to the ultimate recovery of those costs. Regulatory proceedings relating to rates and other
matters typically involve multiple parties seeking to limit or reduce rates. The proceedings generalIy have long
timelines, are primarily based on historical costs, and may or may not be limited by statute, which couId cause the
Utility operating companies and System Energy to experience regulatory lag in recovering such costs through rates.
Decisions are typically subject to appeal, potentially leading to additional uncertainty associated with rate case
proceedings. Although four of the Utility operating compania (Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi and Entergy New Orleans) currentIy obtain recovery under formula rate plans, at some point in
the future these formula rate plans may no longer be extended, at which time these Utility operating compania
would operate again in a more traditional rate case environment. In addition, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and
Entergy Louisiana were required by the LPSC to fiIe full rate cases by January 2013 when their current formula rate
plans expire.
The Utility operating companies and System Energy, and the energy industry as a whoIe, have cxpcrienced
a period of rising costs and investments, which couId result in more fiequent rate cases and requests for, and the
continuation of, cost recovery mechanisms. For information regarding rate case proceedings and formula rate plans
applicable to certain of the Utility operating companies, see Note 2 to the financial statements.
The Utiiity operatitig companies recover file1 and purchased power cos& throrigh rate Inechanisrns that
ure subject forislcs of delay or disalhwance in regdatoy proceedings.

The Utility operating companies recover their fuel and purchased power costs from their customers through
rate mechanisms subject to periodic regulatory review and adjustment. Because reguIatory review can result in the
disallowance of incurred costs found not to have been prudently incurred with the possibiIity of rehnds to
ratepayers, there exists some risk to the ultimate recovery of those costs. ReguIators can initiate proceedings to
investigate the continued usage or the adequacy and operation of the fie1 and purchased power recovery clauses of
the Utility operating companies.
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The Utility operating compania’ cash flows can be negatively affected by the time delays between when
gas, power or otha commodities are purchased and the ultimate recovery fiom customers of the costs in rates.
On ocwsion, when the leveI of incurred costs for fuel and purchased power rises very dramatically, some of the
Utility operating companies may agree to defer recovery of a portion of that period‘s fuel and purchased power
costs for recovery at a later date, which could increase the nm-term working capital and borrowing requirements
of those companies. For a description of fuel and purchased power recovery mechanisms and information
regarding the regdaforyproceedings for fueI and purchased power recovery, see Note 2 to the financial statements.

As a mutt of

a chullenge by the XPSG the munner in which the Utility operafing companies have
traditional& shared the cos& associated wifh coordinated planning, construction and operation of generating
resources has been changed by the FERC, which will require a&sfment of retail and wkoIesale rafes in the
jurisdicnbns where ihe Utility operating wmpanies provide service and has introduced additional uncertainty in

the ratemakingprocess.
The Utility operating companies historically have engaged in the coordinated planning, construction, and
operation of generating m o r n = and bulk transmission facilities under the tern of the System Agreement, which
is a rate schedule that has been approved by the FERC. In 2005, the FERC issued a decision requiring changes to
the cost allocationmethodology used in that rate schedule.

In 2007 through 2011, payments were made by Entergy Arkansas to certain of the Utility operating
companks h compliance with the 2005 FERC decision on the cost docation methodology. There have been
challenges to thc b e l of payments made by Entergy Arkansas under the FERC’s decision and the prudence of the
UtiIity operating companies’ production costs. The ability to recover in rates any clung= to the cost allocation
resulting from the chdlenges, and timing of such recovery, could be uncerhin and could be the subject of
additional regulatory and other proceedings. For information regarding these and other proceedings associated with
the System Agreement, as welI as additionaI information regarding the System Agreement itself, see Note 2 to
financial statements, System Apreement Cost Equalization Proceedings. The outcome and timing of this FERC
proceeding and resulting recovery and impact on rates caanot be predicted at this time.
There is uncertainty as to the timing orform of any successor arrangement to the System Agreement and
the eflect of such arrangement (or absence there03 on Entergv and the Utility operating companiar.
Based upon the effect of the FERC decision described in the preceding risk factor, in December 2005,
Entergy Arkansas provided notice of its intent to terminate its participation in the System Agreement. In November
2007, Entergy Mississippi provided its notice to terminate its participation in the System Agreement. Each notice
of termination is effective ninety-six (96) months from the date of notice (December 2013 for Entergy Arkansas
and November 2015 for Entergy Mississippi) or such earlier date as authorized by the FBRC. The FERC accepted
the notices in November 2009; the LPSC and City Council have requested rehearing of that order. Ln February
2011, the FERC denied the request for rehearing. The LPSC bas appealed the FERC’s decision to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia and oral argument was held January 13,2012.

The Utility operating companies have concluded that joining the MIS0 RTO is in the best interat of a11
stakeholders and are seeking regulatory approvals to accomplish the transfer of functional control of their
transmission assets to the MIS0 RTO by December 2013. However, Entergy camot predict when or whether it
will obtain the approvals necessary to join the MIS0 RTO, when the Utility operating companies’ generation and
transmission systems can be fully integrated into the MISO RTO,or whether alternative arrangements will need to
be implemented to allow Entergy Arkansas, and eventually Entergy Mississippi, to operate independent of the
System Agreement, and the effect such arrangements (or the absence thereof) will have on Entergy or the Utility
operating companies.
For further information regarding the FERC and APSC proceedings rdating to the System Agreement, see
“Rate, Cost-recovery, and Other ReguIation - Federal Regulation - System Ameemenf‘ section of
Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis for Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries.
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The arrangement for ihe operation of the Uti@ operating companies’ traminksion system faces
regulutory and operating challenges and uncertainty in connection with the UtiIiO operadng companies’
proposal to move fo the MISO RTO and the scheduled apiraiion of the cicrrenf Independent Coordinator of
Transmission arraiigemenf in November 2012.

In 2000, the FERC issued an order encouraging utilities to voluntariIy pIace their transmission hcilities
under the control of an independent RTO. In November 2006, the Utility operating companies installed the
Southwst Power Pool (SPP), a regional transmission organization, as their Independent Coordinator of
Transmission (ICT) with responsibiIity for certain transmission tariff functions, including granting or denying
transmission sentice, administering OASIS, evaluating a11 transmission requests, and serving as the reliability
coordinator. The initial term of the ICT was for four years and in November 2010 the FERC approved an extension
of the ICT arrangement for two years, or until November 2012. In its order issued in March 2009 pertaining to a
requested modification regarding the weekly procurement process (WPP] through the ICT arrangement, the FERC
imposed conditions related to the ICT arrangement and indicated it wanted an evduation of the success of the E T
arrangement and transmission n c c s s on the Entergy transmission system. In compliance with the FERC’s March
2009 order, the Utility operating companies fiIed with the FERC a process for evaluating the modification or
replacement of the current TCT arrangement. An Entergy Regional State Committee (E-RSC), comprised of one
representative from each of the Utility operating companies’ retail reguIators has been formed and, in concert with
the FERC, retained an independent entity to conduct a costhenefit analysis of comparing the ICT arrangement to a
proposal under which Entergy wouIdjoin the SPP RTO. The scope of the study was expanded to consider Entergy
joining the MISO RTO as another alternative. On April 25, 201I, Entergy announced that each of the Utility
operating companies propose joining the MISO RTO. In May 201 1, the Utility operating companies submitted to
each of their repcctive retail regulators the cost-benefit analysis comparing the ICT arrangement to joining the SPP
RTO or the MISO RTO. The Utility operating companies either have filed or expect to fde in 2012 applications
with their local regulators seeking to join the MISO RTO and transfer control ofthe companies’ transmission assets
to the MISO RTO. The target implementation date for joining the MIS0 RTO is December 2013. For further
information regarding the FERC and proceedings refated to the ICT and MISO, see “Rate, Cost-recovem and
Other Regulation - Federal ReguIation - Independent Coordinator of Transmission” section of Management’s
Financia1 Discussion and Analysis for Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries.
There is uncertainty as to whether the Utility operating companies’ proposal to join the MlSO RTO by
December 2013 will receive all required regulatory approvals in a timely manner and, if the proposal is approved,
the nature and effect of any operational challenges the Utility operating companies might face in connection with
integration into the MISO RTO. For the period of time prior to integration of all of the UtiIity operating companies
into the MISO RTO or in the went all necessary approvals to participate in the MISO RTO are not obtained in a
timely manner, an extension of the current ICT artangemeat or the establishment of a similar arrangement with
another qualified entity may be required The outcome of any effort to ncgotiatc an extension of the current
arrangement or to make alternative arrangements cannot be predicted at this time.

(Entergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas)
A delay or failure in recovering unzounts for storm restoration costs incwred as u result of severe
weather could have material effects on Entergy and those Utility opera~ngcompanies affecfed by severe
weather.
Enter@ and its Utility operating companies’ rm1ts of operations, Iiquidity and financial condition can be
materiaIly affected by the destructivc cffects of severe wcather. Severe weather can also resuIt in significant
outages for the customers of the Utility operating companies and, therefore, reduced revenues for the Utility
operating companies during the period of the outages. A delay or h i h e in recovering amounts for storm
restoration costs incurred or revenues lost as a result of severe weather could have a material effect on Entergy and
those Utility operating cornpanics affected by severe weather.
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Nuckear Operating and ReguIatow Risks

(Enter# Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and
System Energy)
Certain of the UtiIiv operating companies, System Energs and Entergy Wholesale Commodities must
consistently operate their niiclear power plants at high capacity factors in order to be successful, and lower
capacity facfors coitid maieriaIly affect Entergv’s und their resuits of operations, furancial condition and
IipidiQ.

Nuclear capacity factors signXcantly sect the results of operations of certain Utility operating compania,
System Energy and Entergy Wholesale Commodities. NucIear plant operations involve substantial fixed operating
costs. Consequently, to be succeSsfLI1, a plant owner must consistently operate its nuclear power plants at high
capacity fictors. For the Utility operating companies that own nuclear plants, lower capacity factors can increase
production costs by requiring the affected companies to generate additional energy, sometimes at higher costs, from
their fossil facilities or purchase additional energy in the spot or forward markets in order to satisfy their supply
needs. For the Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear plants, lower capacity fkctors directly affect revenues and
cash flow fiom operations. Although most of the Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear forward salcs are on a
pure unit-contingent basis, which depends on the availability of the asset, some of the unit-contingent contracts
guarantee a specified minimum capacity factor. Zn the event these plants were operating below the guaranteed
capacity factors,Enterg would be subject to price risk for the undelivered power. Entcrgy WhoIsale
Commodities’ nuclear fonvard sales contracts can also be on a fmnLD basis, which subjects Entergy to increasing
price risk if capacity factors decrease.
Certain of the Utitiv operating companies, System Energy, and Entern rnlolesale Coitiinodities’
niiclear plant owners periodicaliy shut down their nuclear power plm& to replenish fuel. Plant maintenance
and tpgrades are o#en scheduled during such refueling outages. If refueIing outages last longer than
anticipated or if unplanned outages arise, Entergy ‘s and fheir results of operations, financial condition and
liquidity coirld be materially affected.
Outages at nuclear power pIants to repIenish fuel require the plant to be “turned off.” Refueling outages
generally are planned to occur once every 18 to 24 months and average approximateiy 30 days in duration. Plant
maintenance and upgmdes are often schedded during such planned outages, W h e n refueling outages last longer
than anticipated or a plant experiencs unplanned outages, capacity factors decrease and maintenance costs may
increase. Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ nuclear plants may face Iower margins due to higher costs and lower
energy sales for unit-contingent power supply contracts or potentially higher energy replacement costs for unitcontingent contracts with capacity guarantees that are not met due to extended or unplanned outages.

Ceriuin of the Uti& operating companies, System Energy, and Enter0 Wzolesale Commoditiesface
rhks related to the purclmse of rrraniirmfrrel (and its cornersion, enrichment and fabrication), and the risk of
being unnbie to effectively innnage these risks by pirrchasing from a diversified mix of sellers iocated in a
diversified m k of countria could materially uffecf Eniergy 5 and their results of operations,financial condition
and liqnidity.
Based upon currently planned fuel cycles, Entergy’s nuclear units have a diversified portfoIio of contracts
and inventory that provides substantially adequate nuclar fuel materials and conversion and enrichment services at
what Entergy believes arc reasonably predictable prices through most of 2012, and with substantial additional
amounts after that time. Entag’s abiIity to purchase nuckar fuel at reasonably predictable prices, however,
depends upon the performance reliability of uranium miners. Thcre are a number of possible alternate suppliers
that may be accwed to mitigate any supplier performance fhilure, although the pricing of any such alternate
m n h m supply h m the market will be dependent upon the market for uranium supply at that time,Entergy also
may draw upon its own inventory intended for later generation periods, depending upon its risk manasement
strategy at that time. Entergy buys uranium from a diverszed mix of sellers Iocated in a diversified mix of
countries, and fiom time to time purchasa from marly all qualified reliable major market participants worldwide
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that sell into the U.S. Market prices for nuclear fuel have been extremeIy volatile fiom time to time in the past.
Although Entergy's nuclear fuel contract portfolio provides a degree of hedging against market risks for several
years, costs for nuclear h e 1 in the future cannot be predicted with certainty due to n o m 1 inherent market
uncertainties, and price increases could materially affect the liquidity, financial condition and results of operations
of certain of the Utility operating cornpanis, System Energy, and Entergy Wholaale Commodities.

Certain of the Util@ operating companies, System Energy, and the Enfergy Wholesale Commodities
businessface the risk that the NRC will change or modifl its regulations or suspend or revoke their licenses,
which could muteriauy aff't Enter@ and their resuk of operations,financial condition and iiquidity.

Under the Atomic Energy Act and Energy Reorganization Act, the NRC regulates the operation of nuclar
power plants. The NRC may modi@, suspend or revoke licenses, shut down a nudear facility and impose civil
penahis for fadwe to comply with the Atomic Energy Act, related regulations or the terms of the licenses for
nuclear faciIitim A change in the Atomic Energy Act, other applicabIe statutes, or the appIicable regulations or
Ecenses may require a substantial increase in capita1 expenditures or may result in increased operating or
decommissioning costs and could materially affect the results of operations, liquidity or financial condition of
Entergy (through Entergy Wholesale Commodities), its Utility operating companies or System Energy. Events at
nuclear plants owned by others, as we11 as those owned by one of these companies, may cause the NRC to initiate
such actions. As a result, if an incident were to occur at any nudear generating unit, whether an Entergy nuclear
generating unit or not, it could materiaIly affect the financial condition, results of operations and Iiquidity of
Entergy, certain of the Utility operating companies, System Energy or Entergy Wholesale Commoditia. For
exampk, the earthquake of March 11,2011 that affected the F u h h i m a Daiichi nuclear plants in Japan is expected
to rcsult in regulatory changes in the US. that may impose additional costs on all U.S. nuclear plants, some of
which could be material.
Certain of the Utility operating companies, System Energy, and Enter0 Kholesale Commodities are
pxposed to risks and cos& related to operating and maintaining their nuclear po wer plants, and theirfailure to
Jnuintain operathal eflcienq at their nuclearpower plants could materia& affect Entergy 's and their results
of operatiom, fimncial condition and liquid@,

The nuclear generating units owned by certain of the Utility operating companies, System Energy, and the
Entergy Wholesale Comoditi= businas began commercial operations in the 1970s-1980s. Older equipment may
require more capita1 e x p e n d h a to keep each of these nuclear power plants operating efficiently. This equipment
is also likely to require periodic upgrading and improvement. Any unexpected failure, including failure associated
with brwkdowns, forced outages or any unanticipated capital expenditures, could resuIt in reduced profitability.
Operations at any of the nuclear generatingunits owned and operated by Entergy's subsidiaries could degrade to the
point where the affected unit needs to be shut down or operated at less than fuI1 capacity. If this were to happen,
identifyingand correcting the causa may require significant time and expense. A decision may be made to dose a
unit rather than incur the expense of restarting it or returning the unit to full capacity. For Entergy Wholesare
Commoditiq this could result in lost revenue and increased fuel and purchased power expense to meet supply
commitments and penaItitx for failure to perform under their contracts with customers. Moreover, Entergy is
becoming more dependent on fewer suppliers for key parts of Entergy's nuclear power plants that may need to be
replaced or refurbished. Tiis dependence on a reduced number of suppliers could result in delays in obtaining
qualified replacement parts and, therefore, greater expense for Entergy.
The costs associated with the storage of the spent nuclear fuel of certain of the UtiZify operating
companies, System Energy and the owners of the Entergy FWolesnle Commodities nudearpowerplnnts, as well
as the COS& of and their abX@ to fully decommksion their nuclearpowerplants, could be significantly affected
by the timing of the opening of a spent nuclearfuei sforagefaciliQ, as well m interim storage and rransporintian
requirements.
Certain of the Utility operating companies, System Energy and the owners of the Entergy Whokale
Commodities nuclear plants incur costs on a periodic basis for the on-site storage of spent nudear fuel. The
approval of a license for a national repository for the storage of spent nuclear fuel, such as the one proposed for
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Yucca Mountain, Nevada, or any interim storage facility, and the timing of such facility opening,will significantly
affect the costs associated with storage of spent nuclear fuel. For example, while the DOE is required by law to
proceed with the licensing of Yucca Mountain and, after the license is gmnted by the NRC, to construct the
repository and commence the receipt of spent fuel, the Obama administration has expressed its intention and takcn
specific steps to discontinue the Yucca Mountain project and study a new spent fuel strategy. These actions may
prolong the time before spent fire1 is rcmoved &om Entergy’s pImt sits. Because the DOE has not accomplished
its objectives, it is in non-compliance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of €982 and has breached its spent fuel
disposaI contracts, and Entergy has sued the DOE for such breach. Furthermore, Entergy is uncertain as to when
the DOE plans to commence acceptance of spent fuel fiom its facilities for storage or disposal. As a result,
continuing fiture expenditures will be required to incrme spent fuel storage capacity at the compak’ nuclear
sites. The costs of on-site storage are also affected by regulatory requirements for such storage. In addition, the
availability of a repository or other off-site storage facility €or spent nuclear k e i may affect the ability to fully
decommission the nuclear units and the costs relating to decommissioning. For further information regarding spent
he1 storage, see the “Critical Accounting E s h t a Nuclear Decommissioning Costs - Spent Fuel Disposal”
section of Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis for Entergy, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and System Energy.

’

-

Certain of the UtiliQ operatfng companies, Sysfem Energv, and the Entergy Wholesale Comntodities
nncleut plant owners may be required fo pay substantial retrospective premiums imposed under the PriceAnderson Act in the went of u nuclear incident, and losses not covered by insurance could have a material eflect
on Enter@ and their resuh of operations,financial conditiun or liquidity.
Accidents and other unforeseen problems at nuclear power plants have occurred both in the United States
and elsewhere. The Price-Anderson Act b i t s each reactor owner‘s public liability (off-site) for a single nuclear

incident to the payment of retrospective premiums into a secondary insurance pool of up to approximately SI 17.5
milIion per rmctor. With 104 ractors currently participating, this translates to a total public liability cap of
appmximate1y $12.2 billion per incident. The limit is subject to change to account for the effects of inflation, a
change in the primary limit of insurance covemge, and changes in the number of Iicensed reactors. As required by
the Price-Anderson Act, the UtiIity operating cornpark, System Energy, and Entergy Wholesale Commodities
carry the maximum available amount of primary nuclear off-site liability insurance with American Nuclear hsurers
(currently $375 million for each operatingsite). Claims for any nuclear incident exceeding that amount are covered
under the retrospective premiums paid into the secondary insurance pool. As a result, in the event of a nuclear
incident that causes damages (off-site) in excess of the $375 million in primary insurance coverage, each owner of a
nuclear plant reactor, including Entergy’sUtility operating companies, System Energy,and the Entergy Wholesale
Commodities pfant owners, regardless of fault or proximity to the incident, will be required to pay a retrospective
premium, equal to its proportionate share of the loss in excess of the $375 million primary level, up to a maximum
of $117.5 million per reactor per incident (Entergy’s maximum total contingent obligation per incident is $1.3
billion). The retrospective premium payment is currently limited to $17.5 million per year per incident per reactor
unti1 the aggregate public liability for ea& licensee is paid up to the $1 17.5 million cap.

NEIL is a utiIity industry mutual insurance ,company, owned by its members. All member plants could be
subject to assessments (retrospective premium of up to 10 times current annual premium for all policies) should the
surplus (reserve) be significantly depleted due to insured losses. As of April 1,201 I, the maximum assessment
amounts total $72.7 million for the Utility plants and $89.3 million for the Entcrgy Wholesalc Commodities plants.
Retrospective Premium Insurance available through NEIL’Sreinsurance treaty can cover the potential assessments.
The Entergy Wholesale Commodities plants currently maintain the Retrospective Premium Insurance to cover this
potential assmment.
As an owner of nuclear power plants, Entergy participates in industry self-insurance programs and could be
liable to fund claims should a plant owned by a different company experience a major event. Any resulting liability
fiom a nuclear accident may exceed the applicable primary insurance covemge and require contribution of
additional funds through the industry-wide program that codd SignifcantIy affect the results of operations,
financial condition or liquidity of Entergy, certain of the Utility operating companies, System Energy or the
Entergy Wholesale Commodities subsidiaries.
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Market performance and other changes may decrease the value of assets in the decommissioning trusts,
which then could require significant additionalfunding.
Owners of nuclear generating plants have an obligation to decommission those plants. Certain of the
UtWy operathg companies, System Energy and owners of the Entergy Wholade Commodities nudear power
plants maintain decommissioning trust funds for this purpose. Certain of the Utility operating companies collect
funds fiom their customers, which are deposited into the trusts coveringthe units operated for or on behalf ofthose
companies. n o s e rate collections are based upon operating Iicense lives as well as mimated trust fund amings
and decommissioning costs. In connection with the acquisition of certain nuclear plants, the Entergy Wholesale
Commodities plant owners also acquired decommissioning trust funds that are funded in accordance with NRC
regulations. Assets in these trust funds are subject to market fluctuations, will yield uncertain return that may fa11
below projected return rates, and may resuIt in Iosses resulting fiom the recognition of impairments of the value of
certain securities held in these bust funds. As part of the PiIgrim, Indian Point 1 and 2, Vermont Yankee, and
Palisades/Big Rock Point purchases, the former owners transferred decommissioning trust funds, along with the
Iiability to decommission the plants, to the respective Entergy Wholesale Commodities nudear power plant owners.
In addition, the former owner of Indian Point 3 and Fieatrick retained the decommissioning basts and related
liability to decommission these plants, but has the right to require the mpective Entergy WholesaIe Commodities
nuclear plant owners to assume the decommissioning liability provided that it assigns the funds in the
corresponding decommissioning trust, up to a speczed level, to such owners. Alternatively, the former owner may
contract with Entergy Nuclear, Inc. for the decommissioning work at a price equa1 to the transferred funds
mentioned above. As part of the Indian Point 1 and 2 purchase, the Entergy WhoIesale Commodities n u d a power
plant owner also finded an additional $25 million to a supplemental decommissioning trust find. As part of the
Palisad= transaction, the Entergy Wholesale Commodities business assumed responsibility for spent fuel at the
decommissioned Big Rock Point nuclear pIant, which is located near Charlevoix, Michigan. Once the spent fuel is
removed fiom the site, the Entergy Wholesale Commodities businm will dismantle the spent fuel storage facility
and compIete site decommissioning. The Entergy Wholesale Commodities business expects to find this activity
fiom operating revenue, and Entergy is providing $5 milIion in credit support to provide financial assurance to the
NRC for this obligation.
In 2008, Entcrq experienced declines in the m k e t value of assets held in the trust funds for meeting its
decommissioning funding assurance obligations for its plants. This decline adversely affected Entergy’s ability to
demonstrate compliance with the NRC’s requirements for providing financial assurance for decommissioning
funding for some of its pIants, which deficiencies have now been corrected An early plant shutdown, poor
investment results or higher than anticipated decommissioningcosts could cause trust fund assets to be insufficient
to meet the decommissioning obligations, with the result that the Entergy Wholeak Commodities nuclear plant
owners may be required to provide additional funds or credit suppod to satisfy regdatory requirements for
decommissioning. For further information regarding nuclear decommissioning costs, see the ”CriticalAccounting
Estimates - NucIear Decommissioning Costs” section of Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis for
Entergy, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and System Energy and Note 9 to
the financial statements.

New or misting safety concerns regarding operating nuclearpowerplanis and nircleurfueI could lead lo
restrkiYons upon the operation of Entergv’s midear power piants
New and existing concerns are being expressed in public forums about the safety of nucIar generating
units and nuclear fuel, in particular in the northeastern United States, which is where five of the six units in the
current fleet of Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear power plants are located These concerns have Ied to, and
are expected to continue to lead to, various proposaIs to Federal regulators and governing bodies hsome localities
where Entergy’s subsidiaries own nuclear generating units for legidative and reguIatmy changes that could lead to
the shutdown of nucIear units, denia1 of license renew1 applications, municipalization of nuclear units, restrictions
on nuclear units as a result of unavailability of sites for spent nudear fuel storage and disposal, or other adverse
effects on owning and operating nuclear generating units. Entergy vigorously responds to these concerns and
proposals. If any of the existing proposals, or any proposals that may arise in the future with respect to legislative
and regulatory change, become cffectivc, they could have a material effect on Entergy’s resuIts of operations,
financial condition and liquidity.
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(Entergy Corporation)

A faiiure to obtain renewed licemesfor the continued operation of the Entergy Wiolesule Commodities
nuclear power plartts could have a maferial effect on Entergy’s rRTulfs of operations, finnnciuZ condiiht, and
liqaidig and could lead to an increase in depreciation rates or un accelerafionof the timing for the funding of
decommissioning obligulions.

The license renewal and related processes for the Entergy WhoksaIe Commodities nuclear power plants
have been and may continue to be the subject of sigrrificant public debate and regulatory and legislative review and
scrutiny at the federal and, in certain cas=, sfate level. The operating licenses for Pilgrim, Indian Point 2 and
Indian Point 3 expire in June 2012, September 2013 and December 2015, respectively. Because these plants filed
timeIy license renewal applications, the NRC’s rdes provide that these plants may continue to operate under their
existing operating licenses until their renewal applications have been finally determined. Various parties have
expressed opposition to renewal of these licenses. Renewal of the Indian Point licenses is the subject of ongoing
proceedings before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB)of the NRC. Initial harings on certain of the
contentions admitted by the ASLB currently are expected to begin by the end of 2012. In the Pilgrim license
renewal proceeding, the ASLB has denied the last pending proposed contention and has terminated proceedings
before it. Appeals of ASLB decisions remain pending before the NRC. AIso pending before the NRC is a motion
by Entergy affiliates requesting specific authorization to NRC staff to issue the Pilgim license. In responding to
that motion, NRC staff stated the position that whether to issue a license where no admitted contentions are pending
is a matter of staff discretion. There is no schedule for NRC action on the pending appds or motion.

In relation to Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3, the New York State Department of EnvironmmtaI
Consemtion has taken the position that these pIant owners must obtain a new state-issued Clean Water Act Section
401 water quality certification as part of the license renewal process. For the Indian Point plants, the Entergy
Wholesale Commodities plant owners also must ensuG that requirements of the CoastaI Zone Management Act,
which is administered in New York State primariry by the New York Department of State, are satisfied prior to
getting the renewed licenses. For further information regarding these environmental regulations see
“EnvironmentalRegulation, Clean Water Act” in Part I, Item 1.
The NRC operating license for Vermont Yankee was to expire in March 2012. In March 201 I the NRC
renewed Vermont Yankee’s operating license for an additional 20 years, as a result of which the license now
e x p k in 2032. Vermont Yankee also is operating under a Certificate of PubIic Good fiom the State of Vermont
that expires in March 2012, but has an application pending before the Vermont PubIic Sentice Board for a new
Certificate of Public Good for operation unti1 March 2032. For additional discussion regarding the continued
operation of tbe Vermont Yankee plant, see “IrnDairment of Low-Lived Assets” in Note I to the financial
statements.
E the NRC finally den& the applications for the renewal of operating licenses for one or more of the
Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear power plants, or a state in which any such nuclear power plant is located
is able to prevent the continued operation of such plant, Entergy’s results of operations, hancial condition, and
liquidity could be materially affected by Ioss of revenue and cash flow associated with the plant or plants, potential
impairments of the carrying value of the plants, increased depreciation rates, and an accelerated need for
decommissioning funds, which could require additional finding. In addition, Entergy m y incur increased
operating costs depending on any conditions that may be imposed in connection with license renewal. For further
discussion regarding the license renewal processes for the Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ nuclear power plants,
see ‘FENTERGY’S BUSINESS Entergv WholesaIe Commodities - Property - Nuclear Generating Stations”
in Part I, Item 1 for Entergy Corporation and its subsidiark.

-
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The decutnmhioning trust fund assets for the nuclear power plants owned by Entergy WkoIesaie
Commoditim' nuclear plant owners may not be adequate io meet decommissioning obligations if one or more of
their nuclear power plants is retired earlier than the anticipated shutdown date or if current regularoly
requirements change, which then could require additionalfunding.
Under NRC regulations, Entergy's nuclear subsidiaries are permitted to project the NRC-required
decommissioning amount based on an NRC formula or a site-specific estimate, and the amount in each of the
Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear power pIant's decommissioning trusts combined with other
decommissioning fiaancial assurance^ in place. The projections are made based on the operating license expiration
date and the mid-point of the subsequent decommissioning process for each of these nuclear power plants. As a
result, if the projected amount of our decommissioning trusts exceeds the NRC-required decommissioning amount,
then its decommissioning obligations are considered to be funded in accordance with NRC regulations. In the
event the projected costs do not sufficiently reflect the actual costs the applicable Entergy subsidiaries would be
required to incur to decommission these nuclear power plants, and funding is othenvise inadequate, or if the
formuIa or Site-specSc estimate is changed to require increased finding, additiond resources would be required.
Furthermore, depending upon the h e 1 of funding available in the hast funds, the NRC may not permit the trust
funds to be used to pay for related costs such as the management of spent nuclear fuel that are not included in the
formula. The NRC may ako require a plan for the provision of separate funding for spent fueI management costs.
In addition to NRC requirements, there are other decommissioning-related obligations for certain of the Entergy
Wholsalc Commodities nuclear power plants, which management believes it will be able to satisfy.
With respect to the decommissioning tmts for Indian Point 2 and Palisades, the total amount in each of
those trusts as of December 31, 201 1 would not have been sufficient to initiate and complete the immediate nearterm radiological decommissioning of the respective unit BS of the license termination date of each respective plant,
but rather the funds would have been sufficient to place the unit in a condition of safe storage status pending future
completion of decommissioning. For example, if an Entergy subsidiary decides to shut down and immediately
begin decommissioning one of those nuclear power plants on its license expiration date, its trust finds for the plant
as of December 3 1, 201 1 would have been insufficient and the applicable Entergy subsidiary would have been
required to rely on other capital resources to fund the remainder of the radiological decommissioning obligations
unless the completion of decommissioning could be deferred during some number of yms of safe storage status (as
is permitted by NRC regulations). If any Entergy subsidiary decides to shut down one of its nuclear power plants
earlier than the scheduled shutdown date and conduct a prompt decommissioning, the applicable Entergy subsidiary
may be unable to rely upon only the decommissioning bust to fund the entire decommissioning obligations, which
wouId require it to obtain knding h m other s o u r c ~ .
Further, federal or state reguIatory changq including mandated increases in decommissioning funding or
changes in the methods or standards for decommissioning operations, may also increase the funding requirements
of, or accelerate the timing for funding of, the obligations related to the decommissioning of Entergy Wholaale
Commodities' nuclear power plants. As a result, under any of these circumstance, Entergfs results of operations,
liquidity and financial condition could be materially affected.
Entergy WhoIesak Commodities' nuclear power plants w e mposed to price risk through either advance
sale of energy and capmi@intoforward markets or accepting spot pricm primarily in day-uhead markek

Entergy and its subsidiaries arc not guaranteed any rate of return on their capital investments in non-utility
business=. In particuIar, the sale of capacity and energy from the Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear power
plants, unless othawise contracted, is subject to the fluctuation of market power prices. As of December 31,201 1,
Entergy Whokale Commodities nuclear power generation phnts bad sold forward 88%, 81%, 39%, 25% and 25%
of its generation portfolio's planned energy output for 2012,2013,2014,2015, and 20 16, respectively. In order to
hedge future price risk to desired levels, Entergy Wholaale Commodities utilize contracts that are unit-contingent
and Firm LD and various products such as forward sales, options, and collars.
Market conditions such as product cost, market Iiquidity and other portfolio considerations influence the
product and contractud mix. The obligations under unit-contingent agreements depend on a generating asset that is
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operating; if the generation asset is not operating, the seller generally is not liable for damages. For some Unitcontingent obligations, however, there is also a guarantee of availability that provides for the payment to the power
purchaser of contract damages, if incurred, in the event the unit owner fails to deliver power as a result of the
failure of the specified generation unit to generate power at or above a specified availability tbrshold. Firm LD
sal= transactions may be exposed to substantial operational price risk to the extent that the plants do not run as
expected and market prices exceed contract prices.
Market prices may fluctuate substantially, sometimes over relatively short periods of time, and at other
times experience sustained increases or decreases. Demand for electricity and its fuel stock can fluctuate
dramatically, creating periods of substantial under- or over-supply. During periods of over-supply, prices might be
depressed. Also, fiom time to time there may be political pressure, or pressure fiom regulatory authorities with
jurisdiction over wholesale and retail energy commodity and transportation rata, to impose price limitations, credit
requirements, bidding rules and other mechanisms to address ~ ~ I ~ t i and
l i t yother issues in these markets.

The price that different counterparties offer for forward sales is influenced both by market conditions as
well as the conbct term such as damage provisions, credit support requirements and the number of available
counterparties interested in contracting for the desired forward period. Depending on differences between market
factors at the t h e of contracting versus current conditions, Entergy Wholesale Commoditia’ contract portfolio may
have average contract prices above or below w e n t market prices, including at the expiration of the contracts,
which may significantly affect Entergy Wholesale Cornmoditits’ resuIts of operations, financial condition or
liquidity. The recent economic downturn and negative trends in the energy commodity markets have resulted in
lower natural gas price, and current prevailing market prices for electricity in the New York and New England
power regions are therefore generally below the prices of Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ existing contracts in
those regions. To the extent thme market: conditions persist, Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ realized pice per
Mwh can be expected to continue to decline. See “Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries, Management’s Financial
Discussion and Analysis, Results of Operations, Realized Revenue per MWh for Entergy Wholesale Commodities
Nzrclear Plants.’’ With operating licenses far Piigrim, Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 expiring between 2012 and
2015, and as a cqnsequence of any delays in obtaining extension of the operating licenses and any other approvals
required for continued operation of the plants, Entergy Wholesale Commodities may enter into fewer unitcontingent forward sales contracts for output fiom such plants for periods beyond the license expiration.
Among the factors that could s e c t market prices for electricity and fueI, ai1 of which are beyond Entergy’s
control to a significant degree, are:

e

e
0

0

0

e

prevailing market prices €or natural gas, tuanium (and its conversion, enrichment and fabrication), coal, oil,
and other fuels used in electric generation plants, including associated transportation costs, and supplies of
such cornmoditits;
seasonality;
availability of competitively priced alternative energy s o m s and the requirements of a renewable
portfolio standard;
changes in production and storage levels of natural gas, lignite, coal and crude oil and refmcd products;
liquidity in the general wholesale electricity market, including the number of creditworthy counterpartia
available and interested in entering into fonvard sales agreements for Entergy’s full hedging term;
the actions of external parties, such as the FERC and local independent system operators and other state or
Federal energy regulatory bodis, that may impose price limitationsand other mechanisms to addrcss some
of the voIatility in the energy markets;
electricity transmission, competing generation or fuel transportation constraints, inoperability or
inefficiencies;
the general demand €or electricity, which may be significantly affected by national and regionaI economic
conditions;
weather conditions affecting demand for electricity or availability of hydroelectric power or fuel supplies;
the rate o f growth in demand for elecbicity as a result ofpopdation changes,regiona1 economic conditions
and the implementation of conservationprograms;
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regulatory poIicies of state agencies that affect the wilIingnes of Entergy Wholesale Commodities nuclear
customers to enter into long-term contracts generally, and contracts fbr energy in particular;
increascs in supplies due to actions of current Entergy Wholesale Commodities nucIear competitors or new
market e n h n t s , including the deveIopment of new generation facilities, expansion of existing generation
faditis, the disaggregation of verticalIy integrated utilities and improvements in transmission that allow
additional supply to reach Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ nuclear markets;
union and labor relations;
changes in FederaI and state energy and environmenta1 laws and regulations and other initiatives, including
but not Iimited to, the price impacts of proposed emission controIs such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative (RGGI);
changes in law resuIting fiom federal or state energy legislation or 1egisIation subjecting energy derivatives
used in hedging and risk management transactions to governmental regulation; and
natural disasters, terrorist actions, wars, embargoes and other catastrophic events.
The Entetgv Wholesale Commodities business is subject io substantial governmental regularion and muy
be adversely affecled by legislative, regularory or market design changes, us weil as Iiability under, or anyfrrrure
inabiliq to coomp’y with, &sting orfuture regulafimsor requirements.

The Enterm Wholesale Commodities business is subject to extensive federal, state and loca1 laws and
regulation. Compliance with the requirements under these various regulatory regimes may cause the Wholaale
Commodities business to incur significant additional costs, and failure to comply with such requirements could
result in the shutdown of the non-complying facility, the imposition of liens, f i m andor civil or criminal liability-

Public utilities under the Federal Power Act are required to obtain FERC acceptance of their rate schedules
for wholesale sales of electricity. Each of the owncs of the Entergy WhoIesale Commodities nuclear power pIants,
as well as Entergy Nuclear Power Marketing, LLC, is a “public utility” under the Federal Power Act by v h e of
making wholesale sales of electric energy. The FERC has granted these generating and power marketing
cornpanis the authority to sell electricity at market-based rates. The FERC’s orders that grant the Entergy
WhoIesaIe Commodities’ generating and power marketing companies market-based rate authority reserve the right
to revoke or revise that authority if the FERC subsequently determines that the Entergy Wholesale Commodities
business can exercise market power in transmission or generation, create barriers to entry, or engage in abusive
affiliate transactions. In addition, the Entergy Whokale Commodities’ market-bascd sales are subject to certain
market behavior rules, and if any of its generating and power marketing companies were deemed to have violated
one of those rula, they would be subject to potential disgorgement of profits associated with the vioIation andlor
suspension or revocation of their market-based rate authority and potential penalties of up to SI million per day per
violation. If the Entergy Wholesale Commodities’ generating or power marketing companies were to lose their
market-based rate authority, such companies would be required to obtain the FERC’s acceptance of a cost-ofservice rate scheduIe and could become subject to the accounting, record-keeping and rcporthg requirements that
are imposed on utilitia with cost-based rate schedules. This could have an adverse effect on the rates the Entergy
Whobale Commodities charges for power fiom its faciIities.
The Entergy WhoIesaIe Commodities business is aIso affected by legislative and reguIatory changes, as well
as chanpp to market design, market rules, t a s , cost dlocations and bidding mIcs imposed by the existing
Independent System Operators. The Independent System Operators that oversee most of the wholesale power
markets impose, and in the future may continue to impose, mitigation, including price limitations, offer caps and
other mechanisms, to addras some of the volatility and the potential exercise of market power in these markets.
These types of price limitations and other regulatory mechanisms may have an adverse effect on the profitability of
the Entergy Wholesale Commodities business’ generation facilitics that sell energy and capacity into the wholesale
power markets. For further information regarding federal, state and IocaI laws and regulation applicabh to the
Entergy Wholesale Commodities business, see CLEntergy’s
Business - Regulation of Enterw’s Business” in Part
I, Item 1 for Entergy Corporation and its subsidiaries.
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The regulatory environment applicable to the electric power industry has undergone substantial changes over
the past several years as a m d t of rsstructuring initiatives at both the state and federal levels. These changes are
ongoing and Enter# cannot predict the future design of the wholesale power markets or the ultimate effect that the
changing regulatory environment will have on the Entergy WholesaIe Commodities businas. In addition, in some
of these markets, interested parties have proposed material market design changes, including the eIimination of a
single cI&g p i c e mechanism and have raised claims that the competitive marketplace is not working because
energy prices in wholesale markets exceed the marginal cost of operating nudear power plants, as well as proposals
to re-regulate the markets, impose a generation tax or require divestitures by generating companies to reduce their
market share. Other proposals to re-regulate may be made and legislative or other attention to the elechic power
market restructuring process may delay or reverse the deregulation process, which could require material changes
to business planning models. Lf competitive restructuring of the electric power markets is reversed, modified,
discontinued or deIayed, the Entergy WholesaIe Commoditia business' results of operations, financial condition
and Iiquidity could be materially affected.
The nuclear power plants owned by the Entergv ~ o f e s d Commodities
e
business are subject lo
impairment charges in cericzin circuimtmces, which could have u maten'al eflect on Enter@ results of
operations,financial condition or liquidiQ.

Entergy periodically reviews long-lived assets held in all of its business segments whenever events or
changcs in ckcumstances indicate that recoverability of these assets is uncertain Generally, the determination of
recoverability is based on the undiscounted net cash flows expected to result h m such operations and
assets. Projected net cash flows depend on the future operating costs associated with the assets, the efficiency and
availability of the assets and generating units, and the future market and price for energy over the remaining life of
the assets. In particular, the assets of the Entergy Wholesale Commodities business, including the nudear power
plants, are subject to impairment ifadverse market conditions arise and continue (such as declines in market price
for electricity), if adverse regulatory events occur (including with rapect to environmental regulation), if a unit
cases operation or if a unit's operating license is not renewed. Moreover, the failure of the Entergy Wholade
Commodities business to achieve forecasted operating results and cash flows,an unfavomble change in forecasted
operating results or cash flows or a decline in observable indusw market multiples could all rault in potential
impairment charges for the affected assets.

As discussed in Part I, Item 1, Enterm Wholesale Commodities, Property, in this Form 10-K, the
operating lkenses for Pilgrim, Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 expire bctween 2012 and 2015 and are currently
the subject of license renewal processes at the NRC and the states in which the plants operate and the Vermont
Yankee plant is the subject of certain state and federa1 proceedings and federal litigation relating to continued
operation of that plant. If Entergy concludes that any of these nuclear power plants is unlikely to operate
significantly beyond its current license expiration date, which conclusion would be based on a variety of fiictors,
such a conclusion could result in an impairment of part or all of the carrying vdue of the plant. Any impairment
charge taken by Entergy with rapect to its long-lived assets, including the nuclear power pIants owned by the
Entergy Wholesale Commodities business, would Iikely be material in the quarter that the charge is taken and could
otherwise have a material effect on Entergy's rwlfs of operations, financial condition or liquidity.
General Business

(Fntergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas)
Entergy and the Utility operaring companies depend on access to the capital markets an4 at times, ?nay
face pofentiul liquidity constraitzts, which codd make it more drficult to handle future conringencia such as
natural disasters or srrbstantiai increases in gns and fuel prices. Dkrziptions in the capifal and credit markets
may adversely affect Entergp and its subsidiaries' absi@ to meet liqtiidifyneeds, access capital and operate and
grow their businesses, and the cost of capital.
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Entergy's business is capital intensive and dependent upon its ability to a c c m capital at reasonable rata
and other terms. At times there are also spikes in the price for natura1 gas and other commodities that incrase the
liquidity requirements of the UtiIity operating companies and Entergy WholesaIe Commodities. In addition,
Entergy's and the Utility operating companies' liquidity needs could significantly increase in the event of a
hurricane or other weather-related or unforeseen disaster similar to that experienced in Entergy's service territory
with Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita in 2005 and Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Lke in 2008. The
occurrence of one or more contingencies, including a delay in regulatory recovery of he1 or purchased power costs
or storm restoration costs, higher than expected pension contributions, an acceleration of payments or decreased
credit lines, less cash flow from operations than expected or other unknown events, such as future storms, could
cause the financing needs of Entergy and its subsidiaries to increase. In addition, accessing the debt capital markets
more frequently in these situations may result in an increase in leverage. Material leverage h c m m could
negatively affect the credit ratings of Entergy and the UtiIity operating companies, which in turn could negatively
affect acceSs to the capital markets.

The gIoba1 capital and credit markets experienced extreme volatility and disruption in the fourth quarter of
2008 and much of 2009. The inability to raise capital on favorable terms, particularly during times of uncertainty in
the capital markets, could negatively affect Entergy and its subsidiaries' ability to maintain and to expand their
businma. Events beyond Entergy's control, such as the volatility and disruption in global capital and credit
markets in 2008 and 2009, may create uncertainty that could increase its cost of capital or impair its ability to
access the capita1 markets, incIuding the ability to draw on its bank credit ficilities. Entergy and its subsidiaries are
unable to prcdict the degree of success they wiU ham in renewing or replacing their credit facilities as they come up
for renewal, including the Entergy Corporation $3.5 biIlion revolving credit faciIity that expires in August 2012.
Moreover, the size, terms, and covenants of any new credit faciIities may not be comparable to, and may be more
restrictive than, existing facilities. If Entergy and its subsidiaries are unable to access the credit and capital markets
on t e r n that are reasonable, they may have to delay raising capital, issue shorter-term securities andlor b a r an
unfavorable cost of capital, which, in turn, could impact their ability to grow their businesses, decrease earnings,
significantly reduce financial flexibility andlor limit Entergy Corporation's abirity to sustain its current common
stock dividend level.
(Entcrgy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy GuIf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, Entergy Texas, and System Energy)

A downgrade in Etttergv Corporation's or ~ L Tsubsidiaries' credit ralings coiild negutively affect Enf e r 0
Corporation's and ils subsidinries' ability io access cupifui and/or codd require Entergy Corporation or its
siibsidiaria to post collateral, accelerate certainpaymen& or repay certain indebtedtiess.

There are a number of factors that rating agencies evaluate to arrive at credit ratings for each of Entcrgy
Corporation and the Registrant Subsidiaries, including each Registrant's regulatory framework, ability to recover
costs and earn returns, diversification and frnancial strength and liquidity. If one or more rating agencies
downgrade Entergy Corporation's, any of the UtiIity operating companies', or System Energy's ratings, particularly
below investment grade, borrowing costs would increase, tho potential pool of investors and funding sources would
likely decrease, and cash or letter of credit collateral demands may be triggered by the terms of a number of
commodity contracts, leases and other agreements.
Most of Entergy Corporation's and its subsidiaries' large customers, suppliers and counterparties require
sufficient creditworthiness to enter into transactions. If Entergy Corporation's or its subsidiaries' ratings decline,
particularly beIow investment grade, or if certain counterpartis beUeve Entergy Corporation or the Utility
operating companics are losing credihvorthiness and demand adequate assurance under fuel, gas and purchased
power contracts, the counterparties may require posting of collateral in cash or Ietters of credit, prepayment for fuel,
gas or purchased power or accelerated payment, or counterparties may decline business with Entergy Corporation
or its subsidiaries. At December 31,201 1, based on power prices at that time, Entergy had liquidity exposure for
Entergy Whokale Cornmoditics business transactions of $133 million under guarantees, $20 million of guarantees
that support letters of credit, and $6 miIlion of posted cash colIatera1 to the ISOs. As of December 31, 201 1 thc
liquidity exposure associated with Entergy Wholesale Commodities assurance requirements could increase by $132
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million for a $1 per MMBtu increase in gas prices in both the short- and long-term markets. In the event of a
decrease in Entmgy Corporation's credit rating to below investment grade, based on power prices as of December
3 1,201 1, Entergy would have been required to provide approximately $44 million of additional cash or letters of
credit under some of the agreements.
The construction oJ and capital improvemen& h,power generation facilities involve substantial
risks. ShouId conrtruclion or capital improvement efforis be umuccessfui, the financial coizdition, resuh of
operations or liquidig of Enter0 and fhe Utili@operating companies could be rnaferinlly aflected

Entergy's and the Utility operating compdes' abiIity to complete construction of power generation
facilities in it timely manner and within budget is contingent upon many variables and subject to substantial risks.
T h m variabIm include, but are not limited to, project management expertise and escahating costs for materials,
labor and environmental compliance. Delays in obtaining permits, shortages in materiafs and qualified labor,
suppliers and contractors not performing as required under their contracts, changes in the scope and timing of
projects, poor quality initial cost estimates fiom contractors, &he inability to raise capital on favorable t e r n ,
changes in commodity prices affecting revenue, fuel costs, or materials costs, downward changes in the economy,
changes in law or regulation, including environmental compliance requiremenfs, and other events beyond the
control of the Utility operating compania or the Enterm WholBale Commodities business may occur that may
materially affect the schedule, cost and performance of these projects. Ifthese projects are significantly deIayed or
become subject to cost overruns or cancellation, Entergy and the Utility operating companies could incur additional
costs and termination payments, or face increased risk of potential writeoff of the investment in the project. For
further information regarding capital expenditure plans and other uses of capital in connection with the potential
construction of additional generation supply sources within the Utility operating companies'service territory, and as
to the Entergy WhoIesale Commodities bushes, see the "Capital Emenditure Plans and Other Uses of Capital"
section of Management's Financial Discussion and Analysis for Entergy and each of the Registrant Subsidiaries.
The Utility operaiing companies, System Energy and the Eniergy Wholesale Commodities business may
incur substuntial wsts tofuW# their obli&tions related to environmental and other muliers.

The businesses in which the Utility operating companies, System Energy and the Entergy WholcsaIe
Commodities business operate are subject to extensive environmental regulation by local, state and Federal
authorities. These laws and regulations affect the manner in which the Utility operating companies, System Energy
and the Entergy Wholesale Commodities business conduct their operations and make capital expenditures. These
laws and regulations also affect how the Utility operating companies, System Energy and the Entergy Wholesale
Commoditk business manage air emissions, discharges to water, solid and hazardous waste storage and disposal,
cooling and service water intake, the protection of threatened and endangered species, hazardous materials
transportation, and similar matters. Federal, state, and local authorities continually revise t h w laws and
regulations, and the laws and regulations are subject to judicial interpretation and to the permitting and enforcement
discretion vested in the implementing agencies. Devdoping and implementing pIans for facility compliance with
these requirements can lead to capita1, personnel, and operation and maintenance expenditures. Violations of these
requirements can subject the Utility operating companies, System Energy and the Entergy Wholesale Commodities
business to enforcement actions, capital expenditures to bring existing facigtiw into compliance, additional
operating costs or operating restrictions to achieve compliance, remediation and dean-up costs, civil penalti=, and
exposure to third parties' claims for alleged health or property damages or for violations of applicable permits or
standards. In addition, the Utility operating companies, System Energy and the Entmgy Wholesale Commodities
business are subject to liability under these laws for the costs of remediation of environmental contamination of
property now or formerly owned or operated by the Utility operating companies, System Energy and the Entergy
Wholesale Commodities busintxs and of property contaminatedby hazardous substams they generate. The Utility
operating companies are currently involved in proceedings relating to sites where hazardous substanccs have been
released and may be subject to additional proceedings in the future. The Utility operating compank, System
Energy and the Entergy Wholesale Commodities business have incurred and expect to incur significant costs
related to environmental compliance.
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Emissions of niQogen and sulfur oxides, mercury, particulates, and other regulated air contaminants from
generating plants are potentially subject to increased regulation, controk and mitigation expenses. In addition,
existing air regulations and programs promulgated by the EPA often are challenged legally, sometimesresulting in
large-scale changes to anticipated regulatory regimes and the resulting need to shift course, both opmationaIly and
economically, depending on the nature of the changE. Risks reIating to global climate change and initiatiw to
compel C02emission reductions are discussed below.
Entergy and its subsidiaries may not be abIe to obtain or maintain all required environmental regulatory
approvah. If there is a delay in obtaining any required environmental regulatory approvals, or if Entergy and its
subsidiaries fhir to obtain, maintain or comply with any such approvaI, the operation of its facilities could be
stopped or become subject to additional costs. For hrther information regarding environmental regulation and
environmental matters, see the "Rwulation of Enter& 3usiness - Environmental ReguIation"section of Part I,
Item 1.

The U f X qoperating companies, System Energy and the E n t e r - Khofesale Cominodities bwiness may
incur substantial cos& related to reliabiIity standards.
Entergy's business is subject to extensive and mandatory reliability standards. Such standards, which are
established by the North American Elechic Reliability Corporation (NERC)and the SERC Reliability Corporation
(SERC),are approved by the FERC and fiequedy are reviewed, amended and supplemented. Failure to compIy
with such standards could result in the imposition of fines or civil penalties, and potential exposure to third party
cIaims for alleged violations of such standards. The standards, as we11 as the laws and regulations that govern
them, are subject to judicial interpretation and to the enforcement discretion vested in the impIemcnting agencies.
In addition to exposure to chi1 penaIties arid fines, the Utility operating companies have incurred and expect to
incur significant casts related to compliance with new and existing reliability standards, including costs associated
with the Utility operating companies' transmission system. The changes to the reliabiIity standards applicable to
the eIectric power industry are ongoing, and Entergy cannot predict the ultimate effect that the reliability standards
will have on its Utility and Entergy Wholaale Commodities business. Entergy has notified the SERC of potential
violations of certain NERC reliability standards, including certain Critical h€mtructure Protection, FaciIities
Design,Connection and Maintenance, and System Protection and Control standards. Entergy is working with the
SERC to provide information concerning these potential violations. In addition, FERC's Division of Investigations
is conducting an investigation of cerhin issues relating to the Utility operating companies compliance with certain
Reliability Standards related to protective system maintenance, facility ratings and modeling, training, and
communications.

(1Entergy Corporation, Entergy Arkansas, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana,
Entergy Mississippi, Entergy New Orleans, and Entergy Texas)
The eflecz% of weather and economic condi~onsnnd the reIated impact on electricity and gas usage, may
material& affect the UtiIity operating companies' results of operations

Temperatures above normal levels in de summer tend to increase summer cooling electricity demand and
revenues, and temperatures below moderate levels in the winter tend to increase winter heating eIectricity and gas
demand and revenues. As a c o r o h y , moderate tcmperatures tend to decrease usage of energy and resulting
revenues. Seasonal pricing differentials, coupled with higher consumption IeveIs, typically cause the Utility
operating companies to report higher revenueS in the third quarter of the fiscal year than in the other quarters.
Extreme weather conditions or storms, however, may stress the Utility operating companies' generation facilities
and transmission and distribution systems, resulting in increased maintenance and capital costs (and potential
increased financing needs), limits on their ability to meet peak customer demand, increased reglatory oversight,
and lower customer satisfaction. These extreme conditions could have a material effect on the Utility operating
companieSl financia1 condition, raults of operations and liquidity.
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Industrial sales volume was depressed in the latter part of 2008 and through most of 2009, in part because
the overall economy declined, with lower usage across the industrial sector affecting both. the large customer
industrial segment as well as small and mid-sized industrial customers. It is possible that continued or recurrent
poor economic conditions could r m l t in slower or declining sal= growth and incrased bad debt expense, which
could materially affect Entergy's and the Utility operating companies' results of operations, h n c i a l condition and
liquidity.
The effects of climate change and environmental and regulatory obligations intended to compel CO,
emission reductions couid materiully affect fhefinancial condition, results of operaCions and Ziquidity of Etztergp
and the Utility operating companies.

In an effort to address climate change concerns, Federal, state, and local authorities are calling for
additional Iaws and regulations aimed at laown or suspected causes of climate change. For example, in response to
the United States Supreme Court's 2007 decision holding that the EPA has authority to regulate emissions of C02
and other "greenhouse gaswit under the Clean Air Act, the EPA, various environmental interest groups and other
organizations are focushg considerable attention on COz emissions fiom power generation facilities and their
potential role in climate change. In 2010, EPA promulgated its k s t regulations controlling greenhouse gas
emissions fiom certain vehicles and from new and significantly modified stationary sources of emissions, including
electric generating units, and additional new source pdormance standards are expected to be proposed in 2012.
Developing and implementing plans for compliance with COz emissions reduction requirements wn lead to
additional capital, personnel, and operation and maintenance expenditures and could significantly affect the
economic position of existing facilities and proposed projects; moreover, long term pIanning to meet environmental
requirements can be negatively impacted and costs may increase to the extent laws and regulations change prior to
full implementation. Violations of such requirements may subject Entergy and the Utility operating companies to
enforcement actions, capital expenditures to bring existing facilities into compliance, additional operating costs or
operating restrictions to achieve compIiance, civi1 penalties, and exposure to third parties' claims for alleged health
or propcw damages or for violations of applicabIe permits or standards. To the extent Entergy believes any of
these costs are recoverable in rats, however, additional material rate increases for customers could be misted by
Entergy's regulators and, in extreme cases, Entergy's regulators mightdeny or defer timely recovery of t h a e costs.
Future changs in environmental regulation governing the emission of COz and other "greenhouse gases" could
make some of Entergy's electric generating units uneconomical to maintain or operate, and could increase the
difficulty that Entergy and its subsidiaries have with obtaining or maintaining rquired environmental regulatory
approvals, which could also materially affect the financial condition, results of operations and liquidity of Entergy
and the Utility operating companies. In addition, multipIe lawsuits currently are pending against emitters of
greenhouse gases alleging that thse companies are liable for personal injuries and property damage caused by
climate change. These lawsuits seek injunctive relief, monetary compensation, and punitive damages.
In addition to the regulatory and financial risks associated with climate change discussed above, physical
risks from climate change include an increase in sa level, wetland and barrier island erosion, risks of flooding and
changs in weather conditions, such as changes in precipitation, average temperatures and potential increased
impacts of extreme wather conditions or storms. Entergy subsidiaries own assets in, and serve, communities that
are at risk f?om sea level rise, changes in weather conditions, storms and loss of the protection offered by coastal
wetlands. A significant portion of the nation's oil and gas fistructure is located in these areas and susceptible to
storm damage that could be aggravated by wetland nnd barrier island erosion, which could give rise to fuel supply
interruptions and price spikes.
These and other physical changes could result in changes in customer demand, increased costs associated
with repairing and maintaining generation facilities and hnsmission and distribution systems resulting in incrased
maintenance and capital costs (and potential increased financing needs), limits on the Entergy System's ability to
meet peak customer demand, increased regulatory oversighht, and lower customer satisfaction. Also, to the extent
that climate change adversely impacts the economic health of a region or results in energy conservation or demand
side management programs, it may adversely impact customer demand and revenues. Such physical or operational
risks could have a material effect on Entergy's and the UtiIity operating cornpanias' financial condition, results of
operations and liquidity.
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Entergv and its subsidiaries may not be adequately hedged agmhst changes in commodity prices, which
could mnteriaily affect Enter& and iis subsidiaries results of operaabns,financiul condition and liquid&

To manage their near-term financial exposure related to commodity price fluctuations, Entergy and its
subsidiaries, inchding the Utility operating companies and the Entergy WhoInale Commoditie business, may
enter into contracts to hedge portions of their purchase and sale commitments, h e 1 requirements and inventories of
natural gas, uranium (and its conversion), coal, r e h e d products, and other commodities, withi established risk
management guideIinE. As part of this shtegy, Entergy and its subsidiaries may utilize fixed- and variable-price
forward physical purchase and sales contracts, f h r q financial swaps, and option contracts traded in the over-thecounter markets or on exchanges. However, Entergy and its subsidiaries normalIy cover only a portion of the
exposure of their assets and positions to market price volatility, and the coverage will vary over time. In addition,
Entergy also elects to Ieave certain voIumes during certain years unhedged. To the extent Entergy and its
subsidiark have unhedged positions, fluctuating commodity prices can materially affect Entergy's and its
subsidiaria' resuIts of operations and financia1position.
Although Entergy and its subsidiaries devote a considerabIe effort to th~serisk management strategis, they
cannot eIhnate a11 the risks associated with these activities. As a resuIt of these and other factors, Entergy and its
subsidiaries cannot predict with precision the impact that risk management decisions may have on their businss,
results of operations or hanciaI position.
Entergy has guaranteed or indemnified the performance of a pofiion of the obligations relating to hedging
and risk management activities. Reductions in Entergy's or its subsidiark' credit quality or changes in the market
prices of energy c o m o d i t i ~could incmse the cash or letter of credit collateral required to be posted in
connection with hedging and risk management activities, which could materially affect Entergy's or its subsidiaries'
liquidity and financial position.
The Utility operating companies and the Eniergu WiolesaIe Commodities busiriess are eqosed to the
risk that counterparties may not meel their obligations, which may rnateridly affect the Utili@ operating
companies and Entergv Wzolesale Commodities.
The hedging and risk management practices of the UtiIity operating compania and the Entergy Wholesale
Commodities business are exposed to the risk that counterparties that owe Entergy and its subsidiaries money,
energy, or other commodities wiIl not perform their obligations. Currently, some hedging agreements contain
provisions that require the counterpartis to provide credit support to secure their obligations to Entergy or its
subsidiaries. Ifthe counterpartiesto thae arrangements fail to per€om, Entergy or its subsidiaris may enforce and
recover the proceeds fiom the credit support provided and acquire alternative hedging arrangements or draw on the
credit support provided by the counterparties, which credit support may not always be adequate to cover the related
obligations. In such event, Entmgy and its subsidiaries might incur losses in addition to amounts, if any, aIready
paid to the counterparties. In addition, the credit commitments of Entergy's lenders under its bank facilities may
not be honored for a variety of msom, including unexpected periods of financial distress affecting such lenders,
which could materially affect the adequacy of its liquidity sources.

The Wall Street Trumparency and Accountability Act of 2010 and rules and regdations promrrlguted
under the act may adversely aged the ability of ihe UtiIity operating companies and fhe Entergy Wmlesale
Commodiiies business io urilize certain commodity derivativesfor hedging and mitigating commercial risk
The Wall Street Transparency and Accountability Act of 2010, which was enacted on M y 21,20 10 as parL
of the Dodd-Frank Act WalI Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, and the rules and regulations to be
promulgated under the act will impose governmental regdation on the over-the-counter derivative market,
including the commodity swaps used by the Utility operating companies and the Entergy Wholesale Commodities
business to hedge and mitigate commercid risk Under the act, certain swaps will be subject to mandatory clearing
and exchange mding requirements. Swap d d e r s and major participants in the swap market will be subject to
capital, margin,registration, reporting, recordkeeping and business conduct requirements with mpmt to their swap
activities. Position Iimits will aIso appIy to certain swaps activities. The act requira the applicable regulators,
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which in the case of commodity swaps will be the Commodity FuWa Trading Commission, to engage in
substantial rulemaking in order to implement the provisions of the act and such rulemaking is not yet fmaI. Both
the Utility operating companies and the Entergy Whokale Commodities business currently utilize commodity
swaps to hedge and mitigate commodity price risk It is not known whether the act and regulations promulgated
under the act will have an adverse effect upon the market for the commodity swaps used by the Utility operating
companies and the Entergy Wholeale Comodities business. However, to the extent that the act and regulations
promulgated under the act have the effect of increasing the price of such commodity swaps or limiting or reducing
the availability of such commodity swaps, whether through the imposition of additional capital, margin or
compliance costs upon market participants or otherwise, the financial p a f o m n c e of the Utility operating
compaqies and/or the Entergy Wholesale Commodities bushas may be adversely affected. To the extent that the
Utility operating companies and the Entergy Wholesale Commodities businss would be required to post margin in
connection with existing or future commodity swaps in addition to any margin currently posted by such entiti=,
such entiti= may need to secure additional sources of capital to meet such liquidity needs or c a s e utilizing such
commodity swaps.
Marketpefuormance and other chunges may decreme ihe vuiue of benefit plan assets, which then could
require additionalfunding.

The performance of the capital markets affects the values of the asssets held in trust under Entergy's pension
and postretirementbenefit plans. A decline in the market value of the assets may increase the funding requirements
reIating to Entergy's benefit plan liabilities. The recent recession and voIatility in the capital markets have affected
the market value of thae assets, which may affect Entergy's planned levels of contributions in the future.
AdditionalIy, changes in interest rat- affect the liabilities under Entmgy's pension and postretirement benefit plans;
as interest rates decrease, the Iiabilitia increase, potentially requiring additional funding. The funding
requirements of the obligations related to the pension benefit pIans can also increase as a result of changes in,
among other factors, retirement rates, life expectancy assumptions, or Fedml regulations. Guidance pursuant to
the Pension Protection Act of 2006 rules, effective for the 2008 plan year and beyond, conthucs to evolve, be
interpreted through technical corrections bills and discussed within the industry and by congressional lawmakers.
Any changes to the Pension Protection Act of 2006 as a r m l t of these discussions and efforts may affect the level
of Entergy's pension contributions in the future. For further idormation regarding Entergy's pension and other
postretirement benefit plans, reference is made to the "CriticaI Accounting Estimates - Qualified Pension and
Other Postretirement Benefits" section of Management's Financial Discussion and Analysis for Entergy and each
of its Registrant Subsidiaries and Note 11 to the financia1 statements.
The litigation environment in the siaies in which cerfainEniergv subsidiaries operate poses a significant
risk to those businesses.

Entergy and its subsidiuics are involved in the ordinary cuurse of business in a number of lawsuits
involving employment,commercial, asbestos, hazardous material and ratepayer matters, and injuria and damages
issues, among other matters. The states in which the Utility operating companies operate, in particular Louisiana,
Mississippi and Texas,have proven to be unusually Iitigious environments. Judges and juries in these states have
demonstrated a wikgness to grant large verdicts, including punitive damages, to plaintiffs in personal injury,
property damage, and business tort cases. Entergy and its subsidiaries use legal and appropriate means to contest
Litigation threatened or filed against them, but the litigation environment in these states poses a significant business

risk
Terrorist atfacks, including cyber attacks, and faiiures or breaches of Enfergy's and if$ subsidian'es'
fechnology systems may adversely affect Entergy's m u f f sof operaiions.
As power generators and distributors, Entergy and its subsidiarim face heightened risk of an act or tbreat of
terrorism, including physica1 and cyber attacks, either as a direct act against one of Enter& generation fadities,
an act against the'transmissionand distribution infjrastructwe used to transport power that affects its ability to
operate, or an act against the information technology systems and network infrastructure of Entergy and its

subsidiaries.
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Entergy and its subsidkirk operate in a highly regulated industry that requires the continued operation of
sophisticated information technoIogy systems and network inhstructure. Despite the implementation of security
m m u m by Entergy and its subsidiaries, alI technology systems are vulnerable to disability, failures, or
unauthorized access due to such activities. If Entergy’s or its subsidiaries’ technology systems were to fail or be
brmched and be unable to recover in a h e 1 y way, Entergy or its subsidiaries may be unable to fulfill critical
business finctions, and sensitive confidentialand other data couId be compromised.

If any such attacks, faiIures or breachas were to occur, Entergy’s and the Utility operating companies’
business, financial condition, and results of operations couId be materially affected. The risk of such attacks,
failures, or breaches also may cause Entergy and the Utility operating companies to incur incrased capital and
operating costs to impIement increased security for its nuclear power plants and other faditis, such as additional
physicaI facility security and additional security personnel, and for systems to protect its information technorogy
and network infrastructure systems.
Changes in taxation czs well as the inhereni dvficidv in quantifiing potential fax effecb of business
decisions could negatively impact Enfergy5, the Utility opera~ngcompanies’ and System Energv’s results of
operations,financial condirion and liquidity.

Entergy and its subsidiaries make judgments regarding the potential tax effects of various financial
transactions and results of operations to estimate their obligations to taxing authoritis These tax obligations
include income, fhnchise, rea1 estate, sales and use and employment-related taxes. These judgments include
resems for potential adverse outcomes regarding tax positions that have been taken. Entergy and its subsidiaries
also estimate their ability to utilize tax benefits, including those in the form of carryforwards for which the benefits
have already been reflected in the financial statements. Changes in federal, state, or IocaI tax laws, adverse tax
audit results or adverse tax rulings on positions taken by Entergy and its subsidiaries codd negatively affect
Entergy’s, the Utility operating companies’ and System Energy’s results of operations, iinancial condition and
Iiquidity. For further information regarding Entergy‘s accounting for tax obligations, reference is made to Note 3 to
the financial statements.

Entergy and the Utiiity operating companies may be unable to satis& the conditions or obtain fhe
approvals fo complete the transaction with ITC or such approvals may contain material restrictions or
conditions.
See “Plan to Spin O f fthe Utility’s Transmission Business” in Entergy Corporation’s Management’s Financial
Discussion and Analysis for a discussion of the agreements that Entergy entered in December 2011 to spin off its
transmission business and merge it with a newly-formed subsidiary of ITC Holdings Corp. The consummation of the
ITC transaction is subject to numerous conditions, including (i) consummation of certain transactions and
financings contemplated by the Merger Agreement and the Separation Agreement (such as the separation of thc
Transmission Businsss conducted by the Utility operating companies,(ii) obtaining the required ITC sharehoIder
approvals, and (iii) the receipt of certain regulatory approvals from governmental agench necessary to
consummate the ITC transaction, and that no such regulatory approvals impose a burdensome condition on ITC or
Entergy as described in the Merger Agreement. Entergy can make no assurances that the ITC transaction will be
consummated on the terms or timeline currentIy contemplated, or at aL Governmental agencies may not approve
the KC transaction or may impose conditions to the approval of the ZTC transaction or require changes to the terms
of the ITC transaction Any such conditions or changes could have the effect of delaying completion of the iTC
transaction, imposing costs on or limiting the revenues of Entergy or the UtiIity operating companics or otherwise
reducing the anticipated benefits of the ITC transaction. Any condition or change could result in a burdensome
condition on the Transmission Business or ITC under the Merger Agreement and might cause E n t q y or ITC to
abandon the ITC transaction. In addition, Entergy must pay its costs related to the ITC transaction inchding, legal,
accounting, advisory, financing and filing fees and printing costs, whether the ITC transaction is compIeted or not.
Any faiIure to consummate the ITC transaction as c u m t I y contemplated, or at all, could have a material effect on
the business and results of operations of Entergy and the Utility operating companies and the trading price of
Entcrgy Corporation’scommon stock could be adversdy affected.
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(Entergy Gulf S t a b Louisiana and Entergy New Orleans)
The effect of higher purchased gas cost charges fo customers may adversely uffect Entergy Guy States
Louikiarads and Enlergy New Orleans' resulfsof operarions and liquidity.
Gas rate charged to retail gas customers are comprised primariIy of purchased gas cost charges, which
provide no return or profit to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana or Entergy New Orleans, and distribution charges,
which provide a return or profit to the utility. Distribution charges are affected by the amount of gas sold to
customers. Purchased gas cost charges, which comprise most of a customer's bill and may be adjusted quarterly,
repment gas commodity costs that Entergy Gulf States Louisiana or Entergy New OrIeans recovers from its
customers. Entergy Gulf State Louisiana's or Entergy New Orleans' cash flows can be affected by differences
between the time period when gas is purchased and the time when ultimate recovery from cwtomers occurs. When
purchased gas cost charges increase substantially reflecting higher gas prmurement costs incurred by Entergy Gulf
Stat& Louisiana or Entergy New Orleans, customer usage may decrease, especially in weaker economic tima,
resulting in lower distribution charges for Entergy Gulf States Louisiana or Entergy New Orleans which could
adversely affect results of operations.

(System Energy)
System Energy owns and operafes u single nuclear generatingfacility, and it is dependent on affiated
companiesfor all of its revenues.

System Energy's operating revenues are derived from the allocation of the capacity, energy, and related
costs associated with its 90% ownmhipAeasehold interest in Grand Gulf. C h a p under the Unit Power Sata
Agreement are paid by the Utility operating cornpanics as consideration for their respective entitlements to receive
capacity and enagy. The useful economic life of Grand Gulf is finite and is limited by the terms of its operating
license, which is currently due to expire on November 1, 2024. System Energy fiIed in October 2011 an
application with the NRC for an extension of Grand GuIf's operating license to 2045. The NRC accepted the filing
in December 201Z and there is an expected NRC review period of 22 months before an order would be issued
System Energy's financial condition depends both on the receipt of payments h r n the Utility operating companies
under the Unit Power Sales Agreement and on the continued commercia1 operation of Grand Gulf. For information
regarding the Unit Power Sales Agreement and certain other agreements relating to the Entergy System companies'
support of System Energy (inchding the Capita1 Funds Agreement), see the "Grand GuIf - Related Agreements"
section of Note 8 to the frnancial statements and the "UtiIity - System Energy and Related Agreements" section of
Part I, Item 1.
(Entergy Corporation)
Entergv Corpordion's holding company structure could limit ifs abiliry to pay &iden&.

Entergy Corporation is a holding company with no material assets other than the stock of its subsidiaries.
Accordingly, all of its operations are conducted by its subsidiaries. Enfergy Corporation's ability to pay dividends
on its common stock depends on the payment to it of dividends or distributions by its subsidiaries. T h e payments
of dividends or distributions to Entergy Corporation by its subsidiarh in turn depend on their results of operations
and cash flows and other items affecting retained earnings, and on any appliable legal, regulatory, or contractual
limitations on subsidiaries' ability to pay such dividends or distributions. Provisions in the organizational
documents, indentures for debt issuances, and other agreements of certain of Entergy Corporation's subsidiaries
restrict the payment of cash dividends to Entergy Corporation For W e r information regarding dividend or
distribution restrictions to Entergy Corporation, reference is made to the "COMMON EQUXTY - Retained
Earnings and Dividend Restrictions"section of Note 7 to the &ancia1 statements.
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If compkte4 the transaction with ITC may not achieve its anticbuted resulfs.
Entergy entered into the ITC transaction with the expectation that it would resuIt in various benefits,
including the receipt by Entergy’s shareholders of shares of ITC common stock as a result of the transaction. If the
ITC &ansactionis consummated, it is possible that the fulI strategic, financial, operational and regulatory benefits to
Entergy and its shareholders that Entergy expected would result fiom the ITC transaction may not be achieved or
that such benefits may be delayed or not occur due to unforeseen changB in market, economic or regulatory
conditions or other events. As a result, the aggregate market price of the common stock of Entergy Corporation and
the shares of ITC commo~zstock that shareholders of Entergy Corporation wodd receive in the llfC transaction
could be less than the market price of Entergy Corporation’s wmmon stock if the JTC transaction had not occurred.
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Plan to Spin Off the Utility’s Transmission Business
See the “Plan to Spin Off the Utility’s Transmission Business” section of Enterm Corporation and
Subsidiaries Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis for a discussion of this matter, including the planned
retirement of debt and preferred securitis.

R ~ u I t of
s Operations

,

.

Net Income
201 1 Cornmred to 2010

Net income decreased $7.7 million primarily due to a higher effective income tax rate, Iower other income,
and higher other operation and maintenance expenses, substantially offset by higher net revenue, Iower depreciation
and a m o h t i o n expenses, and Iowa intemt expense.
2010 Com~aredto 2009

Net income increased $105.7 million primarily due to higher net revenue, a lower effective income tax rate,
higher other income, and lower depreciation and amortizationexpenses, partially offset by higher other opention and
maintenance expenses.

Net Revenue
201 1 Compared to 2010

Net revenue consists of operating revenua net of: I) fuel, fuel-related expenss, and gas purchased for resale,
2) purchased power expenses, and 3) other regulatory charges (credits). FolIowing is an analysis of the change in net
revenue comparing 2011 to 2010.

Amount
(In MilIions)
2010 net revenue

$1,216.7
31.0

Retail electric price
AN0 decommissioning trust
Transmission revenue
Volumdweather
Net wholesale revenue
Capacity acquisitionrecovery
Other
2011 net revenue

26.4
13.1
(15.9)
(1 1.9)

(10.3)
-

3.2

$1,252.3

The retail electric price variance is primady due to a base rate increase effective July 2010. See Note 2 to
the financia1 statements for more discussion of the rate case settlement.

The AN0 decommissioning b u t variance is primarily related to the deferral of investment gains from the
AN0 1 and 2 decommissioning trust in 2010 in accordance with regulatory keatment The gains multed in an
incrase in 2010 in interest and invHtment income and a corraponding increase h regulatory charges with no
effect on net income.
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The transmission revenue variance is primarily due to a revision to transmission investment equalization
billings under the Entergy System Agreement among the Utility operating companies (for the approximate period
of 1996 - 20I 1) recorded in the fourth quarter 201 I.
The voIumdwdm variance is primarily due to the effect of IHS favorable weather on residentia1 and
commercial sales, partially oEet by more favorable weather-adjusted usage in the residential sector.

The net wholesale revenue variance is primarily due to lower margins on co-owner contracts and lower
wboIesale bilhgs to &liate companies due to lower expenses.
The capacity acquisition recovery variance is primarily due to the cessation of the capacity acquisitionrider
to recover expenses incurred because those costs are recovered in base rates effective July 2010.

Net Revenue
2010 Compared to 2009

Net revenue consists of operating revenues net of: 1) fuel, fuel-related expenses, and gas purchased for resale,
2) purchased power expenses, and 3) other regulatorycharges. Following is an anaIysis of the change in net revenue
comparing 20 10 to 2009.
Amount
(In MiIlions)

2009 net revenue
Volumelweather
Provision for regulatory proceedings
Retail electric price
2009 capitalization of Ouachita PIant sewice charges
AN0 decommissioning trust
Net wholade revenue
Other
2010 net revenue

6 1, I 02.4
84.2
26.1
16.1
12.5

(24.4)
(12.2)
12.0
$1,216.7

The volumdweather variance is primarily due to an increase of 2,078 GWh, or IO%, in billed electricity
usage. Usage in the industrial sector incr&sed primarily in the smal1 industrial customers segment, as well as in the
pefroIeum refining, chemicals, industrial inorganic, and pulp and paper industriq reflecting sQong sales growth on
continuing signs of economic recovery. The effect of more favorable weather was the primary driver of the
increase in residential and commercial sales.

The provision for regulatory proceedings variance is primarily due to provisions recorded h 2009. See
Note 2 to the ~ a n c i a statements
1
for a discussion of regulatory proceedings affecting Entergy Arkansas.

The retail electric price variance is primarily due to a base rate increase effective JuIy 201 0, partialIy offset
by the recovery in 2009 of 2008 extraordinary storm costs, as approved by the APSC, which c a e d in January
2010. The recovery of storm costs is offset in other operation and maintenance expenses. Sec Note 2 to the
financial statements for more discussion of the rate case settlement and the 2008 extraordinary storm costs.

In 2009, Entergy Arkamas capitalized $12.5 million of Ouachita Plant service charges that were previously
expensed The result of the capitalization in 2009 was a decrease in net revenues with an offsetting decrease in
other operation and maintenance expenscs.

The AN0 decommissioning trust variance is primarily related to the deferraI of investment gains fiom the
AN0 f and 2 decommissioning trust. The gains raulted in an increase in interat and investment income and a
correspondingincrease in regulatory charges with no effect on net income in accordance with reguIatory treaiment.
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The net wholesale revenue variance is primarily due to reduced margin on wholesale contracts including
lower capacity billings to an affiliate for the Ouachita unit that was later purchased by the amiate in November
2009, and lower maron co-owner contracts, somewhat offset by lower wholaale energy costs.
Gross operating revenua andjiid andpurchadpower expensa
Gross operating revenues decreased primarily due to:

million in rider revenues primarily due to Iowa System Agreement payments in 20 t 0;
a decrease of $95.6 million in fuel cost recovery revenus due to a change in the energy cost recovery rider
rate change effective April 20 10; and
a decrease of $72.5 million in gross wholesale revenue due to decreased s a k to afEliated customers and
the expiration of a wholasale customer contract in 2009.
a decrease of $98.6

The decrease was offset by volumdweathm, as discussed above.

Fuel and purchased power expensa decreased primarily due to a decrease in the average market price of
purchased power.
Other Income Statement Variances
2011 Compared to 2010

Other operation and maintenance expenses increased primarily due to:

an increase of $6-1 million in fossi1-fueledgeneration costs due to higher fossil plant outage costs due to a
greater scope of work in 201 1;
0

an increase of $3.9 million in transmission and distributionmaintenance work in 201I;
$3.5 million in contract costs due to the transition and implementation of joining the MIS0 RTO;and
an increase of $3 million in nuclear expenses priman'lydue to higher labor and contract costs mused by
several factors.

The increase was o B e t by a $7.5 d i m decrease in compensation and benefits costs primarily resulting from an
hcrcase in the accrual for incentivebased compensation in 2010 and a decrease in stock option expense.

Depreciation and amorbtion expenses decreased primarily due to a decrease in depreciation rates as a r m l t
of the rate m e settlement agreement approved by the APSC in June 20 IO.
Other income decreased p M l y due to the invdment gains on the AN0 1 and 2 decommissioning trust in
20 IO, as discussed above in net revenue, and the cafiying charges on storm restoration costs recorded in 20 10 related
to the January 2009 ice storm. See Note 2 to the h c i a l statements for further discussion of the 2009 ice storm costs
and Note 5 to the hancial statements for a discussion of the August 2010 issuance of securitization bonds to h a n c e
these costs.

Interat expense decreased primarily due to the refinancing of debt at lower inter& rates.
2010 Compared to 2009

Other operation and maintenance expenses increased primarily due to:

an increase of $21.7 million in compensation and benefits costs, resulting fkom decreasing discount rates,the
amortization of benefit trust asset losses, and an incrase in the accrual for incentive-based compensation.
See Note 11 to the &ancia1 statements for further discussion of benefits costs;
an increase of $6.2 million in vegetation and maintenance expenses; and
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an increase of $5.4 million in nuclear expenses primarily due to higher labor costs, higher materials costs, and
additional projects.

The increase was partially o E e t by a decrease of $19.4 million due to 2008 storm costs which were deferred per an
APSC order and were recovered through revenues in 2009.

Dqreciation and amortization expenses decreased primarily due to a decrease in depreciation rates as a r w l t
of the rate case settlement agreement approved by the APSC in June 2010.
Other income increased primarily due to the investment gains on the AN0 1 and 2 decommissioning trust
discussed above in net revenue.

Income Taxes

The effective income tax rates for 2011,2010, and 2009 were 44.6%, 39.6%, and 55.0%, respectively. See
Note 3 to the h n c i a l statements for a reconciliation of the federal statutory rate of 35.0% to the effective income tax

ram.
Liquiditv and Capital Resources

In April 201 1, sevcral thunderstorms with either tornados or straight-line winds caused damage to Entergy
Arkam’s transmission and distribution lina, equipment poles, and other hci1ities. The incurred cost of repairing
that damage is $70 million, of which $1 9 miUion is operating and maintenance costs tbat are charged against the storm
cost provision, and the remainder is capital investment.
Cash Flow
Cash flows for the years ended December 3 1,201 1,20 10, and 2009 were as follows:
2011

20x0
(In Thousands)

2009

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period

$1 06,I02

$86,233

$39,568

Cash flow provided by (used in):
Operating activities
hvasting activities
Financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

564,124
(503,524)
(144,103)
(83,503)

5 12,260
(413,180)
(79,211)
19,869

384,192
(251,5 12)
(56,015)
46,665

$22,593

$106,102

$86,233

Cash and a s h equivalents at end ofperiod

Cash flow from operations increased $51.9 million in 201 1 primarily due to:

income tax refunds of $90 million in 201 1 compared to income tax payments of $66.4 million in 20 10. In
201 1, Entergy Arkansas received tax cash refunds in accordancewith the Entergy Corporation and Subsidiary
Companies Intercompany Income Tax Allocation Agreement. The refunds result from a decrease in 2010
taxable income from what was previously estimated because of the recognition of additional repair expenses
for tax purposes associated with a tax accounting change fiIed in 2010 and fiom the reversal of temporary
differences for which Entergy Arkansas previously made cash tax payments; and
a decrease of $16.6 million in pension contributions. See “Critical Accounting:Estimates’’ below for a
discussion of qualified pension and other postretirement benefits funding.
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The increase was offset by under-recovery of fuel costs and spending resuIting &om the April 201I storms discussed
above.
Cash flow from operations increased $128.1 d o n in 2010 compared to 2009 primarily due to an increase in
net revenue as discussed above, ice storm spending in 2009, and the colIection of previoudy under-recovered fhel
costs through the norma1 operation of the energy cost recovery rider. The increase was offsetby an increase of $112
million in pension contributions, and an increase of $65 miIlion in income tax payments. See “CriticaI Accounting
Estimates” below for a discussion of qualified pension and other podretirement benefits funding. In 2010 Entergy
Arkansas made tax payments in accordance with the Entergy Corporation and Subsidiary Companies Intercompany

Income Tax Allocation Agreement. The payments r&uIted fiom the reversal of temporary differences for which
Entergy Arkams previously received cash tax benefits and firom astimated federal income tax payments for tax year
20IO.
Investing Activities

Net cash flow used in investing activities increased $90.3 million in 2011 primarily due to an incrase of
$66.3 million in nuclear fuel p w c h a primarily due to the purchase of nuclear fuel inventory fiom System Fuels
because the Utility companies will now purcbase nuclear fuel throughout the nuclear fuel procurement cycle, rather
than purchasing it fiom System Fuels at the time of refueling. The increase is also due to $51 million in storm
restoration spending rmlting from the April storms as discussed above, and $30 million in transmission substation
reliability work in 2011. The haease was parb‘ally oBet by money pool activity.
Decreases in Entergy Arkansas’s receivable fiom the money pool are a source of cash flow, and Entergy
Arkansas’s receivabIe from the money pool dmeased by $24.1 million in 2011 compared to increasing by $12.6
million in 2010. The money pool is an inter-cornpany borrowing arrangement designed to reduce the Utility
subsidiaries’ need for extern1 shofi-tem borrowings.

Net cash flow used in investing activitia increased $231.7 million in 2010 compared to 2009 primarily due
to:

the sale to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana of onethird of the Ouachita plant for $75 million in 2009;
proceeds fiom the saldeaseback of nuclm fuel of $1 18.6 d o n in 2009. See Note 18 to the financial
statements for a discussion of the consolidationof the nuclear fuel company variabIe interest entity effective
January 1,2010; and
increases in nucIeac construction expenditures primarily due to the AN0 1 reactor cooIant pump upgrade
project and security upgrada.

The increase was offset by a decrease in distribution construction expenditures as a result of an ice storm bitthg
Entergy Arkansas’s service tenitwy in the first quarter 2009.
Financing Activitim
Net cash flow used in financing activities increased $64.9 million in 201 1 primady due to:
the issuance of $575 million of first mortgasebonds by Entergy Arkansas and $124.1 million of storm cost
recovery bonds by Entergy Arkansas Restoration Funding, LLC,a company wholiy-owned and consolidated
by Entergy Arkansas, in 2010 compared to the issuance of the $55 million Series J note by the nudear fuel

company variable interest entity in 201 1; and
a decrease in borrowings on the nudear fuel company variable interest entity’s credit facility,
The Encrease was oBet by:
the retirement of $450 million of h t mortgage bonds and $139.5 million of pollution conk01 revenue bonds
in 2010 compared to the retirement of the $35 million Series G note by the nucIear fie1 company variable
interest entity in 20 1I; and
a decrease of $55.6 m2lion in common stock dividends in 201I.
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Net cash flow used in financing activities incrmed $23.2 million in 2010 compared to 2009 primarily due to:
retirements of $450 million of first mortgage bonds in 2010;
retirements of $139.5 million of pollution control bonds in 2010;and
an increase of S125.1 million in common stock dividends paid in 2010.

The increase was o&et by:
issuances of $575 million of h t mortgage bonds in 2010; and
the issuance in August 2010 of $124.1 million of storm cost recovery bonds by Entergy Arkansas Restoration
Funding, LLC, a company wholly-owned and consolidatedby Entergy Arkansas.
See Note 5 to the financial statements for details of long-term debt.

Capital Structure

Entergy kkansas’s capitalization is balanced between equity and debt, as shown in the following table.

Debt to capita1
Effect of excluding the securitization bonds
Debt to capital, exchding securitization bonds (1)
Effect of subtracting cash
Net debt to net capital, excluding securitization bonds (1)

December 31,

December 31,

2011

2010

55.0%

55.9%

(I .5)%

(1.0%
54.3%

53.5%

(0.3)%
53.2%

(l.S)%
52.8%

(I) Calculation excludes the securitization bonds, which are non-recourse to Entergy Arkansas.

Net debt consists of debt Iss cash and cash equivalents. Debt consists of notes payabk, capital lease obligations,
and long-term debt, including the currentIy maturing portion. Capital consists of debt, preferred stock without
sinking fund, and common equity. Net capitd consists of capital lass cash and cash equivalents. Entergy Arkansas
uses the net debt to net capital ratio in analyzing its financial condition and believes it provides useful information
to its investors and creditors in evaluathg Entergy Arkansas’s financial condition.

Uses of Capital
Entergy Arkansas requires capital resources for:
0
0

construction and other capital investments;
debt and preferred stock maturities or retirements;
working capital purposes, including the financing of fuel and purchased power costs; and
dividend and interest payments.
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Following are the amounts of Entergy Arkansas’s planned construction and other capital investments, existing
debt and lease obligations (induds atimated interest payments), and other purchase obligations:

2012

2013-2014

2015-2016

after 2016

Total

(In Millions)

Planned constructionand capital investment (1):
Generation
Transmission
Distribution
Other
Total
Long-term debt (2)
Capital lease payments
Operatingleases
Purchase obIigations (3)
(I)
(2)
(3)

$740

NIA
NIA
NfA
N/A
NIA

NIA
NIA
NIA
NfA
NIA

376
63
$1,364

$538
$0.5
$42
$1,301

$175
$0.2
$29
$618

$2,070
%-

$2,867
$0.9

$359

$207

I17

242

122

254
37

26
$624
$84
$0.2

$23
$646

$566
359

$5

$99

$1,792

$4,257

Includes approximately $234 million annually for maintenance capita1, which is planned spending on routhe
capital projects that are necessary to support reliability of service, equipment or systems and to support n o m 1
customer growth.
h c l u d ~estimated interest payments. Long-termdebt is discussed in Note 5 to the financial statements.
Purchase obligations represent the minimum purchase obligation or canceIlation charge for contmctuaI
obligations to purchase goods or services. For Entergy Arkansas, almost all of the total consists of
unconditional h e 1 and purchased power obligations, inchding its obligations under the Unit Power Sales
Agreement, which is discussed in Note S to’the financial statements.

In addition, Entergy Arkansas currently expects to contribute approximately $31.9 million to its pension
plans and approximately $26.7 million to other postretirement plans in 2012 although the required pension
contributions will not be known With more certainty unti1 the January I , 2012 valuations are completed by ApriI 1,
2012.

Also in addition to the contractual obligations, Entergy Arkansas has $113.1 million of unrecogkzed tax
benefits and interest net of unused tax attributes for which the timing of payments beyond I2 months cannot be
reasonably estimated due to uncertainties in the timing of effective settlement of tax positions. See Note 3 to the
financia1statements for additional information regarding unrecognized tax benefits.

The planned capital investment estimate for Entergy Arkansas reflects capital required to support existing
business and customer growth. Entergy’s Utility suppIy plan initiative will continue to seek to tramform its
generation portfolio with new or repowered generation resources. Opportunities resdting fiom the supply plan
initiative, including new projects or the expIoration of alternative financing sources, could result in incream or
decreases in the capita1 expenditure estimates given above. The estimated ,capital expenditures are subject to
periodic review and modification and may vary based on the ongoing effects of regdatory consfraints,
environmental compliance, market volatility, economic trends, businss restructuring, changes in project plans, the
ability to accas capital, and the outcome of Entergy Arkansas’s exit from the Entergy System Agreement (which iS
discussed in “System Agreement” in the “Rate, Cost-recoverv, and Other RepuIation” section of Entergy
Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s Fhmcial Discussion and Analysis). Management provides more
information on Iong-term debt and preferred stock maturities in Notes 5 and 6 to the financial statements.

As a wholly-owned subsidiary, Entergy Arkansas pays dividends to Entergy Corporation f?om its earnings
at a percentage determined monthly. Entergy Arkansas’s long-term debt indentures restrict the amount of rctained
earnings available for the payment of cash dividends or other distributions on its common and preferred stock As
of December 3 1, 201I , Entergy Arkansas had restricted retained earnings unavailable for distribution to Entergy
Corporation of $394.9 million.
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Hot Spring Enerw Facility Purchase Agrement

In April 2011, Entergy Arkansas announced that it signed an asset purchase agreement to acquire the Hot
Spring Energy Facility, a 620 MW natural gas-fired combined-cycle turbine plant located in Hot Spring County,
Arkansas, fiom a subsidiary of KGen Power Corporatioa The purchase price is expected to be approximately $253
million. Enter= Arkansas also expects to invest in various plant upgradm at the facility after closing and expects
the total cost of the acquisition, including plant upgrades, transaction costs, and contingencies, to be approximately
$277 million. A new transmission service requat has been submitted to the ICT to determine if invHtments for
supplemental upgrades in the Entergy transmission system are needed to make energy from the Hot Spring Energy
Facility deliverable to Entergy Arkansas for the period after Entergy Arkamas exits the System Agreement. The
initial results of the service request were received in January 2012 and indicate that available transfer capabiIity
does not exist with existing transmission facilities and that upgrades are required. The studies do not provide a
find and definitive indication of what those upgrades would be. Entergy Arkansas has submitted transmission
s h c e requests for facilities studies which, when performed by the ET,wiIl provide more detailed &bates of the
transmission upgrades and the associated costs required to obtain network service for the Hot Spring plant.
AccordingIy there are still uncertainties tbat must be resolved. The purchasc is contingent upon, among other
things, obtaining necessary approvals, including full cost recovery, fiom various federal and state regulatory and
permitting agencies. These include regulatory approvaIs from the APSC and the FERC, as well as clearance under
the Hart-Scott-Rodino anti-trust law. In February 2012 the FERC issued an order approving the acquisition.
Closing is expected to occur in mid-2012.
In July 201 1, Entergy Arkansas filed its application with the APSC requesting approval of the acquisition
and full cost recovery. In January 2012, Entergy Arkansas, the APSC General Staff, and the Arkansas Attorney
Genera1 filed a Motion to Suspend the Procedural Schedule and Joint Stipulation and Settlement for consideration
by the APSC. Under the settlement, the parties agreed that the acquisition costs may be recovered though a
capacity acquisition rider and agreed that the IeveI of the return on equity reflected in the rider would be submitted
to the APSC for resohution. Because the trammissionupgrade costs remain uncertain, the parties requested that the
APSC suspend the procedural schedule and cancel the hearing scheduled for January 24,2012,pending resolution
of the transmission costs. The APSC issued an order accepting the settlement as part of the record and directing
Entergy Arkansas to file the transmission stud& when available and directing the parties to propose a procedural
schedule to address the results of those studia.
Sources of Capital
Entergy Arkansas's sourccs to meet its capital requirements indude:
internally generated funds;
cashonhand;
debt or preferred stock issuances; and
bank financing under new or existing facilities.

Entergy Arkansas may rehance, redeem, or othenvise retire debt and prefemd stock p-orto maturity, to the
extent market conditions and interest and dividend rates are favorable.
All debt and common and preferred stock issuances by Entergy Arkansas require prior regulatory approvaL
Preferred stock and debt issuances are also subject to issuance tms set forth in Entergy Arkansas's corporate charters,
bond indentures, and other agreements. Entergy Arkansas has sufficient capacity under these tests to meet its
foramable capital needs.
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Entergy Arkansas’s receivabk from the money pool were as foIlows as of December 31 for each of the
following years:
2011

S17,362

2010
2009
(InThousands)

$41,463

$28,859

2008

6 15,99 1

In April 2011, Enterw Arkansas entered into a new $78 million credit facility that expires in Apd 2012.
There werc no outstanding borrowings under the Entau Arkansas credit facility as of December 3 I, 201I.
Entergy Arkansas has obtained short-term borrowing authorization fiom the FERC under which it may
borrow through October 2013,up to the aggregate amount, at any one time outstanding, of $250 million. See Note
4 to the financial statements for further discussion of Entergy Arkansas’s short-term borrowing limits. Entergy
Arkansas has also obtained an order fio’mthe APSC authorizing long-term securities issuances through December
’

2012.
State and Loa1 Rate Rrulation and Fuel-Cost bcoverv

RetaiI Rates
2009 Base Rate Filing

In September 2009, Entergy Arkamas filed with the APSC for a general change in rates, charges, and tariffs.
In June 2010 the APSC approved a settlement and subsequent compliance tad% that provide for a $63.7 miIlion rate
increase, effective for bills rendered for the first billing cycle of July 2070. The settlement provides for a 102% return
on common equity.
Production Cost Allocation Rider

The AFSC approved a production cost allocation rider for recovery fiom customers of the retail portion of the
costs allocated to Entergy Arkansas as a result of the System Agreement proceedings. These costs cause an increase
in Entergy Arkamas’s deferred fuel cost balance, bmuse Entergy Arkansas pays the costs over seven montbs but
coIIccts them fiom customers over tweIve months.
See Note 2 to the financial statements and Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries “MANAGEMENT’S
FINANCIAL, DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS - System Ameement“ for discussions of the System Agreement
proceedings.

Energy Cost Recovery Rider
Entergy Arkansas’s retail rates include an energy cost recovery rider to recover h e 1 and purchased energy
costs hmonthly bills. The rider utilizes prior calendar year energy costs and projected energy sales for the twelvemonth period commencing on April 1 of each:year to develop an energy cost rate, which is redetermined annualIy and
includes a true-up adjustment reflecting the over-recovery or under-recovery? including carrying charges, of the
energy cost for the prior calendar year. The energy cost recovery rider tarB also allows an interim rate request
depending upon the revel of over- or under-recovery of fuel and purchased energy costs.

In eady October 2005, the APSC initiated an investigation into Entergy Arkansas’s interim energy cost
recovery rate. The investigation focused on Entergy Arkansas’s 1) gas contracting, portfolio, and hedging practices; 2)
wholesale purchases during the period; 3) management of the coal inventory at its coal generation plants; and 4)
response to the contractual failure of the railroads to provide coal deliveries. In March 2006, the APSC extended its
investigation to cover the costs included in Entergy Arkansas‘s March 2006 annual energy cost rate filing, and a
hearing was held in the APSC energy cost recovery investigation in October 2006.
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In January 2007 the APSC issued an order in its review of the energy cost rate. The APSC found that Entergy
Arkansas failed to maintain an adequate coal inventory IeveI going into the summer of 2005 and that Entergy
Arkansas should be rqonsible for any incremental energy costs resulting fiom two outages caused by empIoyee and
contractor error. The coal phnt generation curtailments were caused by railroad delivery probIems and Entergy
Arkansas has since raoIved litigation with the railroad regarding the delivery problems. The APSC staff was directed
to perform an analysis with Entergy Arkansas’s assistance to determine the additional fuel and purchased energy costs
associatedwith these findings and file the analysis within 60 days of the order. After a k a l determinationof the costs
is made by the APSC,Entergy Arkansas would be directed to refund that amount with interest to its customers as a
credit on the energy cost recovery rider. Entergy Arkansas requested rehearing of the order. In March 2007, in order
to allow further consideration by the APSC,the APSC granted Entergy Arkamas’s petition for rehearing and for stay
of rhe APSC order.

In October 2008 Entergy Arkansas fiIed a motion to lift the stay and to rescind the APSC’s January 2007
order in light of the arguments advanced in Entergy Arkansas’s rehearing petition and because the value for Entergy
Arkansas’s customers obtained through the resolved railroad litigation is significantly greater than the incremental
cost of actions identified by the APSC as imprudent. InDecember 2008, the APSC denied the motion to lift the stay
pending resolution of Entergy Arkansas’s rehearing request and the unresolved ism= in the proceeding. The APSC
ordered the parties to submit their unresolved issues list in the pending proceeding, which the parties did. In February
2010 the AFSC denied Entera Arkansas’s requcst for rehearing, and held a hearing in September 20 10 to determine
the amount of damages, if any, that shodd be assessed against Entergy Arkansas. A decision is pending. Entergy
Arkansas expects the amount of damages, if any, to have an immaterial effect on its results of operations, ~ a n c i a I
position, or cash ffows.
The APSC also established a separate docket to consider the resolved railroad litigation, and in February 2010
it established a procedural schedule that concluded with testimony through September 2010. Testimony has been filed
and the APSC wiU decide the case based on the record in the proceeding, including the preaed testimony.
Storm Cost Recovery

Enterrv Arkansas Jan-

2009 Ice Storm

In January 2009, a severe ice storm caused significant damage to Entcrgy Arkansas’s transmission and
distribution lines, equipment, poles, and other facifities. A law was enacted in April 2009 in Arkansas that
authorizes securitization of storm damage restoration costs. In June 2010, the APSC issued a financing order
authorizing the issuance of storm cost recovery bonds, including carrying costs of $ I 1.5 million and $4.6 milIion of
up-front financing costs. In August 2010, Entergy Arkansas Restoration Funding, LLC, a company whoIly-owned
and consolidated by Entergy Arkansas, issued $124.1 million of storm cost recovery bonds. See Note 5 to the
financial statements for additional discussion ofthe issuance of the storm cast recovery bonds.
Federal ReguIation
See ‘Tndependent Coordinator of Transmission”, “Svstem Agreement”, “Enterw’s Proposal to Join the
MIS0 RTO”, ‘‘Notice to SERC Rcliabiliw Cornoration Remardinc Reliability Standards and FERC Tnvestimtion”,
and “U.S. Department of Justice Investigation” in the “Rate, Cost-recovery. and Other Reedation Federal

-

Regulation” section of Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s Financial Discussion and Analysis for
a discussion of these topics.
Nuclear Matters

Entergy Arkansas owns and operates, through an affiliate, the AN0 1 and AN0 2 nuclear power plants.
Entergy Arkansas is, therefore, subject to the risks related to owning and operating nuclear plants. These indude
risks fiom the use, storage, handling and disposal of high-level and Iow-level radioactive materiak, regulatory
requirement changes, including changes resulting fiom events at other plants, limitations on the amounts and types
of insurance commercially available for losses in connection with nudear operations, and technoIogica1 and
financial uncertainties reIated to decommissioning nuclear pIants at the end of their licensed lives, including the
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sufficiency of funds in decommissioningtnrsts. In the event of an unanticipated early shutdown of either AN0 1 or
AN0 2, Entergy Arkansas may be required to file with the APSC a rate mechanism to provide additional finds or
credit support to satisfy regulatory requirements €or decommissioning.
The nuclear industry continm to address susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking of certain materials
associated with components witbin the reactor coolant system. The issue is applicable to AN0 and is managed in
accordance with indushy standard practices and guidelines and includes in-sewice examinations, replacement and
mitigation strategy. Several major modifications to the AN0 units have been implemented to mitigate the
susceptibility of large bore dissimilar metaI welds. In addition, a replacement reactor vessel head bas been
fabricated for AN0 2 and is onsite. Routine inspections of the existing AN0 2 reactor vessel head have identified
no significant material degradation issues for tbat component. These inspections will continue at pIanned refueling
outages. Timing for installation of the new reactor vessel head wiIl be based on the results of future inspection
efforts.
Mer the nuclear incident in Japan resulting fiom the March 2011 mthquake and tsunami, the NRC
established a task force to conduct a review of processes and regulations relating to nuclear facilities in the United
States. The task force issued a n a r term (90-day)report in July 2011 that has made recommendations, which are
currently being evaluated by the NRC. It is anticipated that the NRC will issue certain orders and requ&s for
information to nuclear pIant licensees by the end of the first quarter 2012 that wilI begin t o implement the task
fbrce’s recommendations. These orders may require U.S. nuclear operators, including Entergy, to undertake plant
modifications or perfom additional analyses that could, among other things, result in increased costs and capital
requirements associatedwith operating Entergy’s nuclear plants.

Environmental Risks

Entergy Arkansas’s hcilities and operations are subject to reguhtion by various governmental authorities
having jurisdiction over air quality, water quality, control of toxic substance and hazardous and solid wastes, and
other environmental mattas. Management believes that Entergy Arkansas is in substantial compliance with
enviromenta1regulations currently appIicable to its facilities and operations. Because environmental regulations
are subject to change, future compliance costs cannot be precisely estimated.
Critical Accounting Estimates

The preparation of Entergy Arkansas’s financial statements in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles requires management to apply appropriate accounting policiw and to make estimates and
judgments that can have a significant effect on reported financial position, r m l t s of operations, and cash flows.
Management has identsed the following accounting policies and estimates as critical because they are based on
assumptions and measurements that involve a high degree of uncertainty, and the potential for future changes in the
assumptions and measurements that could produce estimates that would have a material effect on the presentation
of Entmgy Arkansas’s &ancia1 position or results of operations.

Nuclear Decommissioning Costs
“Nuclear Decommissioning Costs” in the “Critical Accounting Estimates” section of Entern
Corporation and Subsidiarh Management’s Discussion and Analysis for discussion of the estimates inherent in
accounting for nuclear decommissioning costs.
See

Unbilled Revenue

As discussed in Note 1 to the fmancial statements, Entergy Arkansas records an estimate of the revenua
earned for energy delivered since the latest customer billing. Each month the estimated unbilled revenue amounts
are recorded as revenue and a receivable, and the prior month’s estimate is reversed. The difference between the
estimate of the unbilled receivable at the beginning of the period and the end of the period is the amount of unbilled
revenue recognized during the period. The estimate recorded is primarily based upon an estimate of customer
usage during the unbilIed period and the billed price to customers in that month. Therefore, revenue recognized
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may be affected by the &mated price and usage at the beginning and end of each period, in addition to changes in
certain components of the calculation.
Qualified Pension and Other Postretirement Benefits

Entergy sponsors quaIZed, defined benefit pension plans which cover substantially a11 employees.
Additionally, Entergy currentIy provides posktkement health care and life insurance benefits for substantially all
employees who reach retirement age and meet certain eligibility requirements while still working for Enterm.
Entergy’s reported costs of providing these benefits, as described in Note 11 to the financial statements, are
impacted by numerous factors including the provisions of the plans, changing employee demographics, and various
actuarial calculations, assumptions, and accounting mechanisms. See the “Critical Accounting Estimates” section
of Entergy Corporation and SubsidiariesManagement’s Discussion and Analysis for further discussion. Because of
the complexity of t h e e calcdations, the long-term nature of these obligations, and the importance of the
assumptions utilized, Enter& estimate of these costs is a critical accounting estimate.
Cost Sensitivitv

The following chart reflects the sensitivity of qualified pension cost and qualified projected benefit
obIigation to changE in certain actuarial assumptions (dollars in thousands):

Actuarial Assumption

Impact OB Qualified
Projected
Benefit Obligation

Change in
Assumption

Impact on 2011
Qualified Pension Cost
Increasd(Decrease}

(0.25%)
(0.25%)
0.25%

$2,964
$1,837

$37,338

$1,218

$6,706

Discount rate
Rate of return on plan assets
Rate of increase in compensation

-

The following chart reflects the sensitivity of postretirement benefit cost and accumulated postretirement
benefit obligation to changes in certain actuarial assumptions (dolIars in thousands):
Impact on Accumulated
Change in
Impact on 2011
PostretirementBenefit
Actuarial Assumption
Assumption
Postretirement Benefit Cost
ObIigati0n
Increasd(Decrase)
Health care cost trend
Discount rate

$1,378

0.25%
(0.2 5 %)

$972

$8,340
$10,175

Each fluctuation above assumes that the other components of the calculation are held coastant.
Costs and Funding

TotaI qualified pension cost for Entergy A r b a s in 201 1 was $33.7 miIlion. Entergy Arkansas anticipates
2012 qualified pension cost to be approximately $53 million. Entetgy Arkansas’s contributions to the pension trust
were $120.4 million in 201 1 and are currentIy astimated to be approximateIy $31.9 million in 2012 although the
required pension contributions will not be known with more certainty until the January 1, 2012 valuations are
completed by Apd 1,2012.
Total postretirement health care and life insurance benefit costs for Entergy Arkansas in 2011 were $17
miIIion, including $6.3 milIion in savings due to the estimated effect of hture Medicare Part D subsidies. Entergy
Arkansas expects 2012 postretirement health care and life insurance benefit costs to approximate $18.1 million,
including $5.8 million in savings due to the estimated effect of future Medicare Part D subsidies. Entergy Arkansas
expects to contribute approXimateIy $26.7 milIion to other postretirement plans in 2012.
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Federal Healthcare Legidation

-

See the “Qualified Pension and Other Postretirement Benefits Federal HAthcare Le&Jation” in the

“Critical Accounting Estimata” section of Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s Financial
Discussion and Analysis for a discussion of Federal Healthcare Legislation.

New ACCO
u sting Pronouncements
See “New Accounting Pronouncemenfs” section of Entergy Corporation and Subsidiaries Management’s
Discussion and A d y s i s for further discussion.
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REPORT OF NEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of
Entergy A r b a s , Inc. and Subsidiaria
Little Rock, Arkamas

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Entergy Arkansas, Inc. and Subsidiaries (the
“Company”) as of December 31, 2011 and 2010, and the related consolidated income statements, consolidated
statcments of cash flows, and consoIidated statements of changes in common equity (pages 274 through 278 and
applicable items in pages 53 through 194) for each of the three years in the period ended December 3 1,2011. T h w
financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(united States). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are h e of material misstatement An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and discIosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimate made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material r q e c t s , the fmncial position
of Entergy Arkansas, hc.and Subsidiaries as of December 31,201 1 and 2010,and the results of their operations
and their cash flows for Mach of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2011, in conformiQ With
accountingprincipIes generally accepted in the United States of America.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(United States), the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2011, based on the
criteria established in Infernal ControZ - Integrated Frumework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report dated February 27, 2012 expressed an unqualified

opinion on the Company’s internal control over financia1reporting.

Id DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP
New Orleans, Louisiana
February 27,2012
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For the Years Ended December 31,
2011
2010
2009
. ...
(In Thousands)

OPERATING REVENUES
Electric

%2,054310

OPERATING EXPEWES
Operation and Maintenance:
FueI, fud-rehxl expenses, and
gas p m W for d e

Decommissioning

186,036
659,464
42,557
51 1,592
38,064

Tax= other than income taxes
Depreciau'onand amortization

2 18.902

Purchased power
Nuclear refueling outage exOther operationnnd maintenaaee

82,847

-

Othcr regulatorycharges (credits) net
TOTAL

(13306)
1,725,956

OPEMTING INCOME

358354

OTIER IEICOhE
Allowance for equity frurds wcd during cortstnlction
Interest and invatment income
Miscellaneous net
TOTAL

-

INTERESTEXPENSE
Interest expmse
AlIowaacc for borrowd funds u
s
e
dduring construction

$2,082,4447

378,699
4 ~ 4 7
41,800
495,443
35,790
85364
232.085
1,603
1.756,43 I

326,016

$2,211,263

29812 19
795,526

42.148
475w
34575

80,821
252,742
15,161
1,994.422

216,841

7,660

4,118

5219

16,533

46,363

(4,172)
20,021

( 1,743)
48,738

19J21
(3,569)
20,97 1

83,545

91,598

92,340

TOTAL
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES

297,656

285,s 62

148,63 1

Income taxes

132,765

112,944

81.756

NET INCOME

164,891

172,618

66,875

6,873

6,873

6,873

%ISS,OlS

$165.745

P r e F e d dividend requirements and otber

EARNINGS APPLICABLETO
COMMON STOCK
See Notes to Financial Statements.
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E P i G Y ARKANsAs,INcAND SrnSIDIAIuEs
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

For the Years Ended December31.
2011

2010
(mThousands)

2009

OPERATING A C I I W T E S

Net income

st64,s91

S172,6 18

566,875

339,s19

347$587

94,410

100,071

287>17
66,77Y

Roceivablcs

(I 1,021)

Fuel hventory

(11,190)
160.983
122,974

3 4 9 14
(Q639)

3,477
163

Adjustments to reconde net iawme to net cash flow provided by operating

activities:
Depreciation,amortktion, and decommissioning,includmg nuelcarfuel amorhtion
D e f d income taxes, investment tax credits, and noa-cmmt tax= w e d
ChangEs in assets and liabilitia:

Acc~untspaysbIc

Prepaidtaxsandtaxesaccrued
Interest a c m c d
Defemd fuel costs

2,861
(148374)

Other working capitalaccounts

(3,855)

Provisions for d m a t o d lospcs

(22330)

other regulatory aSSetS
Pension and other postretirement liabilities
0 t h wcts and Iiabititits

Net cash !low prodded by operating acthitics
I ” G
ACTMTES
Constructione x p e n d i w
Allowance for qui@funds uscd during consrmction
Nucfur fuel purchasw
P m c d fmm sale of nuclear fuel
PmcCDds from sale of q u i p m t
Procecdr from nuclear dceommissiming trust fund salw
InvMmcnt in n u d a decommissioning w h d s
Cbange in money pool receivable -net
Changa in other inveibnmts net
Jnvcsbmntin afiiliak3
Ilcminances to transition charge account
Paymentsh m kinsition chmgc account

(14777)
(63,lSS)
426

(338,993)
5,517
(1,103

61,300
3 1.550
(5J47l

330,263
(5708)

uosr 12)

(215,841)
123,156
(52.459)
564.124

(10.072)
512,260

(382,776)
9,607
(148,657)

(291267)
4,118
I823U

125,408
(140,724)
24,101

367,266

154,644

(400,532)

(1 64,879)
(11868)

(87,087)

QZ.496)

2.489

-

(3,741)

(126W

6,501
34259
384,192

(338,752)
5219
(118,379)
118,590
74,818

2,415

10,994
($5,650)

(2.4 11)

14,173

other
Net a s h flow wed in I n v 4 n g a d v i t i a

(503,524)

18
(4 13,18 0)

9s
(281,512)

PINANCINGA-

PFoKtds fmm the issuance of long-term debt
R e b a t of Iong-tenn debt

-

Changa in =dit borrowing net
Dividends paid:
comm s m k
Preferred stock

0th
Net cash flow used in nnandng activities

54,743
(453 10)
(28I8631

684,851
(589,500)
5,711

(I 17,800)

(173,400)

(6,8731

W73)

W73)
(842)

(144.103)

(79211)

{56.015)

(48,300)

Net Increase (decrease) In cash and carh equivalents

(83,503)

19,869

46,665

Cash and farb equlvdents at beginning of period

106,102

86.233

39.568

Cash and cash equivalentr at end of period

m.599

fl06.102

586.233

SUPPLEMENTALDISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW W O W T I O M
Cash paid(rtctivcd) during the period for:
Intmst net of amount capitalized
Income taxw

$15,650
(S89,994)

S85.639
566,403

S88397
$1,434

-

SK:

No& to Financial Statements.
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ENTERGY ARKANSAS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SREETS
ASSETS

December31,
2011

2010

(In Thousands)

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents:
Cash
Ttmpomry 41
investments

$4,712
17,887
22599

Total cash and cash invabents
Securitizationrecovery trust account

3,890

Accounts receivable:
Customer

90,940

Allowance for doubtful: accounts
Associated companies

(26,155)
58,030

other

66,838

Accrued unbitled revenues

70,715

TotaI accounts receivable

260368

Defated fuel costs
Fud inventory at average cost

209.776
48,889
143,343
49,047

-

-

Materialsand supplies nt average cost
D e f d nuclear reheling outage costs
System agreement cost equalition
Prepaid taw
Prepayments and other

36,800

79,905
(24,402)
82,583
61,135
7432227

273.448
61,502

37,699
140,095
23,099
52,160

86,693

TOTAL

OTHER PROPERTY AND WVIBTME:NTS
Decommissioningmt funds

-

Non-utilityproperty at cost (less accumulateddepreciatjon)

Other
TOTAL

UTILIlTPLANT
Ektric
Proprty under capital l w e
Construction work in progms
Nuclcar fucI
TOTAL UTILITY PLANT
LESS accumulated depreciation and amortization
UTILITY PLANT NET

-

SJ50
101,852
106,102
2,4E

8,562
183,274

7,577
791,087

541,657
1,677
3,182
5465 16

520,841
1,684
14,176
53610 I

8,079,732
1,234

1,181,348
1303
114,324
ISS,611
8,091,586

120JIl
272,593
8,473,770

-

DEFERRED DEBITS AND OTHER ASSETS
Regulatory assets:
Regulatoryasset for income tax6 net
Other regulatory assets (icludes writintion property of
S105,762asofDccember31.2011 mdSI18,SOSasof
December 3 1,2010)

-

OhW

TOTAL

TOTAL ASSETS

3,mm

3,683.001

4,640,174

4,408.585

87JS7

98,836

1.I 26,9 I 1
27,980
1,24224s

892,449
23,7 IO
1,o 14.995

$72 12212

Sep Notes to Financial Statements.
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$6,751,368

EmERGY ARKANSAS, mc.AND suBsIIIm
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE S3EETS .
LIABILITRBAPTDEQZrrrY.
December 31,
2011

2010

(In Thousands)

cmu7EmLIABam
C m t l y maturinglong-term debt

$-

Short-termborrow ill^
Aeuruats payable:
Asscreiatcd companies

33,914

228,163

Intemt accrued

138,054
8 1,074
36,281
124,269
29.881

0th
TOTAL

23,305
694,939

Ohm

Customer deposits
Taxes accrual
Acemulakd defend income taxa

NONCURRENT LIABILlTlEs
Accumulated deferred income taxes and taxes a m &
Accumulated deferred iaveStmmt tax credits
mar e g l h l y liabilities
DDtcommissioning
Accumulated pmvisions
Pension and other postretirementliabilitis
Long-term debt (includes securitizationbonds of $113,761 as
of December3 1.201 I and f124,066BS of December 3 I, 2010)
Other

TOTAL

$35,000
6&777

92,627
114,454

7233s
82,820
27.020
21.1 I5
508,348

1,708,760
4%939
133,960
640,228
5,640
539,016

1,661,365

1.875.921
.
.
10335
4,956,199

1,828,910
20,701
4,722,764

116,350

I 16,350

44,928
140,SO I

602,164
7,970
415,925

Commitmtnts and Contingencies

Preferred stock without sinking fund

COMMON EQUITY
Common stock, $0.01 par value, authorized 325,000,000
sham; h a i and outstanding 46,980,196 sham m 2011
and2010

Paid-in mpital
RetainEd earnings
TOTAL

470

470

588,444

588,444

855310
1,444,124

8 14.992
1,403,906
$6,751,368

TOTAL LIABILlTIEs AND EQUITY
See Notes to Financial Statements.
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lmTEKGY ARKANSAS, YNC. ANI) s u B s m m
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN COMMON EQUITY
For the Years Ended DeEember 31,2OlI,ZOlO, and 2009
Common Equlty

Common Stock

BaIanm at Decernber31,2008
Net income
Common stock dividends
Preferred stock dividends
BaIance at December 31,2009
Net income
Common stock dividends
Preferred stock dividends
Balance at December 31,2010
Net income
Common stock dividends
Preferred stock dividends
Balance at December 31,2011

$470

-

%470

Retahed
Paid-in Capital
Earnings
(In Thousands)

"

$8 10,945
66,875

"

(48,300)

$588,444

$588,444

(6,3731
$822,6447
172,618
(173,400)

(6,873)
$470

$588,444
*

$8 14,992

1M$91
(117,800)

(6,873)

M70

See Nom to Financial Statements.
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$588,444

%855,210

Total

$1,399,859
66,875
(48,300)

(6.873)
$1,411,561
172,618
(173,400)
16,873)
$1,403,906
164,891

(1 1 7,800)
(6,873)
$1,444,124

ENTERGY ARKANSAS, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
SELECTED F'INLNCIAL DATA --YEAR'COMPARISON
.,. .

2010

2011

Operating revknbes
Net Income
Total assets
Long-term obligations (1)

.

2008

2009

iJnThOUSands)

'

2007

'

$2,084,310.- $2,082,&7 ' $2,211,263 32,328,349 $2,032,965
$139,111
$164,891
$172,613
$66,875
. $47,152
$7212,2I2 %6,751,368 $6,492,802 $6,568,2 13 $5,999,806
$1,992,271 $1,946,494 $1,736,520 0 1,800,735 $1,508,158

(1) Includes long-term debt (exduding currentlymaturing debt), noncurrent capita1lease obligations, and prefked
stock without sinking filnd
'
!
4

* <.. .

.

,

'

2011

'..

1

.

.

..2010.

2009.

.

.

2008.

'.

. ..

2007

.

(Dollars In Millions)
Electric Operating Revmua:
Residential
Commercial
.
.
..
Industrial
GovernmentaI
Total retail
SaIa for resale:
Associated companies
Non-associatedcompmia
Other
Totai

I

$756

$769

$756

463
46I

*

'

$690

450

441 .

421

415

475
433

20
1,647

20
1,649

21
1,698

279

350

416,

302

96
62

302
78
53

102
61

156
50

$2,084

$2,082

$2,211

156
55
-$2,328

$2,033

8,229
6,05 1

8,501
6,144

7,678

7,725

7,082

5,875
7,21 I

5,945

7,029

7,464
5,s 17
6,376

275
21,584

277
22,004

. 269
193926

274
21,038

7,424
277
21,371

6,893
.. 1.304
29,78 1

7,853
850
30,707

9,980
7.631-

7,890

-.--

7,185

2.159-

31,537

3 1,087

,

.

.

Billed EIechic Energy Sales (GWh):, .
RsidentiaI
Commercial
Industrial
Governmental
Total retail
Sales for rBaIe:
Associated companies
Non-associated cornpanics
Total

$773

b

.

*

f

...

..
; . , ..

. -

279

'

.

.

.

21
1,707

,

.--

409
407
19
1,525

.--

2.65131,207

..!

. .-.

'

,- ,

ENTERGY GULF STATES LOUISIANA, LL.C.
MANAGEMENT’S FINANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANAL,YSIS

Plan to Spin Off the Utilitv’s TransmissionBusiness
See the “Plan to Spin Off the Utility’s Transmission Business” section of Entergy Corporation and
SubsidiariesManagement’s Financia1Discussion and Analysis for a discussion of this matter, including the planned
retirement of debt and preferred securities.

ResuIts of Operations

Net Income
20 11 Compared to 20 IO

Net income increased $12.3 million primarily due to lower interet expense and lower other operation and
maintenance expense, offset by higher depreciadon and amortkation expenses and a higher effective income tax
rate.
2010 Compared to 2009

Net income increased $37.7 milIion primarily due to higher net revenue, a lower effective income tax rate,
and Iower interest expense, offset by higher other operation and maintenance expenses, lower other income, and
higher tax= other than income taxes.
Net Revenue
2011 compared to 2010

Net revenue consists of operating revenues net of: 1) fuel, fwI-reIated expenses, and gas purchased for
resak, 2) purchased power expenses, and 3) other regulatory credits. FolIowhg is an analysis of the change in net
revenue comparing 20 11 to 20 10.

Amount
(Tn Millions)
$933 -6

20 10 net revenue

Retail electric price
Volumdweather
Fuel recovery
Tmnsmission revenue

(20.1)
(5-2)
14.8
12.4
(2.1)
5933.4

Other
2011 net revenue

The retai electric price variance is primarily due to an increase in credits passed on to customers as a r m l t
of the Act 55 storm cost financing. See “MANAGFMENT’S IFXPJANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS Hurricane Gusfav and Hurricane Ike” and Note 2 to the financial statements for a discussion of the Act 55 storm
cost financing.

The volurndweather variance is primarily due to less favorable weather on the residential sector as well as
the unbilIed sales period. The decrease was partially offset by an incrase of 62 GWh,or 0.3%, in bilIed elecQicity
usage, primarily due to increased consumption by an industrial customer as a result of the customer’s cogeneration
outage and the addition of a new production unit by the industrial customer.

The fie1 recovery variance resulted primriIy fiom an adjustment to deferred fuel costs in 2010, See Note
2 to the financial statements for a discussion of fuel recovery.
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Management's Financial Discussion aad Analysis

The transmission revenue variance is primarily due to a revision to transmission investment equalhation
billings under the Entergy System Agreement among the Utility operating companies (for the approximate period
of 1996 - 20I 1) recorded in the fourth quarter 20I 1. See Note 2 to the financial statements for further discussion of
the revision.

Fuel andpurchedpower expenses

FueI and purchased power expenses increased primady due to:

0

an increase in deferredfuel expense due to the timing of receipt of System Agreement payments and credits to
customers;
an increase in natural gas fuel expense primarily due to increased generation; and
an increase in deferred kel expense due to fuel and purchased power expense decreases in exc~ssof lower
fuel cost recovery revenues.

The increase was ofiet by a decrease in the average market price of purchased power and decreased net area demand.
2010 Comnared to 2009

Net revenue consists of operating revenues net of: 1) fuel, fueldated expenses, and gas purchased for
resale, 2) purchased power expenses, and 3) other regulatory credits. Following is an analysis of the change in net
revenue comparing 20 IO to 2009.
Amount
(ln MiIlions)

$861.3

2009 net revenue
Retail electric price
Volumdw&her
Fuel recovery
Other
2010 net revenue

66.7
32.7
(28.7)
1.6

$933.6

The retail electric price variance is primarily due to fomuh rate plan increases effective November 2009,
January 2010, and September 2010. See Note 2 to the financial statements for further discussion of the formula rate
plan incraes.

The volumdwather variance is primarily due to an increase of 1,861 GWh, or IO%, in biIIed electricity
usage, primarily in the industrial sector as a result of incrmsed consumption in the chemicals industry, and also the
effect of more hvorab1e weather on the residential and commercial sectors.

The fuel recovery variance r a k e d primarily &om an adjustment to deferred fuel costs in the fourth quarter
2009 relating to unrecovered nuclear fuel costs incurred since January 2008 that will now be recovered after a
revision to the fuel adjustmentclause methodology.
Gross operuting revenues andfuel andpurchasedpower -ernes
Gross operating revenues increased primarily due to:
an increase of $100.9 million in rider revenues due to Iower System Agreement credits in 2010;
formula rate plan increases effective November 2009,January 2010, and September 2010, as noted above;
an increase of $64.5 million in fuel cost recovery revenues due to increased usage primarily in the industrial

sector; and
the increase related to volume(weather, as discussed above.
The increase was partially offset by a decrease in gross wholesale revenues primarily due to the transfer of several
w h o k d e customers to Entergy Texas in 2009 and decreased system agreement remedy receipts.
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Fuel and purchased power expenses increased primarily due to an increase in the average market pice of
purchased power.
Other Income Statement Variances
201 I Commred to 2010

Nuclear refueling outage exprmses decreased primarily due to the amortization of lower expenss associated
with the planned maintenance and refueling outage at River Bend in the first quarter 201 1.
Other operation and maintenance expenses decreased primarily due to:
a decrease of $6 million in fossil-fieled generation expenm primarily due to fewer outagE and a reduced

scope ofwork compared to 2010; and
a decrease of $4.2 million in compensation and benefits costs primarily resulting from an increase h the
accrual for incentivebased compensation in 2010 and a decrease in stock option expense.

The decrease was partidy o E e t by an increase of$2.9 million in costs due to the bansition and implementation of
joining the MIS0 RTO,as well as several individually insignificant items.
Depreciation and amortization expens= incrmed primarily due to a revision in the second quarter 2010
related to depreciation on storm cost-related assets and an increase in plant in service. Recovery of the storm costreIated assets wilI now be through the Act 55 fiancing of storm costs as approved by the LFSC in June 2010. See
“MANAGEMENT’S FINANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS - Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Ike”
and Note 2 to the &ancia1 statements €or a discussion of the Act 55 storm cost financing.
Inter& expense decreased p d y due to:

0

redemptions of first mortgage bonds of $68 miIlion in June 2010 and $304 million in November 2010,
partially offset by the issuance of first mortgage bonds of $250 milIion in October 201 0. See Note 5 to the
financial statements for a discussion of long-term debt; and
interest expense accrued in 2010 reIated to the expected resuIt of the LPSC Staff audit of the fuel
adjustment clause for the period 1995 through 2004. See Note 2 to the financial statements for a discussion
of fuel recovery.

2010 Comared to 2009

Other operation and maintenance expenses incraed primarily due to an increase of $12.4 million in fossil
expenses due to higher plant maintenance costs and plant outages and a $12.1 million increase in compensation and
benefits costs resulting from decreasing discount rates, the amortization of benefit trust asset Iosses, and an increase in
the accrual for incentivebased compensation. See Note 11 to the kancial statements for further discussion of benefit
Costs.

Taxes other than income taxes incrmsed primarily due to an increase in Iocal franchise taxes as a result of
higher revenues primarily in the residentiaI and commercial sectors and an increase in ad vaIorern taxes as a result
of higher millage rat=, a higher 2010 assessment, and a reduction in capitalized property taxes as compared to
2009.
Other income decreased primarily due to a decrease of $30.1 &lion in inter& and investment income
related to the debt assumption agreement with Bntergy Texas. In June 2010, Entergy Texas repaid the outstanding
assumed debt and the debt assumption agreement was terminated.

Interest expense decreased primarily due to a decrease in long-term debt outstanding as a result of
redemptions of first mortgage bonds of $292 million in December 2009, $68 million in June 2010, and E304
million in November 2010, partialIy offset by issuances of first mortgage bonds of $300 million in October 2009
and $250 million in October 2010. See Note 5 to the financial statements for further discussion of the decrme in
long-term debt.
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Income Taxes

The effective income tax rates were 30;3%, 28.5%, and 36.8% for 2011,2010, and 2009, respectively. See
Note 3 to the financial statements for a reconciliation of the federal statutory rate of 35% to the effective income tax
rates.
Liauiditv and Capital Resources

Cash H o w
Cash flows for the years ended December 3 1,201 1,2010, and 2009 were as follows:
2011

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period

cash flow p r i v i by
~ (used in):
Operating activitk
Investing activities
Financing activities +
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period
OperatingActhitie

S I 55,173
482,115

(267,262)
(345,181)
(13 0,328)
$24,845

2010
@ Thousands)
$144,460

726,130
(541,583)

(173,834)
10,713
$155,173

2009
$49,303

234,930
(286,486)
I46,713
95,157
$14,460

’

Net cash flow provided by operating activities decreased $244 d o n in 2011 compared to 2010 primarily
due to:

proceeds of $240.3 million received fiom the LURC as a result of the Act 55 storm cost financings in 2010.
See “MANAGEMIENT’S FINANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS - Hurricane Gustav and
Hurricane lke andNote 2 to the h a d a l statements for a discussion of the Act 55 storm cost financing, and
higher nuclear refueling outage spending at River Bend. River Bend had a refbeling outage in201I and did
not have one in 20 10.

The decrease was partialIy offset by income tax refunds of $56.3 million in 201 1 compared to income tax refunds of
$16.8 million in 2010. In 2011, Entera Gulf States Louisiana received tax cash refunds in accordance with the
Entergy Corporation and Subsidiary Companies Intercompany Income Tax Allocation Agreement. The refunds
resultedfiom the reversal of temporary differences for which Entergy Gulf States Louisiana previously made cash tax
payments.
Net cash flow provided by operating activities increased $491.2 million in 2010 compared to 2009 primarily
due to:

storm cost proceeds of $240.3 millionreceived fiom the LURC as a result of the Act 55 storm cost
&ancings;
the absence in 2010 of the storm restoration spending that occurred in 2009. See “MANAGEMENT’S
FINANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS - Hunicane Gushv and Hurricane Ike and Note 2 to the
financial statements for a discussion of the Act 55 storm cost financing; and
income tax refbnds of $16.8 million in 2010 comparedto h o m e tax payments of $60.6 million h2009. In
20 IO, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana received fax cash refunds in accordance With the Enterm Corporation
and Subsidiary Companies Intercompany Income Tax Allocation Agreement. The refunds resulted from the
reversa1 of temporary differences for which Entergy Gulf States Louisiana previously made cash tax
payments.

Entergy Gulf States Lnuisiana, LLC.
Management's Financial Discussion and Analysis

Investing Activities

Net cash fIow used in investing activities decreased $274.3 million in 201 1 cornpared to 2010 primarily due
to:

the investment in 20 f 0 of $150.3 million in affiliatesecurities and the investment of $90.1 mXon in the
storm reserve ascrow account as a result of the Act 55 storm cost financing. See “MANAGEMENT’S
FINANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS -Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Ike and Note 2 to
the financial statements for a discussion of the Act 55 storm cost financing; and

money pool activity.
The decrease was partially offset by an incrmse in nudear fuel purchases because River Bend had a refueling
outage in 2011 and did not have one in 2010.
Decreasm h Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s receivable fiom the money pool are a source of cash ffow,
and Entergy Gulf Stat= Louisiana’s receivable &om the money pool decreased by $39.4 million in 201 1 compared
to increasing by $12.9 million in 2010. The money pool is an inter-company borrowing arrangement designed to
reduce the Utility subsidiaries’ need for external short-termborrowings.
Net cash flow used in investing activities increased $255.1 million in 2010 compared to 2009 prirnariIy due
to:

the investment of $150.3 million in afiliate securitia and the invBtment of $90.1 million in the storm
raerve escrow account as a rauk of the Act 55 storm cost financing. See “MANAGEMENT’S
FINANCIAL DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS - Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Ike and Note 2 to
the financial statements for a discussion of the Act 55 storm cost financing;
proceeds fiom the saldeaseback of nuclear fueI of $72.8 million in 2009. See Note 18 to the financial
statements for discussion of the consolidation of nuclar he1 company variable interest entities effective
January 1,2010; and
an increase in construction expendituresprimarily due to $24.9 million in costs associated with the
deveIopment ofnew nuclear generation at River Bend. See “New Nuclear Devdopment” below.

The iacrease was partially offset by the purchase of one-third (Unit 3) of the three-unit, 789 M w Ouachita Power
Plant for $75 million i0November 2009 from Entergy Arkamas and money pool activity.
Incream in Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s receivable from the money pool are a use of cash ffow, and
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s receivable from the money pool increased by $12.9 million for the year ended
December 3 1,201 0 compared to increasing by $38.5 million for the year ended December 3 1,2009.

Financing Activities
Net cash flow used in financing activities increased $171.3 million in 20 11 compared to 2010 p h i I y due
to an increase of $177.7 million in common equity distributions.

Financing activities used cash of $173.8 milIion in 2010 compared to providing cash of $146.7 million in
2009 primarily due to:
net cash issuances of $178.2 million of Iong-tern debt in 2009;
net cash redemptions of $38.6 million of long-term debt in 2010; and
an increase of $93.6 million in common equity distributions.
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Capital Structure

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s capitalization is balanced between equity and debt, as shown in the
fol1owing table. Tbe increase in the debt to capital ratio for Entergy Gulfstates Louisiana as of December 3 I, 201 1
is primarily due to a decrease in member’s equity as a result of an increase of $177.6 million in common equity
disfributions.

Debt to capital
Effect of subtracting‘cash
Net’debtto net capikl

December 31,

December 31,

2011

2010

5 1.2%

52.2%
(0.41%
51.8%

@.a%
48.6%

Net debt consists of debt Ims cash and cash equivalents. Debt consists of notes payable and long-term debt,
including the k e n t l y maturing portion. Capital consists of debt and members’ equity. Net capital consists of
capital less cash and cash equivalents. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana us= the net debt to net capital ratio in
analyzing its financial condition and believes it provides useful information to its ibvestors and creditors in
evaluating Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s hancial condition.

Uses of Capital
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana requires capital resources for:

construction and other capital investments;
debt and preferred equity maturities or retirements;
working capital purposes, including the financing offuel and purchased power costs; and
distribution and interest payments.

Following are the amounts of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s planned construction and other capital
investments, existing debt and lease obligations (includa estimated interest payments), and other purchase
obligations:
2012
2013-2014
2015-2 016
after 2016
Total
(zn MiIlions)
Planned construction and capital investment (1):
Generation
$67
$102
NIA
NIA
$169’
NIA
234
95
,139
NIA
Tmnsm’ssion
NIA
191
59
I32
NIA
Distribution
N/A
52
34.:
NIA
Other
18
N/A
$646
N/A
.
$239
$407
Total
Long-term debt (2)
$141
’
$262
$203
$1,924
$2,530
Operating leases
$11
$29
$16
$66
$122
Purchase obligations (3)
$154
$237
$209
$54
$654
’

’

(1)
(2)
(3)

’

Includes approKimateIy $152 million annually for maintenance capital, which is planned spending on routine
capital projects that are necessary to support reliability of service, equipment or systems and to support
normal customer growth.
Indud= estimated interest payments. Long-term debt is discussed in Note 5 to the financial statements.
Purchase obligations represent the minimum purchase obligation or cancellation charge for contractual
obligations to purchase goods or services. For Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, it primady indudes
unconditional fuel and purchased power obligations.

In addition to the contractual obligations given above, Entergy Gulf State Louisiana expects to contribute
$10.8 million to its pension plans and $8.3 million to other postretirement plans in 2012 although the required
pension contributions will not be h o r n with more certainty untiI the January 1,2012 VaIuations are completed by
April 1,2012.
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AIso, in addition to the contractual obligations, Entergy Gulf Stat= Louisiana has $318.6 d i o n of
unrecognized tax benefits and interest net of unused tax ah-iiutes for which the timing of payments beyond 12 months
cannot be reasonably estimated due to uncertainties in the timing of effective settlement of tax positions. See Note 3
to the financial statements for additional information regarding unrecognized tax benefits.

The planned capital h w t m e n t estimate for Entergy Gulf States Louisiana reflects capital required to support
existing business and customer growth. Entergy's Utility supply plan hitiative will continue to seek to transform its
generation portfolio with new or repowered generation resowcm. Opportunities resulting fiom the supply plan
initiative, inchding new projects or the exploration of aIternative financing sowces, could result in incrases or
decreases in the capital expenditure estimates given above. The estimated capita1 expenditures are subject to
periodic review and modification and may vary based on the ongoing effects of regulatory constraints,
environmental compliance, market volatility, economic trends, businm restructuring, changes in project plans, and
the ability to accas capitaL
Management provides more information on Iong-term debt ma&&

in Note 5 to.the financial statements.

As an indirect, wholly-owed subsidiq .of Entergy Corporation, Entergy Gulf S h e s Louisiana pays
distributions from its earnings at a percentage det&ned monthly. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana's long-term debt
indenture contain restrictions on the payment of cash dividends or other distributions on its common and preferred
membership interests.
New Nuclm Develomnent

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana provided public notice to the LPSC of their intention
to make a filing pursuant to the LPSC's general order that governs the development of new n u d m generation in
Louisiana. The project option being developed by the companies is for new nuclear generation at River Bend.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana, together with Entergy Mississippi, have been engaged in the
development of options to construct new nuclear generation at the River Bend and Grand Gulf sites. Entergy Gulf
States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana are I d h g the development at River Bend, and Entergy Mississippi is
leading the development at Grand Gulf. This project is in the ady'stags, and several issues remain to be
addressed over time before significant additional capital would be committed to this project. In the first quarter
h for and recognized on its books $24.9 million
2010, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana ~ c paid
in costs associated with the deveIopment of new nuclear -generationat the River Bend site; these costs previously
had been morded on the books of EntergJ, New N u d a Utility Development, LLC,a System Energy subsidiary.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana wil share costs going- fo&rd on a 50150 basis, which
reflects each company's current participation level in the project. In'March 2010, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
and Entergy Louisiana filed with the LPSC seeking approval to continue the development activities. The testimony
and Iegal briefs of the LPSC staff generally support the requHt of Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy
Louisiana, although other parties filed briefs, without supporting testimony, in opposition to the requast. An
evidentiary hearing was held in October 2011 and the AL5's decision is pending.
Sources of Capital

Entergy GuIf States Louisiana's sources to meet its capital requirements include:
internally generated funds;
ashonhand;
debt or preferred membership inters! issuances; and
bank financing under new or existing facilities.

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana may refinance, redeem, or otherwise retire debt &d preferred
equityhembership interests prior to maturity, ?o the extent market conditions and interest and dividend rates are
favorable.
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All debt and common and preferred equitylmembership inter& issuances by Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
require prior regulatoryapproval. Preferred equitylmernbershipinterest and debt issuances are also subject to issuance
tests set forth in its bond indentures and other agreements. Entergy GulfStata Louisiana has suEcient capacity under
these tests to meet its foreseeabIe capital needs.
Entergy Gulf States Loukiaoa’s receivables from the money pool were as follows as of December 31 for
each of the following years:

2011

2010

2009

2008

(InThousands)

$23,596

$63,003

$50,13 I

$11,589

See Note 4 to the financial statements for a dmription of the money p l .

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana has a credit facility in the amount of $100 million scheduled to expire in
August 20 12. No borrowings were outstanding under the credit facility as of December 31,201 1,

Entergy Gulf States Louisiana obtained short-tm borrowing authorization fiom the FERC under which it
may borrow through October 2013,up to the aggregate amount, at any one time outstanding, of $200 milIion. See
Note 4 to the financial statements for further discussion of Entergy Gulf Stat= Louisiana’s short-term borrowing
limits. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana has also obtained an order fiom the F?XC authorizing Iong-term secm*ties
issuances through July 20 13.
Hurricane Gustav and HurricaneTke

In September 2008,Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Ike caused wtaskophic damage to Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana’s service territory. The storms resulted in widapread power outaga, significant damage to distribution,
transmission, and generation inhstructure, and the loss of sales during the power outages. In October 2008, Entergy
Gulf States Louisiana drew aII of its $85 million funded storm reserve. On October 15, 2008, the LPSC approved
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s request to defer and accrue wrying cost on unrecovered storm expenditures during
the period the company seeks regulatory recovery. The approvaI was without prejudice to the ultimate resolution of
the total amount of prudently incurred storm cost or final carrying cost rate.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana filed their Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Ike storm
cost recovery case with the LPSC in May 2009. In September 2009, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy
Louisiana and the Louisiana Utilities Restoration Corporation (LURC}, an instrumentality of the State of Louisiana,
filed with the LPSC an application requesting that the LPSC grant hancing orders authorizing the h c i n g of
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s and Entergy Louisiana’s storm costs, stormreserves, and issuance costs pursuant to
Act 55 of the Louisiana Regular Session of ZOO7 (Act 55 financings). Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s and Entergy
Louisiana’s Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita storm costs were financed primarily by Act 55 financings, as
discussed below. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana also filed an application requesting LPSC
approval for ancillary issues including the mechanism to flow charges and Act 55 financing savings to customers
via a Storm Cost Offset rider.

In December 2009, Entergy Gulf States L o u i s i a ~and Entergy Louisiana entered into a stipulation
agreement with the LPSC Staff that provides for total recoverable costs of approximately $234 million for Entergy
Gulf States Louisiana and $394 million for Entergy Louisiana, including carrying costs. Under this stipulation,
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana age= not to recover $4.4million and Entergy Louisiana agrees not to recover $7.2
million of their storm restoration spending. The stipulation also permits replenishing Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana’s storm rmrve in tbe amount of $90 million and Entergy Louisiana‘s storm r e m e in the amount of
$200 million when the Act 55 financing are accomplished. In March and April 2010, Entergy Gulf States
Louisiana, Entergy Louisiana, and other parties to the proceeding filed with the LPSC an uncontested stipuhted
settlement that includes thase terms and also includes Entergy Gulf States Louisiana’s and Entergy Louisiana’s
proposals under the Act 55 hancings, which includes a commitment to pass on to customers a minimum of $15.5
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million and $27.75 million of customer benefits, respectively, through prospective annual rate reductions of $3. I
million and $5.55 million for five years. A stipuIation h&g was held before the ALJ on April 13,2010. On
April 21, 2010, the LPSC approved the settlement and subsequently issued two fmncing orders and one
ratemaking order intended to facilitate the implementation of the Act 55 financing, In June 2010 the Louisiana
State Bond Commission approved the Act 55 hanchgs.

In July 2010 the Louisiana Local Government Environmental Facilities and Community DeveIopment
Authority (LCDA) issued 3244.1 million in bonds under Act 55. From the $240.3 million of bond proceeds loaned
by the LCDA to the LURC, the LURC deposited $90 million in a restricted escrow account as a storm damage
reserye for Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and transferred $150.3 million directIy to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana.
From the bond proceeds received by Entergy Gulf States Louisiana fiom the LURC, Entergy Gulf States Louisiana
used $150.3 million to acquire 1,502,643.04 Class B prefemd, non-voting, membership interest units of Entergy
Holdings Company LLC, a company wholly-owned and consolidated by Entergy, that carry a 9% annual
distribution rate. Distributions are payabIe quarterly commencing on September 15, 2010, and the membership
interests have a Iiquidation price of $100 per unit. The preferred membership interests are callable at the option of
Entergy Holdings Company LLC afkr ten years under the terms of the LLC agreement. The terms of the
membership interests include certain financial covenants to which Entergy Holdings Company LLC is subjcct,
including the requirement to maintain a net worth of at l m t $1 billion.
Entergy Gulf States Louisiana does not report the bonds on its balance sheet because the bonds are the
oblistion of the LCDA,and there is no recourse against Entergy Gulf States Louisiana in the event of a bond defauk
To service the bonds, Entergy Gulf Stata Louisiana collects a system restomtion charge on behalf of the LURC, and
remits the collections to the bond indenture trustee. Entera Gulf States Louisiana does not report the colIections as
revenue because it is merely acting as the billing and coUection agent for the state.
Entergy Louisiana's Ninemile Point Unit 6 Self-Build Project

In June 201 1, Entergy Louisiana filed with the LPSC an application seeking certification that the public
necessity and convenience would be served by Entergy Louisiana's construction of a combined-cycle gas turbine
generating hcility (Ninemile 6) at its existing Ninemile Point electric generating station. Ninemile 6 will be a
nominalIy-sized 550 MW unit that is estimated to cost approKimateIy $721 milIion to construct, excluding
interconnection and transmission upgradcs. Entergy Gulf States Louisiana joined in thc application, seeking
certification of its purchase under a life-of-unit power purchase agreement of up to 35% of the capacity and energy
generated by NinemiIe 6. The Ninemile 6 capacity and energy is proposed to be dlocated 55% to Entergy
Louisiana, 25% to Entergy Gulf States Louisiana, and 20% to Entergy New Orleans. In February 2012 the City
Council passed a raohtion authorizing Entergy New Orleans to purchase 20% of the Ninemile 6 energy and
capacity. If approvals are obtained from the LPSC and other permitting agencies, Ninemile6 constructi.on is
expected to begin in 2012, and the unit is cxpected to commence commercial operation by mid-20 15. The ALJ has
established a schedule for the LPSC proceeding that indudes February 27 - March 7,2012 hearing dates.
State and Local Rate Remdation and FueI-Cost Recovery

The rates that Entergy Gulf States Louisiana charges for its services sipificantly influence its financial
position, resuIts of operations, and Liquidity. Entergy GulfStates Louisiana is regulated and the rata charged to its
customers are determined in regulatory proceedings. A governmental agency, the LPSC is primarily responsible
for approval of the rates charged to customers.
Retai1 Rates - Electric

In March 2005, the LPSC approved a settlement proposal to resolve various dockets covering a range of
issues for Entergy Gulf States Louisiana and Entergy Louisiana. The settlement inchded the establishment of a threeyear formula rate plan for Entergy Gulf States Louisiana that, among other provisions, establishes a r e m on common
equity mid-point of 10.65%for the initial threeyear term of the plan and permits Entergy Gulf States Louisiana to
recover incremental capacity costs outside of a traditional base rate proceeding. Under the formula rate plan, overand under-eamings outside an alIowed range of 9.9% to 11.4% are alIocated 60% to customers arid 40% to Entergy
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